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First of the important emergency
budget-balancing bills in the Legisla
ture at Augusta was introduced into
Uie Senate yesterday by Kitchen of
•—
True liberty does not constat In ♦ I Presque Isle, Republican majority
•*• doing what we win. but in doing ♦ leader—an act to confine expendi— what we have a right
to do — ♦ I tures by the Highway department for
♦ Cousin.
»j the next two years to revenue ob♦
♦ j tained from gasoline tax, registration
**
— ••• * • * W | (e„s e(C
wouj(j (jp accomplished
TUF DfTVIMf' ornnDTED by suspending the one Ux appropriairiL. rcvJVliNCj Kt.rUKlLK uon and by eliminating special re------solves. Such action has been apBad Traveling Probably Ends waved by Governor Brann. party
e
.....
, leaders, and many prominent Maine

season s Activities— Read- j perrons.
Other bills with far-reaching pos
ers' Comment
sibilities were two introduced into the

House to tax chain stores.
Frcm Mrs. Ruth Whittemore, for
merly of the. High (School faculty and
Two bills to enable Hancock County
now located in Guilford comes this and the town of Bar Harbor to clear
word: .
.
....
UP difficulties now sunding in the
•The roving reporter ate his pan- (way oj the $4,000,000 Rockefeller
i*>rl tlirirov olmnet iti nnv
’
fried
turkey almost in our dooryard ...
highway, in Acadia National park
Young Israel Snow of Rockland is a were introduced in the Senate by
clerk ln the store where the restau Senator Blaisdell, of Hancock.
rant Is located."
One measure would permit Bar
• * • •
Habor to turn over to the park
And "Boze" writes:
property which it will condemn and
“I spent a year and a half in Houl which now blocks off the proposed
ton during the latter Eighties and highway. Under present statutes and
never saw Mt. Katahdin until Sep charter the town may condemn the
tember 1910, when I went by train private property but cannot turn it
from Bangor to Fort Fairfield. I over to the National park.
have spent the night on Mt. Wash
• • * *
ington and Mt. Battie—the latter pre
A return to the old-time party conferred."
| vent ion for nominating cand‘|lates
• • • •
would be provided under a bill intro
The trip made by Bob and the rov duced in the Senate by President
ing reporter last Sunday took them Murchie The measure would repeal
over territory familiar to many of our the present primary law and substi
readers, but for the benefit of those tute conventions with certain restric
who have never taken Route 138, Au tions which, Murchie said, “would
gusta to Belfast, do so, and sec why prevent packing the conventions,” as
China Lake is such a famous summer
resort. The lake was. of courge, fro was charged by many proponents of
nhrnta.^nl ”^7
zen over Sunday, and was a scene of protection,
according to Murchie.
merrymaking on the part of skaters, would come through uniform caucus
ice-boaters, hockey players, etc. In dates and non-transferable credenstead of going to Belfast we went by tials as set forth in the bill
the way of Unity. Dixmont and Troy
hitting the main highway again at
Hampden Only faint traces of ice
ONE YEAR AGO
and snow.
• • • •
Bee use of bad traveling conditions
From the files of The Courier-Ga
engendered by Monday night's storm zette we learn that—
Bob and the roving reporter have
Capt. R. F. Saville was bristling with
probably made their last extended pride because Battery E was moving
trip until spring.
Into its new quarters at Spear hall.

DANCES
Resumed Tonight
ODD FELLOWS HALL

KIRK’S MUSIC
5'lt

ROLLER

BUT. ONE LIGHT DISCONTINUED
Ccnslderable apprehension exists along the Maine coast because of
reports that there Is to be an extensive discontinuance of light sta
tions in this district. The Courier-Gazette has taken up the matter
with the headquarters of the 1st Lighthouse District, and lrom thp
office comes the following letter, which Is much more reassuring than
some of the reports have been:
“In reply to your letter of the 9th instant would advise that Pump
kin Island Light SUtion is the only light on the Maine coast the dis
continuance of which will be effected ln the Immediate future An
unattended acetylene light will be esUblLshed in its stead on the pres
ent unlighted spindle on Pumpkin Island Dry Ledge Beacon, nearby.
The new aid should serve effectively for traffic In this locality.
"Due to the reduced appropriations for maintenance purposes with
which this Service has been forced to operate during the current fiscal
year and the prospect that those for succeeding fiscal years will be still
further reduced, the discontinuance of other light stations or the sub
stitution of aids less costly to maintain may be necessary in this dis
trict at points where it is practicable to do so with due regard for the
safety of navigation.”

The ‘Lake View” Crowd Has Its 29th Annual Outing—
Pat Sweeney’s Remarkable Catch

SKATING

Ui

SPANISH VILLA

tt

Every Night This Week and Saturday Afternoon
NOTICE TO DANCE PATRONS
Due to our using the time to resurface the floor, we have been
obliged to cancel the dances for this week; but we will continue our
Regular Thursday Night Dance Next Week.

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

“Quaker Stages

99

“Every Mile a Smile—Mo«t Direct Route to Boston"
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.
Coaches Arrive in Rockland from Boston 4.55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M

Fare to Boston; One way $5.00.

Round trip $9.00

Fare to New York; One way $7.00. Round trip I 3.00
Tickets may be obtained at Thorndike Hotel, Main
Street, Rockland. Telephone 620
5tf

from its stock of pickerel, and to Pa:
Sweeney went the distinction c
catching the smallest fish ever found
in captivity. It was far too small t
qualify under Commissioner Crie’s
proposed double-gauge lobster law
The painters made It a point to list
early, but it Is doubtful if they
thused over the schedule of George
Palmer, who read the clock wrong
and called them out one morning at 2
Everybody missed Henry Tominskl,
who is always “the life of the party,'
and who has the reputation of being
able to tell the best fish stories o'
any man in the group.
How come that these painters ge
away over to Nobleboro year afte
year?
Well, you see it was Just like this
Por four seasons they had been having annual picnics. "Why dont w
get a camp?" somebody asked, so
Freem Perry' located Lake View acting under a tip from his brother-in
law the late'George Glidden, Malr
Central freight conductor.
And so it became an institution,
and the pioneers who made it so were

Volume 88.................. Number 5

NEW PRESIDENT AT HELM

Second District’s New Congressman Starts For the National Review Of Knox Hospital Year Shows Loss In Number Of
Capital Tomorrow
Patients, Partly Accounted For

OVER AT THE PAINTERS’ CAMP

The painters have Just “broken
camp” after their 29th annual outing
at "Lake View" Nobleboro. In the
group for the full duration of the en
campment were Oeorge Palmer, Alton
Perry, Edgar Crockett, F J. Perry, and
Pat Sweeney.
This group of regulars was met at
the scene of festivities by Ivan A
Trueworthy of Brunswick and John
J a. Frost of Jefferson who stayed five
days CXherS
.
,,
. '’acationists for briefer periods were
Frank Perry, Arnold Allen, Harold )
Karl, Herman Tibbetts, Ralph L.
i Smith, William Davis and Robert
| Dunbar, and "flying visits" were paid
by a number, so that nobody had an
opportunity to get lonesome or home
sick.
The painters combined business
with pleasure doing a lot in the way
of repairs and improvements in and
Ralph E Nutt was seriously injured out of the cottage. Ivan demonstrat
in an iceboat collision at Hobbs' Pond ed that he can still do a good job
i Forrest Brazier escaped with minor
i shingling a roof, although he ha
injuries.
Bion Whitney of Thomaston was been more accustomed to the flat
nearly asphyxiated by coal gas on territory around Brunswick.
the smack Madeline & Flora at Till
Rabbit hunting was productive ot
son wharf. He was saved by the
timely discovery of his plight, made
by Capt. Sumner Whitney and Capt.
Charles Carver.
Search was being made at Tillson
wharf for a man supposed to have
jumped or fallen overboard.
J. Albert Jameson was elected I
president of the Rockland Loan & [
Building Association.

AT THE

THREE CENTS A COPY

CARL PACKS HIS GRIP

Mniil SaUnSTaSC"* ID i Several Interesting Bills Make
Advertising rates based upon clrcula*
tion and very reasonable.
Appearance—One Would
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
Return the Convention
!n 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
System
In 1882. The Fre*» Presa was established
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Summoned, it 1s said by a group to the Democratic national leaders
of national leaders, Congressman- to be addressed as “Carl."
i elect Edward C. Moran Jr., leaves to- With him to Washington will go a
niorrow for the National Capitol small trunkful of letters from Demo
crats who aspire to post office ane
whire he plans to remain until thr other federal appointments. Here by
close of the present session, and where the way is a list of Knox and Lincoln
he will be on hand in the event that County postmaster berths and dates
a special session will be called, as un- w^en tbeir terms expire.
In 1933

doubtedly will be the case.
Jan. 15—Boothbay Harbor.
The new representative from the
Sept. 18—North Whitefield.
Second Mainq District will be accom
Dec. 18—Dark Harbor.
panied by his wife and son Paul, and
Dec. 18—South Bristol
the family maid. Miss Myrtle H | Dec. 18—Vinalhaven.
Davis. They have taken apartment'- !
In 1934
at Hotel Roosevelt, which would seem
April 2—Rockport.
to be an appropriate selection under ' May 9—Newcastle.
the coming administration, and where I Dec. 10—Jefferson.
30 or more Congressmen are alread- j Dec. 20—Friendship.
registered.
Dec. 20—Thomaston.
Mr. Moran was discreetly silent a- I Dec. 20—Waldoboro
to the part which he expects to pla- i
In 19X5
in the interim before the next Con- I Jan. 22—Warren.
gress meets, but with a hand in som I
In 1936
of the big events going on rather ex
Jan. 7—Camden.
pects to get his feet well placed before i Jan. 7—Damariscotta.
[ that important occasion.
Jan. 7—East Boothbay.
By virtue of having attended two . March 10—Damariscotta Mills.
! national conventions, having thrice
March 10—North Haven.
been a candidate for high office, an-'
March
10—Union.
Harking back to the days when the old crowd got together on the piazza of
increasing political activities since he
March 10—Wiscasset.
Lake View Cottage, and “chinned” about this and that
! was old enough to vote this political
March 28—Rockland.
[ gcod luck, especially on the part of I Ivan A. Trueworthy, George Palmer. : game is far from a new one to him,
Mr. Moran is also receiving many
Arnold Allen, George Palmer and Henry Tominskl. Milton Plummer { and he is already well enough knowr letters from unemployed.
j Frank Perry, and one night the chef John A. Karl. E. J. Clifton, Sanford
tickled the boys' palate with a nice k. Hatch, F. J. Perry, Frank Perry
price limit, Alvah L. (Carney) Ander
ROCKLAND LIONS
son yesterday gave the Rockland
rabbit pie. The chicken dinner which William J. Perry. Capt. Luke A. Spear
came mostly from John Frosts ranch Ralph B. Loring. Charles Colson and Learn Why Camden Yachts- aopTcSi’^rntaTthe ‘SkI which
was another pleasing feature from the George Tighe,
men Are Having Their he recently Placed in Ato Finland
epicurean standpoint.
6
We could not flhd in this country
Boats Built Abroad
the type of boat we desired at the
Pemaquid Lake yielded generously
____
price we were willing to pay,” said
An organization of nature-lovers is
Mr. Anderson, "and we found only
■I.
asking Congress to pick a national
Regretting that it was necessary to one dealer who was willing to under
tree. Without wishing to prejudge the go abroad for the type of sailboats take such a contract on a price of
j thing, we'd say offhand that the plum | which the Camden Yacht Club de$1200 per boat. He declined to con
] appeals most strongly to the chosen 1 sired, but defending that course on tract to build more tnan six until he
representatives of the people.—Bos- the ground that the craft could not found how much the construction cost
Watts Hall, Thomaston
ton Herald.
be built in this country within the would be.
"Under the terms made in Finland
the 15 boats complete will be delivered
in this country at a saving of $2300
Durgin’s Orchestra
over what they could be built for on
this side of the water, and the craft
ADMISSION 15c AND 25c
will be produced by the best shipyard
Auspices Wllliams-Braxier Post,
in Finland. Most of the wood, to
American Legion
gether with sails, rigging, varnish,
Prizes For the Best Costumes
etc., used in their construction will
5-7
come from this country.
ONE DAY ONLY
“Had we not been able to make
this favorable contract Camden would
have been without yachts another
season, and the money which will be
spent upon them would not come this
way. It was thought better to have
them, even if they do come from a
foreign land.”
USE
While Mr. Anderson's address was
largely the one which he gave before
the Camden Business Men's Associa[ tion, already reported ln this paper.
, there were additional sidelights, and
j the Lions gave their closest attention
The biggest value ever offered.
and appreciation.
! Two key members received pins
Guaranteed flrst class in every
It is an old fashioned cough mix
way. A mixed lot of Regular
[yesterday—A. E. Brunberg and Dr
ture made from a formula handed
and Tubular Shoe Skates. Every
Blake Annis.
sale final; No Exchanges; No
King Lion Saville rendered a report
down from our grandmother's
Refunds. Mall Orders accepted
concerning the boys’ band, which has
time. Used for coughs and ordi
[25 young members under the leaderuntil Saturday afternoon, when
accompanied with Money Order
. ship of Herbert Kirkpatrick.
nary Throat Irritations.
The progress of the "traveling dol
for $3.24 to cover cost of
Skates and Postage. None sent
lar’” was recorded.
Price 50c Bottle

There were 849 patients admitted great need of replacement or repair
to tlie Knox County General Hospitu ' on the hospital.'
In her capacity as superintendent
during the year just closed, according
of nurses Miss Daly reports that the
to Ellen C. Daly, superintendent bl
total number of pupils on duty Jan 1
that institution—347 men and 502 was 21. One pupil was dismissed due
women. The number of private pa to conduct, one preliminary student
tients was 296. and the number in the was unable to make class grade and
hospital at the close of the year was two resigned on account of homesick
ness. Miss Daly notes an Improve
22. as compared with 24 at the close
ment in the curriculum, and the
of the preceding year.
school maintains its place on the
Curing the past year 817 patients registered nursing schools of Maine.
were discharged and there were 34 The health of the pupils is unusually
deaths. The classification of admis good.
sion was: Surgical, 373; medical, 140;
Interesting and impressive are the
eye. ear, nose and throat, 151; obstet figures obtained from the annua] re
rics. 98; newborns. 87. the total of ad port of that efficient hospital treas
missions being 849.
urer, Herbert W. Keep They show
From Miss Daly's statistical repor' that the year's operating income was
are also gathered these Items: Opera $49,158 as compared with an expendi
tions, 464; number of x-rays (includ ture of $58,869, leaving a loss of $9710
ing 70 treatments! 534; number cf
The non-operating account shows
out patients. 974; maximum number dividends from stocks and bonds,
of patients in one day, 50; minimum $4335 and contributions. $5171, a total
number. 16; percentage of deaths, ex of $9507, and a total loss of $203
Other expenses—interest deduction,
clusive of moribund. 2.6.
"Although the large decrease of 259 allowances and campaign—amounted
patients in 1931 over 1930 was. no to $1143. a net loss to the surplus of
doubt, due to the scarlet fever out $1346, comparing with last year's net
break, figures show that our 1932 loss to surplus of $6321
The loss in income over 1931 was
decrease is slightly less than the
previous year if there were no scarlet $10,084, but this was more than offset
by the reduction In operating ex
fever,” says Miss Daly.
“The largest service decrease took penses amounting to $10,979 Th?
place in the eye, ear, nose and throat totals embraced in this operating ex
department, showing a loss of 50. We pense reduction were: Salaries, $5320;
have had 97 fewer private patients. other expenses, $5658.
The Courier-Gazette has already
Cur number of day's hospital serv
was decreased 2544, while our out pa noted the election of Milton M. Ortftient servict increased 263 dressing- fln as president of the hospital, suc
"Our efforts in lowering overhead ceeding H P Blodgett, who resigned
expense have resulted in a decrease after giving the institution an adof $5,379 43 to be accounted for as fol- ministration of loyal and painstaking
lows: All laundry on contract and |service. The other officers, elected a:
eliminating laundress, $2,177.75; re the annual meeting are:
Vice President — Rev. James A.
duction of all salaries, $1,713.75; fur
loughs without salary. $609; eliminat Flynn.
Treasurer—Herbert W. Keep.
ing one Janitor. $450; eliminating va
Secretary—Ensign Otis.
cation supplies, $296; eliminating
The new incorporators added to the
fares of pupils on affiliation. $24 32;
heat saving during December by clos list previously published are: John T.
ing part of hospital, $84 91; heat Hughes, A. B. Stevenson, F. H
saved in Nurses Home by transferring Thomas, Camden; Louise Orbeton,
thermostat to control of one person. West Rockport; Ernest House, Carl H
$39 70; decreased by cost of transfer. Sonntag, Charles T. Smalley, Charles
$16; saving $23.70.
;H. Sheldon. Rockland; Alfred C.
“In the listing of decreased expen- j Hocking, W. T. Hocking, Fred H.
ditures we have not considered the Smalley, Tenant's Harbor; A D.
cost of food and supplies. Hospital I Davis, Thomaston; H. H. Plumer,
supplies have hardly changed prices John C. Creighton. Frank Gordon.
and the cost of some foods is lower. Union; Mrs. Beulah Allen. Don
"During 1932 there has been no ald Karl. Mrs. Alice Karl, John W
large increase in equipment nor any | Bums, Rockland.

AMES FIRST IN FIELD
Machias Man Who Made Strong Primary Run Again a
Gubernatorial Candidate
Alfred K. Ames of Machias an
nounced Tuesday that he will be a
candidate for the Republican nomi
nation for Governor in the primary
election of 1934.
Mr. Ames was a candidate for the

KEEPS EXPERIENCED AIDS

Attorney General Clyde R. Chap
man reappointed Sanford L. Fogg.
Augusta, deputy attornej general;
Philip D. Stubbs of Strong, as as
sistant to Fogg, and Leroy R. Fol
som of Augusta, as assistant attor
ney general connected with the De
partment of Health and Welfare. He
renamed Lewis Lachance, Jr., of
Lewiston, as special agent to investi
gate state gasolene tax .‘.ales.

SPECIAL!

SMART WARREN WOMAN
Speaking of smart old ladies, men
tion should be made of Mrs. Amanda
Grafton of South Warren, who ln her
91st year has knit 15 pairs of mittens,
and who has never worn glasses but
sews and threads needles without help
and also takes an active part in the
housework. She has the complexion
of a schoolgirl, and is interested in all
events of the day.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 13

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

FARMERS’FROLICK
Tuesday, January 17

If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once a
week. The loss of these tastes Is a loss
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.

SHOE SKATES

Don’t Cough

pair

McCARTY’S

COUGH STOP

SOLD BY

D. L. McCARTY
THE NORTHE^TD DRUGGIST
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mail Orders Filled
1-tf

ance hereabouts, and both counties
were strong for Carlton, Ijecause of
the work he had done in behalf of
the bridge at Bath which bears his
name. Ames carried Waldo County,
receiving 1192 votes there.

C. O. D. Sale limited to stock
on hand.

NOT FOR THE SCHOOLS

H. H. CRIE & CO. HARDWARE

456 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND. ME.

j Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
It has been reported that someone
is soliciting subscriptions to maga
zines with the statement that some
I of the proceeds go to school funds
The school authorities know nothing
'of any such arrangement.
E. L. Toner, superintendent

Emboldened by his fine showing in
the 1932 primaries Alfred K. Ames
of Machias Ls already in the field
for the gubernatorial nomination
in 1934
nomination in 1932 and polled more
than 30.000 votes. Encouraged by
this showing after being out of poli
tics for 14 years, he has decided to
try again, and this time, with an
early start and a vigorous campaign,
he expresses confidence that he will
win.
*
Mr. Ames was elected to the State
Senate in 1914, 1916 and 1918 from
Washington County. He ts a retired
lumberman.
A glance at The Courier-Gazette's
files shows that in the June primaries
Mr. Ames received 253 votes in Knox
County and 224 ln Lincoln, despite
the fact that he had small acquaint-

SEGOVIA AND MADRID
It sings to me ln sunshine,
It whispers all night long.
My heartache like an echo
Repeats the wistful song;
Only a quaint old lovelllt
Wherein my life lies hid:
My body ls ln Segovia,
But my soul ls ln Madrid.

»

I dream and wake and wonder.
For dream and day are one.
Alike with vanished faces
And days ferever done.
They smile and shine around me,
As long ago they did.
For my body Is ln Segovia.
But my heart ls ln Madrid.

Through Inland hills and forests.
I hear the ocean breeze.
Tlie creak of straining cordage.
The rush of mighty seas
The lift of angry billows
Through which a swift keel slid.
For my body is In Segovia.
But my soul ls ln Madrid.
O falr-halred little darlings
Who bore my heart away.
A wide and woful ocean
Between us rolls today.
If I were once in heaven,
There would be no more sea.
My heart would cease to wander.
My sorrows cease to be;
My sad eyes sleep forever.
In dust and daisies hid.
And my body leave Segovia—
Would my soul forget Madrid ?
—Rose Terry Cooke.
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REPORTS A GOOD YEAR

FOOD

THKEB-TIMES-A-WEEK

I will praise the name of God witn
a song, and will magnify him with ! Maturing Shares Of the Loan & Building Association
thanksgiving—Psalm 69:30.
Amounted To $86,301—E. Mont Perry Retires

FISHERMEN’S POET

——

The annual meeting of the Rock- below those of 1931. despite adverse
Spruce Head Boy Who Was land
* Building Association conditions
The report of that very efficient
"Thrown Out" of the Uni- j
secretary-treasurer Harry O Gurdy.
shows that 426 shares matured and
versity of Utah
were paid off, the total value being
Fisherman, seiner, lobster-catcher, i
$86,301.70. The dividend was 5 per
college graduate, Eskimo teacher, J
cent. amounting to $38,732.21.
professor, and lastly a poet, is the 1
So well is the institution handled
fascinating life-history of Wilbert j
that the old board of officers was re
Snow, professor of English at Wes- 1
elected.
leyan, who hails from Spruce Head
President—J. Albert Jameson
When he was 14 years old, he quit j
Vice President—Edward F. Glover
school temporarily to become a fish-1
Secretary-Treasurer—H. O. Gurdy.
erman. Son of a life saver, the lure j
of the sea called him. Three years
Directors—P. P. Bicknell A. J. Bird.
he toiled on the watei. living the life
Thomas H Chisholm. Ernest C. Davis,
of a fisherman, molding character
Rcbert U. CoUins. Charles H. Duff
from the rugged elements for his
youthful body.
Edward F Glover. Harry O Gurdy
In those three years he' learned1
and Dr. Walter P Conley.
the ways of the men who fish for
Finance Committee—J. A. Jameson
their daily bread. He rubbed elbows
W. H. Spear and C. H. Duff.
with veteran seiners, experienced
lobster men. leather-skinned heroes
Attorney—Edward K. Gould.
of George's Banks, and acquired from
Auditor—William F Brawn.
them their heroic philosophy which
A familiar name missing from the
was a blending of common sense,
board of directors is that of E. Mont
fearlessness and love for their work.
He learned how to bait a trawl
Perry, who had served since 1894. but
with the best of them, to pull on- oar llarv O. Gurdy. who has daily charge who has now resigned on account ot
with the strongest, to presage the
of the Association's affairs
ill health. The Association has ap
weather. AU this before he was 18
preciated to the full the excellent
years old. before he was more than
a boy in stature. Although he never [ this week revealed another satisfac- service Mr Perry has rendered and is
retumed in after years to the life (cry yfar with totals not materiallv dulv grateful therefor,
for a living, the experience it gave 1
‘
him enabled him to write the poems —------------------------------------ 1 "—------————
which have made him famous.
SOME DESERVED PRAISE
PARK THEATRE
Snow writes of the coast. He cen
ters his thoughts about coastal folk
•'The Western Code." Tim McCoy's Goes To the Telephone Company and
because they are his own people, be
latest
Western picture, coming Fri Mrs. Austin Sadler at Swan's Island
cause he is thoroughly in sympathy
day
and
Saturday, presents Tim in
with them. Indeed, not even the
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
learned atmosphere of the academic an adventurous, dramatic role of a
A word of congratulation is ex
disguised
Texas
Ranger.
Adapted
life has been able to drive from his
tended to the New England Telephone
from
an
original
story.
“
The
Western
system the spell of the Maine coast, Code" has one of the finest casts
Telegraph Company for the kind
the open sky. chameleon water, bob that any Western has ever boasted, and efficient service we receive here
bing fishing boats on slumbering bay notwithstanding the superior cast ;at Swans Island. The operators are
Nothing ean rid him of the tang of j that McCoy had in his previous j surely a fine lot of girlsgiving always
the salt sea that is in his nostrils,,, averrrr ••Tu n purert I aw " The the best of service, and with a smile,
the thunder of surf in his ears, and '
‘‘ , 'cas. ]ists SUCh p-ominent: We certainly appreciate their thoughtMAS”
rUn’lp^Tere ^ra ilne Whreler Ook- ful co-operation.
co-operation, Mrs Austin Sadler,
ning through his mind.
Matthew Betz. Miseha Auer. our operator, says:
“I wish to extend my sincere thanks
• • • *
Dwight Frye. Gordon DeMaine and
and appreciation for the many kind
Years ago he turned to writing I Emilio Fernandez,
poetry to express his feelings. He
Tlie third episode of the exciting nesses shown me in the past year
The Swan's Island Telephone and
wrote poems about everything con new serial will be shown —adv.
Telegraph Company has been excep
nected with the New England coast,
tionally nice, and I have enjoyed be
but mostly about strong, brave,
STRAND THEATRE
ing linked up with the operators of
simple-minded men who go to sea
New England service. They have
every day to bring back what it will , Business
leaders.
International the
been wonderful to me in every way."
yield for the tables of the country—- bankers, political chieftains, educaOn behalf of the people of Swan’s
poems about a homely people, dwell- tors and economists have endorsed Island, I want to say that Mrs. Sad'
X'XVe^' lrresistible i the timely theme of ' The Conquerd™rv° T word of praise’

_____

j

He has written‘three volumes of j Harding’wifi beTo-^Urred‘iPridavlnd ®he haS «lTen “
>'es.ts°f ”ce‘l
it™ ?i?
! Saturday
^itTo^UeThowTirM lhe is. or

F riday=Saturday
SPECIAL
200 PAIRS

Snappy Shoes

Pound

For Women

per
pair

PERRYS
.MARKET,

Only Two Pairs To a Customer
See these Handsome Shoes in the Big Case on the
South Side of Our Store

They Are Splendid Bargains

DORMAN’S
“AT THE BROOK”

FRESH HAM
CHUCK ROAST
PORK ROAST, Pound,

IOC

_, BONELESS POT ROAST,
I THE FRIENDLY STORE | gO^LESS RJg RQAST,

Meat Specials
A New Shipment of Fresh Killed

TURKEYS,

15c

lb
0

GRANGE

SALE

|—

20C

p™1"1

Sunkist Oranges, 2 dozen, 27c
Florida Oranges, 2 dozen, 35c

qq

FANCY L.ARGE
;GE

WITH THE BOWLERS

had high string H17) and high total
The summaries:
Faglcs—Vqlley. 295; D. Benner. 259:
R Benner, 263; Smith. 301; Cobb. 285;
total. 1403
Kickapoo—Mayo. 268: Auld, 286:
Nate. 245: Fitx. 252; Drinkwater. 250;
total. 1301.

Muscles So Sore
He Couldn’t Move

Camden 25. Crmby 21
The High School team from Bei' fast had a lead of 12 to 6 half way
j in last night's contest at Camden,
but were outclassed in Ohe other
periods of what proved to be a fast
game. The point making on both
teams was well distributed. The
score:
High
G
F
p
2
8
Melvin. If ...
3
Lord, rf ......
4
0 8
Dean, c ......
3
1
7
McKeon, lg
1
0
2
Clark, rj ....
0
0
0

Second Game

Eagles—Valley, 293: Fitch. 283; E
Smith. 251: B Smith. 268; Cobb. 311,
total. 1406
Kickapoo—Mayo, 296: Auld. 275:
Nate. 260; Fitz. 256; Drinkwater. 296;
total. 1383.

BASKETBALL BATTLES

any nldtimer hereabout." what he dues
of Gotham House. Inc., of New York [ Even more enthusiastically have | how strenuous the day. she 1s always Ask
when back-breaking work stiffen* and torcity, a book entitled "Down East
his muscles, and chances are he'll
they endorsed the picture as a thrill there with a pleasant word and pleas tures
say: “Why, sop on Johnsons Anodyne
“This book." say the critics, “is really i ing story engrossing in its many moing voice to get us whatever party wt Liniment.”
an event in American poetry This ments of tense drama, inspiring in its : may
Johnson's Anodyne Liniment, which wsa
want
caAes of SiCimess wh
man is America. His tgro previous
am,c
,t d?picts the
by an old New England doctor
..
hospital and seaplane are called discovered
in 1810, just knocks the everlasting stuff
volumes are "Maine Coast
and United States' commercial and cul____
_____________
_
ings out of pain and soreness. When you
she
always thinks
of the little_____
things
"The
Inner
Harbor.
'snows" poems Tre both tragic and
f0Ur PWiOdS °f ^at"should’'^'attended’ to. that we. feel that you just can't move without
soak on this old reliable pain killer
___ «_____
._____ all
n the economic stress.—adv.
, when our loved ones are sick, are apt yelling,
and step out. If muscles are too sore for
ecstatic. In ..
them
he mirrors
to forget; such as having a doctor and rubbing, wet a cloth with Johnson's
emotions of life. His characters are
Anodyne Liniment and apply. Chan<e three
ambulance waiting at the Rockland cloths
WALDOBORO
real, their back-ground indisputable.
as often as possible. Soon you’ll
wharf, etc.
feel as good as new.
He treats life as life is. His fisher
A generous bottle.of Johnson’s Anodyne
Best wishes to our operator
Mr and Mrs. Kelsey Lash have
men characters are not over-romanLiniment cost* only B5< or get three times
One Who Appreciates
tic nor are they melodramatic in I been passing the week with friends in
as much for 60f from your drug or grocery
Total ......
11
25
store.
their speech and action. They are Boston. Mrs Harold Glidden has
Crosby HighI
real, rugged, alive. Snow's poems are I been substituting in the Public LiCAMDEN
G
F
indlvidual. no imitation of any other brary during the absence of Mr.Larrabee, rg
1
1
'zrefajgfarzjzrarajtuzjarararajzrarug
poet.
| Lash.
1 The following from a Lawrence
Whitney. lg
1
1
"Etching." which heads the pages
John T Gay attended the inaugu 1 Mass. 1 paper will be of interest to
2
Maisel, c .....
2
of "Down East.” is typical of Snow's j ration at Augusta,
1 many in Camden, as Dr. and Mrs.
French, rf ....
4
1
shorter narrative poems.
McKee n, rf
0
•
Flage on the postoffice have been Robbins spend summers at Juniper
“No more than these: one act, one placed at half-mast out of respect Lodge. Lake Megunticook. and have
Nickerson. If
1
0
phrase.
a host of friends in this vicinity:
Chalmers, If
0
0
Jo ex-President Calvin Coolidge.
Yet they ipvc haunted all my days.
AT
“As a token of esteem and love the
Mrs.
S.
H.
Weston
has
been
a
re

parishioners of the Church of the
He wearied Into the grocery store.
Total ......... ..... ........ 8
5 21
cent guest of her sister Mrs. F. O , Good Shepherd (Universalist). preSlumped by the big stove s open door.
Referee, Talbot. Time, four 8s.
Kent in Bremen.
1 sented Dr. and Mrs. C. Guv Robbins
• • • •
Plucked from the fire a graying coal.
John Dvorak has returned to Bos- I with a silver sandwich plate at a
And. trembling It over hts briar's bowl.
ton where he will resume his studies I reception tendered them at the
Rockport 42, Winterport 24
Lit up. then tossed It in thr hod
at the Bentley School of Accounting church in honor of the 25th anni
It was a battle of the Ports last
OLD FASHIONED
Sighing despairingly. "My God!"
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Boggs and Mis- | versary ot their coming here. The
night, and Rock defeated Winter, by
Marcia Blaney were Portland and plate was appropriately inscribed
The calloused finger, calloused thumb.
Holding a live coal, struck mr dumb;
Lewiston visitors Saturday.
a score cf almost two to one. Thwith
their
initials."
Mrs. Albert Benner entertained
third period furnished the only thrill
The first Masonic assembly of the
But deeper callous ln his look.
the Bridge Club Thursday evening season will be held at the hall this
so far as actual contest was conAnd voice that darkened as It shook.
Members present were. Mrs. Law Thursday evening. Good music and
1 cerned "Pewce" found the basket
Made goose-flesh on my spirit stand.
rence Weston. Mrs. Willis Crowell ; a good time is assured. All Masons
eight times. The score:
With living death so near at hand
Miss Marcia Blancv, Mrs A E and their families are invited.
Rockpoit
FRESHLY
MADE
Snow's life, in the gap of 30 years Boggs. Mrs. W C. Flint. Mrs. W G
P
F
O
Ladies
who
have
not
been
previously
since he left the sea to become a Labe and Mrs. C. B Stahl.
8
0 16
' L Snow. If
solicited
are
asked
to
contribute
student, has been a many-sided one
Miss Carrie B. Stahl of Portland ;
0
It Snow. If
0 0
2
—on the whole rather brilliant and spent the weekend with her parents sandwiches.
0
21
Hall, rf
Miss
Olive
Coates
is
having
a
vaca

not without adventure.
Capt. and Mrs. A F. Stahl.
0
0 0
Turner, rf
tion
from
her
duties
at
the
Camden
At 18 he entered Thomaston High
The Homemakers' Society met [
8
2 18
, Collomorc, c
School and took the four year's Monday evening in the Methodist National Bank
0
0
0
: Grant, c ....
Charles
F
T.
Seavcms
and
friends
course in two. Then he entered ] vestry for their annual Christmas
0
0 0
E Annis. lg
PECAN
TOP
have
returned
to
Hartford.
Conn.,
Bowdoin and was graduated in 1907 tree and party. Rev. and Mrs. A. G
0 0
0
Morong. lg
spending a few days in town.
Afterwards followed a year of Eng- 1)3715 »-ere presented with an electric after
5
2
1
Payson, rg
Limerock
Valley
Pomona
meets
list) graduate work at Columbia. Tills I ftoor )amp and electric iron. Light
1
0
1
J. Annis, rg
with
Megunticock
Grange
Saturday
course bored him to extinction, he refreshments were served
at
2
p.
m.
The
Pomona
and
Grange
says. Hr was interested In literature
42
George Boggs and Kenneth Wes will have a joint installation with
18
Total
as romething to be enjoyed, not as ton were recent Portland visitors.
Winterport
Deputy
H
H.
Nash
installing.
something to be dissected ana
P
F
Col. F. S Philbrick of Rockland
G
The auxiliary to the Sons of
sleuthed out. and lienee he was a was in town Monday.
1
1
0
Berrlll. rg ...............
JUMBO
Union
Veterans
will
hold
a
card
complete wash-cut as a graduate
0
•
The Meenahga Sewing Club will party this evening at the home ot
I
Douglas, rg ..........
student.
R
meet with Miss Dorothy Stevens Fri Mrs. Harriet Marshall.
2
3
Calabresol, lg ........
Then followed many years of day evening.
0
2
1
Wallick. lg .............
Merrill
Drinkwater,
clerk
in
Ora
teaching English and debating in
2
•
A farewell party was given Miss
1
Crockett, c ............
is taking an enseven American Colleges, in this Ewlyn Waltz at her home Friday | R Brown's store,
,0 a few days suf1
3
Pierce, rf .............. ......... 1
order: New York University. Bow-j night of last wcc|c Those present' forc"d c t
‘
0
2
Birmingham.
of'Vnion^ Veterans
doin. Williams. University of Utah. were Miss Waltz. Miss Dorothy j
6
0
Foley,
If
Indiana University, Reed College oi ' Hlsccck. Miss Cora Hoak. Mr. anu !
h?fd .R meeting at the
,W"!?:an_ I Mrs. Perley Waltz. James Waltz. [
^,daV evening’ The
24
10
Total ............ .......
Orar.je
He confesses that he did not last long Edmund Yates and John Whitcomb I sewing
Referee. Ingraham Time, four 8 s
circle
will
meet
at
2
o'clock.
in any of these piaers. with the ex-j The evening was spent at cards Ail officers and members are urged to
ception of thr la> where he lias honors going to Miss Hiscock and Mr. i;tend
Waldoboro 45, So. Bristol 25
been over ten year
Whitcomb.
j Department Senior Vice Lillian
Waldoboro High piled up a gener
Lincoln of Camden installed the of
ous score against South Bristol High
He was thrown out of the Univer- , ®I*akinr ot
„1 ficers of -------------------------Fales Circle. Ladies--------of the
| on the home court Tuesday night,
slty of Utah for taking the political i '•« hunger marchers n aotra verse the °AR a[ RCCkiand last Wednesday
with Leavitt scoring more than half
stump aganst Reed Smoot. At the ['ont nent
automobiles, eating , evenlng Mrs. Gertrude Waterman
of the points for the Waldoboreans.
time the city was an exciting edu- 'rgula:^ Washington Pos________ Miss Harriet L. Gill and Mrs. Addie
LARGE
House was the visiting star. The
Harville attended the installation.
cational battlefield, a general melee
score:
This
year,
the
Camden
High
girls
in which Snow took a prominent was a teacher." Five years after his
Waldoboro High
part. In this rumpus four were1 retirement, he became a captain in basketball team has chosen as its
G
F
P
mascot
a
little
miss
only
six
years
of
kicked out and 19 resigned. The the Reserve.
Piper. If ........
3
0
6
age.
Lucille,
youngest
daughter
ol
president called Snow into his office 5 Over ten years ago he came to
P Achorn. rf ........ 4
0
8
one day and warned him to keep out We leyan and there he has been Judge and Mrs. Zelma M. Dwinal
Vannah. rf............. 2
0
4
Miss
Baibara
Dwinal.
16
olays
the
of politic- It was none of his busi- ' ever since. He was married to Miss
Icarltt,
c
.................
11
1
23
FLORIDA
position
of
center
on
the
same
team
ness. hr said, and bfridcs he was 1 Jeannette Simmons of Rcckland
R. Achorn. lg ......... 1
0
"endangering the appropriations." ! during his first year at Wesleyan and
Heald,
rg
..................
0
0
0
MONHEGAN
WATER
RATES
Mr. President's warning was just the 1 "that made all the difference," he
lives, rg .............
1
0
2
incentive needed to re/id this callow , claims. Four children have been
A schedule of increased rates, filed
young instructor into the scrap with ' born to them, diaries, nine; Wilbert
45
Totals ................. 22
eight; John Forest, six; and Stephen. by the Monhegan Water Company,
added vim.
South Bristol High
After the year at Williams. Snow I three.
was disallowed by the Public Utilities
became reindeer agent and Eskimo
Since 1929. he has held a full pro- j Commission Tuesday on tlie grouna j
G
teacher on the Seward Peninsula. I fessorship at Wesleyan. Fortunately ' they were tco high. The company
Farris, rg ................. 1
with headquarters at Council City. 1 his duties do not occupy all of his was ordered to file with the commlsM. Thompson, lg .... 0
0
for a year The work fascinated him. time, and he has mucn freedom to sion the following "illegally applied
House, c ................... 5
It
2
the country exceeded all expecta- pursue hi3 literary work. No doubt. | rates'' under which It has been op
Atkinson, rf ..... ..... 1
tions, and lie learned to love the Es- in the ma^iy fruitful years of his life ' eratlng: Per season—Householders,
B. Thompson, If .... 4
8
kimo people.
' ahead. Wilbert Snow will turn out $13; Island Inn. $100; New Monhegan
Fidas, If .........
1
2
$30;
and
In the midst of the four years at j scores and scores of poems about House. $50; Trailing Yew
Indiana, he entered the army as an ' the New England coast. With ex Hose, $3.
Totals ..........
12
25
artillery officer. This was during the ! treme eagerness those who love his j-----------------World War. He entered the second poetry wait for every output, a
Signor Mussolini remarked the
memory expert has sold
FRESH MADE CANDIES j hisA London
officers training camp at Fort Ben- great following already honors the other day that the "ship or internabrain to a medical college for
jamin Harrison at Indianapolis, and works of this Maine poet and un- j tional debts" ls nearing a safe harbor
AND ICE CREAM
$10,000.to be paid in instalments. We
emerged a second lieutenant. Later questionably his reputation will He seems to share the hopes of other
can only hope for his sake that he is
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
he became a flrst lieutenant. He did grow as time goes on —Leon Harold I continental statesmen that Uncle
[not the kind of chap who loses his
not get overseas, because he says. "I! Tebbetts in Portland Sunday Tele- Sam will do all the docking—Boston
head when he gets a little money.—
£JZ/ZRfZf2/ZJZfZfZQfZfZH/Zf2fZ/ZJZJ Boston Herald.
could not live down the fact that I gram.
Herald

©

CHISHOLM’S

12c

SAUSAGE PATTIES, pound,

10c

Fresh Native

ROUND STEAK, pound,

18c

25c

EGGS3V

BONELESS SIRLOIN, pound,

First Game

Eagles Take Two
The Eagles flew high, wide and
handsome at the Recreation alleys
Tuesday night and in the course of a
double-header allowed the Kickapoo
outfit a solitary point In the first
game the birds of freedom won by
"102 pins, with 'a gentleman by the
strange name of Smith having high
total. Valley had high string ilJii
but afterward flew at much lower altitude. In the second game Ty Cobb

CANDY

CR. CARAMELS
23c lb

SALTED PEANUTS
25c lb

PEANUT BRITTLE
25c lb

TABLE FRUITS

FLORIDA ORANGES
29c doz
GRAPEFRUIT
4 for 25c

EMPEROR GRAPES
3 lbs 25c

15c
20c, 25c, 3£c
20c
20c

PORK STEAK, pound,
RUMP STEAK, pound,
CUBE STEAK, pound,
VEAL STEAK, pound,

LARGE CHICKENS, pound,
K^,‘“k3 lbs

Newly Corned 11
BRISKET or
THICK RIB
11

b 1

18c

DOZEN

Grapefruit, 5 for
Tangerines, 2 dozen,
Spy Apples, peck,
Onions, 10 pound hag,
Fancy Celery, 2 bunches,
Iceberg Lettuce, 2 heads,

23c
35c
23c
19c
25c
19c

25c

RIB CORNED BEEF, lb.

6c

2c

1

LEAN STEW BEEFOIL-OC,,
BEEF LIVER
lIDS^DC

FRESH HAM ENDS, lb.

5c

ARMOUR’S STAR

Fixed Flavor

ARMOUR’S
CLOVERBLOO31

HAMS

BUTTER
•>

SWIFTS
BROOKFIELD

POUND
ROLLS

MOLASSES STICKS
18c lb
NEEDHAMS
19c lb

ORANGESOJC

RUMP ROAST, pound,

Florida or
Sunkist

ARMOUR’S STAR

ib

BACON, 4 to 6 pound strip,

15c

GARDEN OF ALLAH

SILVER LEAF

COFFEE

27c

PURE LARD, 4 pound package,
BROOKFIELD UHEESE SPECIAL

lOAI?
LUAr

AMERICAN
or PIMENTO,

sTaS'C

2 pounds

21c

Ik
ID

«/2 LB. ORANGE PEKOE

TEA—Free

10 lb box 57c

BAKED BEANS, 2 large cans,

Thh brings the cost of your Tea
and Cofftc far fce’ow normal.
Sto k up now!

17c

GOLD MEDAL FLOUR
CUT WAX BEANS, 3 cars,
FRIENDS’ BEANS, can,
EXTRACTS—All K nds,
TOMATO SOUP, 5 cans,
RAISINS, 4 packages,
R1NSO, Large Package,
LUX TOILET SOAP, 3 cakes,

25c
19c
29c
25c
25c
18c
19c

24^ lb
sack

19c

SPAGHETTI DINNER, Pkg.
29c
WALNUTS, pound,
23c
FRUIT FOR SALAD, No. 2% can, 29c
STRING BEANS, 3 cans,
29c
PECAN MEATS, pound,
49c
PIMENTOS, can,
10c

FISH
SPECIALS
FISH
FANCY HALIBUT, pound,
21c
FRESH OYSTERS, pint,________ 33c

FISH STICKS,
COD STEAK._____________________

2 lbs 25c

OYSTERS IN SHELL, dozen, .
LITTLE NECK CLAMS, dezen,

Give This Flour a Trial.

It is worth it.
/

Pkg

1OC

35c
29c

VISIT OUR FISH COUNTER TODAY

SPECIAL SALE
Wholewheat
2flfri«inq flour

21c
39:
25c
25«
21 <
23<
29c

10 BARS 25c

BAKER’S COCOA, */2 pound tin, 10c

CHISHOLM’S

69c

LUX, Large Package,
SODA CRACKERS, 3 lb. box,
ORANGE PEKOE TEA, pound,
FANCY RICE, 5 pounds,
KETCHUP, 2 Large Bettles,
GRAPEFRUIT, 2 cans,
RUM AND BUTTER TOFFEE, lb

P & G SOAP
FORMOSA OOLONG TEA, lb.

59c

To help you know this
cereal we offer it at a
new low—

pkg

15c

Every-Other-Day

Page Thref
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TALK OF THE TOWN

JrJrTrJrT rijzfajzjgfamararararammmajzrajHf jgjamzjgjzfajararargZL

ROCKPORT

Milford Payson ls substituting at
High School during the illness of
Mrs. Kora Farmer.
The G. W. Bridge Club was enter
DEPARTMENT STORE
tained Tuesday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Charles S. Gardner.
*410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Word has been received that Miss
Thalice Spear and Miss Caroline
Graffam have arrived safely in
Florida after a very pleasant trip
and have entered upon their duties
at a hotel near Boca Grande. Fla.,
where they will be employed during
the remainder of the season.
A gift tree for the benefit ot mem
WEATHER
bers will be featured at the regular
A real January thaw had things all
meeting of Fred' A. Norwood. W.R.C..
its own way yesterday, and no trace
Friday evening.
remains this morning of the ice and
Mrs. Joseph Mullin entertained
snow left by Monday's storm. Noon
Sunday a family dinner party at her
temperature here was 49. The radio
DRESSES
LACE TRIMMED SILK SLIPS
home at Lincolnville in honor of the
bulletin predicts that the tempera-1
Just received! A special lot of
birtnday anniversary of both her
Excellent
quality,
1.00
value.
Special
price
—
lure will fall today to nearer a sea- [
eight dozen beautiful Broad
husband and daughter-in-law, Mrs.
sonat average. The highest item- j
59c
cloth, fast color, $198 Dresses.
Clyde Spear, whose birthdays fall on
perature yesterday ln Boston was 57.
Friday and Saturday, each—
the same date. Two attractively
and a New York report says it was
One lot 3.50 Corselettes, each—
decorated cakes occupied the center
the wannest Jan. 11 on record there.
$1.39
$2.25
of the table. The honor guests were
This morning in Boston- the barome
One lot $1.98 Dresses; will go
generously remembered with gifts.
ter stood at 29.9 and was rising; the '
50c All Wool Anklets—39c pair
ai, each—
Ralph Blakely, Douglass Bisbee,
temperature had dropped to 37. Here
Sr. and Cecil Rhodes returned to
_________ 1.00_________
LINENS
it was 42 at 8 o'clock, wind west,- and
Ellsworth Monday after spending
skies clearing.
45 in. pure linen squares, printed lace designs, $1 val.
the weekend at their homes here.
CHILDREN’S
Douglass Bisbee, Jr., will go there to
69c
Congressman-elect Moran addressed
day.
DRESSES
the Men’s Club of Christ Church ln
The evangelistic services which
SHEETS AND PILLOW CASES
Splendid quality, “Vat Dye, ’
Gardiner last night.
have been conducted at the Baptist
fast color; very special, each—
Splendid seamless sheets, extra large size 81x99; ea.
Church by Rev. Burleigh Sylvester,
The Past Orands' Association will
speaker, and Stanton Gavitt, singer,
__________ 39c_________
49c
work the Initiatory degree at Monday
will be continued tonight, Thursday, |
night's meeting of Knox Lodge.
Our Gold Bond ' Sheets, 81x99; for this sale, each,
and tomorrow night, and they will
BED SPRFADS
also have charge of the services on
79c
Fast color, full size, Crinkle
Sunday. The subject for this eve
The Industrial Accident Commis
Spreads;
tach
—
Pillow Slips, 42x36; each 19c
ning will be "A Refuge For Lies," and
sion will hold several hearings at
tomorrow night Mr. Sylvester will
the City Government rooms Jan. 20.
49c
Pequot Sheets and Pillow Cases, all size, at the
speak on “Why Men Are Not Saved.'
Firm quality, full sizr, Rayon
Lowest Prices in years
A good praise service with special se- ;
Spreads. For this sale—
Charles H. Berry has been elected
lections. A cordial invitation is ex
a director of the Security Trust
CRETONNE
$1.00 and $1.49
tended to everyone to attend.
Company in place of George M. Sim
Sunfast Cretonnes; while they last; per yard,
The annual planning meeting of
AU other Spreads at Spec al
mons, resigned.
the Farm Bureau is being held today
Prices, Now!
19c
at the home of Mrs. Nina Carroll.
Miss Relief Nichols of the Junior
Mrs. Eleanor Patterson was host
High School teaching staff is coness to the Tuesday Bridge Club at
lined to her home by grippe. Mrs.
her home on Amesbury Hill.
Clara Kelsey is substituting.
The Saturday Night Club was
pleasantly entertained at the home
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S., has
of Mrs. Louise Holbrook.
J. SIMONTON CO.BizJzJzraafajzjHjgi
its annual meeting Friday night.
Miss Barbara Richardson is now
Mrs. Evie Orcutt and Mrs. Belle
able to be out after an illness of sev
Frost will have charge of the sup
eral days duration.
The past grands will confer the
i Boothbay Harbor and Marjorie Nash 1
TIIE SPORTSMEN'S SHOW
GORHAM NORMAL
per.
At the meeting of the Twentieth
initiatory degree at Monday nights
I of Jefferson also played. Dorothy |
Century Club Friday afternoon at
meeting of Knox Lodge of Odd Fel
Knight
of
Unity
played
on
the
C2
Mounted
Trophies
and
Photograph
The Campfire Girls met Thursday
The Thursday night dances at Odd lows.
team. The second game was
Collection Figure In Contests At the home of Mrs. Mary St. Clair these
evening, Miss Marjorie Nash of Jef Junior
Fellows hall will be resumed tonight
papers will be presented: “The Races
won
by
the
Cl
Junior
division
21-5.
Boston
ferson presiding. It was voted to ac Mary Bickford of .South Thomaston
following a recess through the holi
of the Balkan Peninsula," Mrs.
------Morris
B.
Perry
yesterday
became
cept the 10 per cent plan.
days. Kirk's Orchestra will provide
Blanche Steward; "American Pot
owner
of
six-sevenths
of
Sheep
played
on
the
Cl
team.
Every
outdoors
man
who
has
ever
The Lincoln County Club gave a
music.
tery," Mrs. Rena Carroll.
Island. Freeman S. Young was the sport dance Saturday evening. The
A jjarty given by the orchestra was • clicked a camera, wet a fly, cast a plug
Miss Doris E. Wentworth, daughter
decorations were arranged to create held in Corthell hall Wednesday ! or pulled a trigger will be interested of Mr. and Mrs. George Wentworth
John H. Flanagan is on a sick leave grantor.
an appropriate atmosphere. Music evening. Corrine Waltz of Damaris- ■ in an innovation just announced by and Paul Reidy of Hartford, Conn.,
from his duties at the postoffice. Al
Dwight G. Hazen. attorney for the was furnished by “The Fellas" or cotta, Keith Crockett and Earle ’ Chester I. Campbell, director of the were united in marriage Sunday eve
bert Averill is also on a leave, but at
Achorn of Rockport attended.
| New England Sportsmen's Show. ning at South Thomaston by Gilford
last accounts was in possession of his Fidelity and Casualty Co. has been chestra. Bridge games were played.
assisting the E W. Berry Co. ln i Miss Helen Kneeland of Sears
The house committee meeting was which is to be held at Mechanics B. Butler. J.P. They were attended
usual good health.
held in Robie hall library. Lillian Building. Boston. Feb 4 to 11. For the by Mr. and Mrs. Martin Hamalainen.
settling claims this week.
port visited school Tuesday.
The first girls' basketball games Wallace of Pemaquid, Margaret first time in the long series of these Congratulations and best wishes are
Mrs. Maude Cables. Mrs. Ella Plye
Two grippe patients are not an- 1 were played Thursday ln the gymna Reilly of New Harbor. Burnette ; big exhibitions, sportsmen will com extended. For the present they will
and Mrs. Amanda Choate will be
housekeepers at the Relief Corps swering the roll call at Lhe Court sium at Russell hall. The games Bailey of Woolwich and Caralyn pete in showing their mounted tro resid: with the bride's parents on
phies and their collections of photo Commercial street.
supper tonight. There will be an House this week—Registc • of Deeds were between the Senior and CC Crooker of Bristol were present.
Miss Celia Gross of Waldoboro at graphs. Valuable prizes will be
entertainment in connection with Albert Winslow and Deputy Sheriff Junior division. Cl Juniors and C4
Robert A. Webster.
Juniors. The Seniors won 21-15. tended the Green and White board awarded for the best specimens and
the meeting.
SPRUCE HEAD
the best photos.
Mias Burnette Bailey is captain of meeting Wednesday.
Miss Bess O. Lewis. English in
The division devoted to the moun
That nobody was injured w’as a , the Senior team. Marjorie Cutts of
Ten of the Radio Naval Reserves
structor. gave a very interesting talk ted specimens of fish and game is Little Mildred Randall has returned
met Sunday night in Thomaston, miracle Tuesday night when cars [
regarding Madonna pictures showing open to both individuals and sports- to her home on White Head after
Oscar Crie, commander of the unit, driven by B Palermo of the Kickapoo
American Legion Auxiliary supper 200 illustrations which she has col men's clubs" with no’limit piwed'upon 'Pending a week with her grandparliad charge of the meeting and Ken and Donald Huntley of Rockland
the number of specimens individuals en's Mr. (tnd Mrs. Stanley Simmons.
neth V. White conducted the code were in collision opposite the cement from 5 to 7 Saturday night, with Mrs. lected.
Miss Virginia Brooks of Brunswick may show but a limit of 15 for the Mr. and Mrs. Lou Morrill of Rock
ingtrucUon.
plant. Both cars were badly damaged Blanche Morton in charge.
was elected secretary of the senior clubs No entry fee is required. All port were dinner guests Sunday of
Col. and Mrs. William P. Hurley class.
entries must be received at Mechanics Mrs Callie Morrill.
Wednesday the Shakespeare So
Allan Brown, who was installed as
Mis. Charlotte Waterman enter
The school will be closed Friday be Building not later than noon. Feb. 6.
Grange master at Edgecomb recently, ciety served dinner to 47 members of leave Monday for Fruitland Park
cause of the York and Cumberland The show will be open on Sundav tained two tables at bridge last
is said to be the youngest master in the Girls' and Boys' Club of Tillson Fla., to spend the winter.
County Teachers' convention.
the 5th, and many sportsmen will Thursday evening Her guests were
the State, if not in the United States avenue. The dinner consisted of
Miss Flora Wright of Camden and doubtless plan to make their entries Mrs. Graoe York. Mrs. Lillian RackThe Spanish Villa was opened to
By the way, who is Knox County's boiled ham. mashed potato, carrots,
liff. Mrs. Callie Morrill. Mrs. Mar
peas, hot biscuits, prunes, fig bars, roller skating last night, and there Miss Winifred Lamb of Lincolnville on that day.
youngest Orange master?
milk, apples and candy. The dinner were two reminders of old times. One are doing their practice teaching this
While the selection of subjects is garet Carr. Mrs. Gladys Simmons,
Judge A. E. Omman who was a well next Wednesday will be given by tht was the presence of a large crowd in quarter in Grade 7 of the Gorham left to the sportsmen themselves, fol- Mrs. Maude Shea and Mrs. Eugenie
lewing are suggested: TrouU-brown. Ocdfrey. Lunch was served.
known guest at the Samoset for a Ladies' Auxiliary of the Sons of Vet which were noted several devotees of High School
Miss Caralyn Crooker of Bristol brook, rainbow and lake; salmon- Mrs L C Elwell and younger chilthis popular sport who have followed
number of seasons died recently at erans.
it many years; the otner was the spent the weekend at her home.
Atlantic and landlocked; bass, large- drcn are mo'Tn8 into the lower part
hia home in New York. He had been
Gorham Normal played a double mouthed and small mouthed; black of the winnic Grant house, so called
in ill health for two or three years,
Rockland High approaches its sec presence, as manager, cf Frank B
but was supposed to be improving.
ond game in the Knox and Lincoln Aden, who knows the roller skating header with Fryeburg academy Fn- bear, white-tailed deer; moose, bob Mr EIwe11 and •son Herbert will conBasketball League tomorrow night in business from basement to attic and day night at Russell hall. Th^ Junior cats, lynx and game birds. Individuals tinue to stay °n Pleasant Island
The spruce gum story which re a more or less battered condition. who has the public's full confidence Varsity won 31-25. Richard ClifforD will compete with individuals and where the forn’<'r >s in charge of the
cently appeared in these columns is Pellicane. who has been out a week, in whatever he undertakes. The was a member of this team. The clubs with clubs. This will be the ^bster pound,
still bearing fruit. C. H Moor re was back yesterday and may play in Spanish Villa has a large and smooth Senior Varsity lost 45-35. Keith largest exhibit of mounted fish a"d Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Rackliff
ceived a long distance order the other this game, but Armata is off the skating surface, and is beautifully Crockett is a member of this team.
game specimens native to New Eng and Mrs. Henry York were recently
land and Eastern Canada ever calling on friends at Ash Point,
day. and within a short time there list because of an infected foot. decorated. It will be open every week
They’re now producing a three- gathered together in New England.
will be a nice little chew going on Thomaston always gives Rockland a night and Monday. Wednesday and
out ln Seattle, Washington.
wheeled Invalid’s chair with a motor Entry blanks can be obtained by apstubborn battle and that Is what ls Friday afternoons.
SEARSMONT
run by storage batteries. Here’s the , plying to Chester I. Campbell. 329
expected tomorrow night when the
Word reaches this office that an teams of both sexes meet.
last humiliation for us pedestrians Park Square Building. Boston
BORN
Russell Knight was at home from
CHAPLES -At Clark Island. Jan a. to —to be knocked out by a hit-and-run
elderly woman is systematically
Practically all the big exhibitors of Rockland Friday night with his parMr
and
Mrs.
Charles
Chaples,
a
follcltlng alms or “loans" through
octogenarian in this motorized wheel- former years will again be in evidence ents Mr and Mrs H R Knight
The alarm from box 49 at 11.15 last
(laughter
out the city, and that the merits of night was for a fire which had gained GLOVER-At Charlotte. N C.. Jan 7. chair—Arkansas Gazette.
and many new ones have reserved
A group of the ladies of Rosewood
the assistance thus given arc very a brisk start in the house on Trinity
to Mr and Mrs. Albert K. Glover (Alice
space. More than ever, it is claimed. Chapter, OES held a quilting bee at
Snowj. a son.
problematical. There are enough street, owned by Rocco Frank and ocServant—(to lion-tamer in cagei — the show will be a cross-section, not Masonic hall Saturday evening.
deserving cates without wasting I cupied by himself and Jasper Armata
"Your tailor is here with his bill."
only of the hunting and fishing Quite a hard snowstorm here Mon
MARRIED
charity.
Lion-Tamer—“Tell him to come crafts, but of all outdoors in New day. The snow ploughs were out
At the moment the double tenement REIDY-WENTWORTH-At
8m>th Thom
England.
was unoccupied, so the origin of the
nearly all night getting the roads
aston. Jan. 8. by Ollford B Butler. in."
Willis I. Ayer flew the surrender fire was not determined. The house
J P. Paul Reidy of Hartford Conn,
clear through to the Belmont line and
and Miss Doris E. Wentworth of Rock
flag Tuesday when Mr. Grippe was gutted and j»ractically npne of
North Searsmont.
port.
knocked at his door, and the crowd the contents was saved The house
Some of the members of Quantabawhich foregathers daily at his store WM valued at about $2000 and was in
cook Lodge recently met at the farm
DIED
ts missing his genial presence and sured, together with the owner's fur- SPOFFORD At Deer
Isle. Jan 5. Ix»na
of Charles O. Hemenway and cut a
repartee. The alderman was doing n’ture. It 1s understood that Armata
A . widow of Hon. Elmer P Spofford.
supply of firewood for the Masonic
a good stunt in standing cfl the had no insurance. The department CREAMER At Waldoboro. Jan. —. Mar
hall. Mr Hemenway gave the wood,
cus H. Creamer, aged 50 years. 7
hecklers, at last accounts.
was on the job three busy hours.
which was much appreciated by the
months. 8 days.
members.
BUTLER At Warren. Jan 10. L Morti
15'
’
/
4
Lb.
A young man boarded the bus in
SALADA BROWN LABEL
The success of the Red Cross bene
mer Butler, aged 87 years. 4 months.
I awrence Robbins has returned to
front of The Thorndike Tuesday fit concerts conducted by Marshall
16 days. Funeral at 2 o'clock Friday
Hcbrcn Academy after spending the
from the late home.
. . . A Revelation in Tea Value
(30' ‘/2Lb.
afternoon wearing a decidedly happy Bradford shortly before Christmas
holidays with his parents, Mr. and
—At Warren. Jan. 10. Willard E
smile And well he might. The man gave rise to a general desire that the HAHN
Mrs. James A. Robbins
Hahn, aged 59 years. 3 months. 28
(23'I4U,
was Eddie LaPolnte, who has just chorus should not disband, but form
days Funeral services at the Congre
Several from Victor Orange attend
SALADA RED LAB EL
been pardoned from State Prison a permanent organization drawing its
gational Church Thursday at 2 o’clock
ed the January meeting of Waldo Po
where he had served 12 years of a members from all the towns in the WIDDECOMBE At Rockland. Jan 9
America’i Finest Tee *45c
Lb.
mona at Morrill Tuesday and rejjort
Gloria J. daughter of Mr and Mrs.
life sentence. The pardon was con county as well as from Rockland. A
a very pleasant meeting.
Alfred Wlddecom.be. aged 2 days
ditional upon his going to his native meeting for organization purposes PURRINGTON
At Rockland. Jan
10
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Cobb were In
home in Canada.
Emma Frances Purrington, aged 83
will be held tonight at 7.30 in the
Union Wednesday guests of Mrs.
JMN
Central Maine clubroom. 447 Main
Cobb's mother Mrs. Sarah L Burgess.
Oeorge E Macomber has been re street when officers will be elected
Mrs. Lillian Oiles of Camden was
CARD OF THANKS
elected president of the Augusta and various matters of business dis
Through the courtesy of The Courierguest of Mrs. Charles Hemenway
Trust Co. Charles S Hichbom was cussed. Marshall Bradford will be Gazette. Mrs Ida Creighton heartily
Wednesday and of Mrs Flora Dunton
elected president of the First Na , present, and plans will be made for thanks all of her many friends who so
on Thursday. She is staying with her
BOO. A
thoughtfully rememijered1 her on the
tional Oranlte Bank in that city. ' (he next work to be taken up by the occawlon
of her 83d birthday.
• 1
aunt Lucy A. Bean. Mrs. Giles was
Among the directors is E. E. New chcral society.
formerly of Searsmont and has many
bert, a former Knox County man.
CARD OF THANKS
friends here.
Milton S. Kimball, former president
We wish to express our appreciation
A rapid transformation in the ap- and
Victor Grange held its annual in
to all who so kindly as
of the Security Trust Co., was elected I pearance of Maverick Square is being sistedgratitude
by their acts of kindness and
stallation Thursday evening and
president of the Gardiner Trust Co made with the razing of the old Fo floral tributes in this our groat sorrow
these officers were ably installed by
the departing of our loved one.
gerty house by Sherman Lord who atMr.
C. E Heal of Belmont, worthy master
and Mrs. Albert Elwell. Calvin El
The big game of the season at will
well. Mr. and Mrs. James Hall.
erect
in
its
place
a
thoroughly
cf Waldo Pomona, with Mrs. Heal as
Ellsworth was played last night modern home for his lively young
Orff’s Corner.
•
marshal and Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
when Ellsworth High (L. C. Sturte business, the Knox Rubber Fusing
Hclmes, assistants: Jesse O. Thomas,
IN MF.MORIAM
vant's school) defeated its ancient Co., which has been operating at lb
worthy master; Byron A. Wood, over
In loving memory of Rena Isabel
rival. Bar Harbor 25 to 24, and kept Washington street. In connection Rowe,
who passed away Jan. 12, 1929
seer; Mrs. Etta Marrlner. lecturer:
its season's slate clean. Charles C. with this business, which concerns
Four sad and lonely years have passed
Pre: ton Bagley, steward; Mrs. Mattie
Wotton of Rockland refereed and
Since our great sorrow fell.
Bagley, chaplain; Mrs. Julia Went
The shock that we received that day
reports that he was royally used. Itself mainly with retreading tires.
We still remember well.
worth. secretary; Charles F Cush
"Slivic" in a fine state of elation, was Mr. Lord will operate a Alling station.
As
we
loved
her.
so
we
miss
h^r.
man, treasurer; Gardner Hemrnwav.
all over the lot. The attendance was The huge old Fogerty house will be
In memory she is ever near.
recalled by the old timers as a once
assistant steward; Miss Frances
Loved, remembered, longed for always.
750 and scores were turned away.
fine residence. For the last few dec
Bringing many a silent tear
Handspikcr, lady assistant steward;
Her husband, parents, brothers and
Alfred P. Shepard, gatekeeper; Mrs
Groceries enough to All one of the ades it served as a confectionery store sister.
•
Abbie Bryant, Ceres; MLss Thelma
la.rgc tables at the Modern Pant and waiting room for the late street
Cunningham, Pomona; Miss Delma
Co.'s factory were assembled the railway. Among the several propri
RESOLUTIONS
Z
Cunningham, Flora; Charles A. Bry
Whereas, the Divine Master has again JZ
other day, and then turned over to etors of the store will be recalled tlie
While many of the arthk’ are mid off there remain some of thr
our Order and called to her re- <6
ant. member of executive committee.
a former employe who has been in ill late John Colson. John H. Meservey, entered
very
btst
Irfl
and
you
are
sure
of
making
a
good
saving
if
you
visit
ward
our
beloved
Sister
Cora
Gardner;
X
Visitors were present from Mystic
health and out of employment. It Ellas Larrabee, Nate Saunders and
Therefore, be it resolved that in the J2
us
this
week.
Grange of Belmont and Equity
was a striking illustration of the fact William E. Graves w'ho now occu death of Sister Gardner. Knox Pomona Z
Grange No 3. has lost a member who i JZ
Orange of Belfast. Interesting re
that the milk of human kindness pies the C. M. Thomas store.
Remember—there is a 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT on everything in
was ever mindful of her responsibilities <5
marks were made by visiting members
stiir exists in these troublous times
in the Order; one who always met us Z
lhe store—inc hiding Men's and Boys' Zipper Jackets, Boys’ Suits, 'A and friends and a short program of
with a smile and was ever In readiness Jg
and not one of the contributors but
to assist ln promoting the welfare of the Z
Stockings, Underwear, Ifats, Caps, Shirts, Overalls, Etc.
» readings and music was rendered
feels better for his part in the happy
Order. A sister who took pride In being Z
H Following the installation supper was
task.
a member of Knox Pomona as well as i Jg
Past Flora of the Maine State Grange »
served.
. . . Real Throat relief I
Be It further resolved;
,Z
Lr&sons in Contract Bridge, groups
That
a
page
in
our
records
be
Inscribed
Jg
Medicated with ingredi
First Hobo (surveying stream of
or individuals, offered by Mrs. Alan
to her memory; a copy sent to the hus- gj
band and to The Courier-Gazette for ; Jg
ents of Vicks VapoRub
pleasure-seekers)—“I 'ates 'olidays.
L. Bird. Associate Member Culbertpublic*tion.
Z
Mnkes yer feel common when nobody
son's National Studios. Phone 228,
James L. Dnrn&n. W A Ayer. Addle K
ain’t worklii'.”- -London Opinion.
OVERCOMES BAD BREATH M. Norwood, Committee on Resolutions
Rockland.
8-6
COMINA NFIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Jan.
14— Llmerock Valley Pomona
meets with Megunticook Orange, Cam
den.
Jan 15—Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster
of Portland. Bishop of Maine, at St.
Peter s Church.
Jan. 16- Open meeting of Shakespeare
Society at Copper Kettle
Jan. 17—Thomaston—"Oreen Pastures.”
presented by Mrs. Lilian Copping at the
Methodist Church.
Jan 20. (1 to 930)—Regular Educa
tional Club meeting
Jan. 20—Rubinstein Club meets, sub
ject. Franz Josef Haydn.
Feb. 22—Third annual Coast Guard
ball. Temple hall.

WE GIVE
GOLD BOND
STAMPS or
8. A H. GREEN
STAMPS

I MONTON

ASK FOR
S. & II. GREEN
STAMPS or
GOLD BOND
STAMPS

Simonton’s January Sale
Friday and Saturday Specials

VISIT OUR RUMMAGE COUNTER

The lowest priced tine tea
you can buy

SALADA' TEA
OUR

5c SALE

Continues All This Week

M\C*S COUGH

JAMESON’S SPECIALS
For Balance of This Week
Fancy Native Fowl............................................. *22
Fancy Native Chicken ..................................... lh
Fancy Native Capons ........................................ *28

.25

The e capons arc wonderful; you should try one.

Waldo County White Potatoes............... bushel

.55

This is an extra fine lot.

5 lb. bag Quicks-A-Wink Prepared Flour, for
cakes and biscuit....................................................... 35
Do not overlook this 5 lh. bag: it Lx a winner.

Supcrba Fancy Red Ripe Tomatoes........... can .18
Three cans .................................................................45
Superba Fancy Red Ripe Tomatoes, No. 2 can
Two cans for............................................................. 25
Crosse & Blackwell’s Lamb Stew, Beef Stew,
Irish Stew or Corned Beef Hash............. can .20
These are good, and popular.

Superba Whole Refugee Beans.................... can .18
Three cans for............................................................ 45
Taste like fresh ones.

Superba Wax Beans......................................... can .15
NThree cans for ....................................................... 40
Canned Lobster ............................................... can .25
Canned Crab Meat............................................ can .25
Superba Grapefruit............................................ can .18
Three cans for .......................................................... 40
Diced Carrots ................................................... can .10
Lima Beans.......................................................... can .10
Superba Peaches ........ can .20;......... 3 cans .50
Fancy Pineapple........ can .20; 3 cans................ 55
1 Can Chop Suey, 1 Can Noodles; both for......... 25
Superba Tall Can Red Salmon................................. 20
Nice Mixed Nuts................................................. lb .16
Crosse & Blackwell’s 1 lb jar Mince Meat............. 25
Crosse & Blackwells 1 lb jar Marmalade..............20
Superba Shelled Beans .... can .15; 3 cans......... 40
Superba Whole Grain Com......................... can .18
Three cans for............................................................ 45
Canned Ripe Apricots .... can .15; 3 cans......... 40
Small Cans of Fruit and Vegetables are handy to
have on hand—
Apple Sauce...................................................... can .06
Pineapple............... can .10; 3 cans....................... 25
Crushed or Tidbits.

Peaches..................can

.07; 3 cans........................ 20

Sliced or Halves.

can
Good Asparagus........................................
Vienna Sausage ............................................... can
Tomatoes .......................................................... can
Hulled Corn ...................................................... can
8 oz. Crab Apple or Grape Jelly....................... jar
1 lb cans Fruit for Salad ....can .18; ....3 cans

.07
.07
.10
.15
.50

Handy to have on the shelf.

10 oz. jars Honey Jelly................................................ 15
Quaker Oats, large package ...................................... 15
1 lb. jars Pure Raspberry or Strawberry Jam......... 22
10 oz. jar Mint Jelly ......................................................18
Canned Raspberries, largecan ..............
23
Canned Strawberries..................................................... 21
16 oz. can Bensdorps Cocoa....................................... 49
Old Fashioned Yellow Eyed Beans........ quart .10
Three quarts .............................................................. 25
New Pea Beans...... quart .07; 4 quarts..............25
Large Can Pumpkin ........................................ can .15
Pint Bottles Superba Stuffed Olives........................ 35
Pint Bottle Superba Plain Olives ............................ 30
The? e olives arc fancy large ones at half the usual price.

Richardson & Robbins Chicken Broth with rice;
good for invalids; won’t hurt a well person .18
Four packages New Raisins ..................................... 25
Large Can Green Asparagus.....................................32
Cooks and tastes like fresh.

Fancy Oolong Tea ............................................. Ib

.20

If you use Oolong—this ns a good one.

Fresh Pie Pumpkins ..................................... each .10
Spy Apples........................................................ peck .25
Native Fresh Eggs.......................................... dozen .30

No cheap grade goods in our sales; everything adver
tised is high grade

J. A. JAMESON CO.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
FREE DELIVERY
TELEPHONES 17 OR 18

Race-horses do not cat the dny before the race, according to a magazine article. And often we do not eat
for days after the race.—Atlanta Constltution.

. Snicker in the news; Tlie machines
j which stamp the words "Buy British"
j on every letter that goes into a British
, post-office are themselves stamped
Made in USA '—Macon Telegraph.

SOCONY

for oil ranges

CLEAN
BURNING

PROMPT
DELIVERY

ECONOMICAL

DRop

WILLIS AYER

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
PHONF. ROCKLAND 115

“What is It?" Ormsbury asked.
"Search me; I haven't opened It.
Wouldn’t, yon know, without wit
nesses. It may be an Infernal ma
chine, for all I know."
“Suppose you open It, John, and
let us see what it is?" Markham
suggested.
Ormsbury unbuckled the straps
CHAPTER II — Handle tells Mark- I
hatn the only person, beside him
and spread the contents of the bag
self, knowing tlie combination of
on his desk. Canby's astonish
the safe, is Betty Lawson, with
w hom the Inventor is in love. Mark- [ ment was either real or faultlessly
ham takes a plaster cast of a wom
simulated.
an's footprint, found beneath tlie
window ot the laboratory.
“Well—I'll be d—d!" he burst
out. "Wouldn’t that set your back
CHAPTER 111.—Betty, daughter
teeth on edge? Who do you suppose
of a college profesnor, is wed
known to Markham. Both he and
planted that outfit on me?"
Landis believe her to be above sus
picion, but to assure himself he
“Where did you say it was?”
lakes an opportunity to flt the cast
to one of Hetty's shoes. They are I Queried Ormsbury, sparring for
identical. Betty tells him Herbert
time.

CHAPTER I.—Having
demon- ;
strated the power ut an extraordi
nary silencer, the "Black box,"
which he has perfected, Uwen Lan
dis, young inventor, in the little
town of Carthage, confides to his
chum, Wally Markham, that he
feaia the device, if exploited, might 1
he used for evil purposes.
Tnat
night the black box is stolen from I
a safe in Landis laboratory.

Canby, a stranger ln town, who is
posing as a "promoter," had driven
her home from the theater the prev
ious night, and that she had dosed
ln the car. Markham does not tell
Landis of his discovery. Thai the 1
girl should have deliberately stolen
the. invention from Landis' safe Is
unthinkable, but the evidence of |
lhe plaster cast seems to prove she i
was present at the time of the rob
bery.

CHAPTER IV.—Markham, vague
ly suspicious of Canby's honesty,
searches bis hotel room, in his ab
sence. He flnds hidden there two
loaded automatic revolvers and a
complete set of burglars tools.
Canby, returning, brings the re
volvers and burglar's kit to the
hotel clerk, claiming to have Just
found them tn ids room. That night
the sate in the bank ot the small
town of Perthdale Is blown open
and looted, the noise of the expins- >
Ion being unheard Satisfied that hia
"black box" is in the hands of
crooks and Is helgig put to the usee
he feared. Landis, with Markham,
drives al once lo Perthdale.

CHAPTER IV. CONTINUED

During the four days in which he
had been quietly pursuing his Inves- ,
tigntions Markham had found the
circumstantial evidence, based on
“The Devil You Say! Bert Canby a
clews revealed the morning follow
Burglar?”
ing the robbery, gradually losing its
hold. Apart from the fact that
“Under the bottom of my ward
Betty Lawson hail demonstrated, or
robe. Tbe bottom board is loose, 1
had seemed to demonstrate, her In- l and when 1 opened the door to put !
nocence of any part In the robbery, ! my grip away, 1 saw that one leg
Markham was reluctantly com
of the trousers had got caught un
pelled to admit that, up to the pres
der the loose board, and when I
ent moment, he had discovered noth
picked the clothes up, the board
ing upon which to hang an assump
came with 'em. Anil there in one
tion of Canby's guilt. Moreover, If
corner, was this thing. What is
Betty were Innocent, her acquittal
it—a plant, or joke?”
necessarily cleared the young pro
Markham was watching Canby
moter, since the two were together
narrowly as he talked, hut Ills openfrom the close of the theater per
eyed frankness was as convincing
formance up to and Including the
as It was disarming.
return to the Lawson house. Yet |
“If tt was a joke, somebody must
here was this burglar's kit. cunning
have a badly distorted sense of hu
ly hidden In Canby's bedroom, tc
mor," Markham put in. “It strikes
muddy the pool of his thoughts.
me that the point of a Joke like
Deep in a maze of dubiety, Mark
that would be rather bard to dis
ham restrapped the bag and re ■ cover."
turned It to Its hiding place. Clear
“Oh. I don't know," Canby re
ly, the first thing to do was to tell turned with an easy laugh. "There
Ormsbury of his discovery. Possibly 1 are still a few standpatters in Car
the hotel manager might be able tc I thage who are calling me all the
indicate the next step to be taken. hard names they can dig out of the
In replacing the bag he tried to dictionary.. I don’t doubt some of
leave everything Just as he found it, them would be ready to shout, 'I told
rearranging the fallen suit of clothes you so!’ If I should be caught with
so that It might appear as If It had a burglar's kit in my possession. It's
not been disturbed, and turning the
up to you, now, Ormsbury, What
key ln the lock of the wardrobe
will you do with the stuff?"
door.
“I suppose I ought to turn It over
Five minutes later he was hand
to the police,” he said half doubt
ing the passkey to Ormsbury and
congratulating himself upon an ex- I fully.
“That would be the part of a good
ceedingly narrow escape. For, as
law-abiding citizen,” Canby agreed.
he emerged from the elevator he
•'On the other hand, though. It
had seen Canby getting his own
would earn a good bit of unpleas
proper key from the clerk.
ant publicity for the hotel, wouldn't
“If I had delayed a few minutes
itr
longer," Markham said to Ormsbury,
“It would,” Ormsbury admitted with
•'he would have caught me reda wry smile. “I guess I’ll lock the
handed!"
bag up in the hotel vault for the
Ormsbury grinned. “It would have
time being, and wait to see what.
served you right.
I don't quite
see how you could have ducked out j If anything, develops."
“That is sensible. Meanwhile, I'll
of lt“
keep an eye out for the Joker—If It
“Neither do L At the same time,
I found something that needs an ex- | Is a Joke.”
"Well, what do you make of It,
planation quite as much as my pres
ence ln Canby's rooms would have, ; John?" Markham asked, after Can
by had gone.
If he had found me there."
“Just what you did, I imagine.
“What was the something?"
The fact that he brought the stuff
“A pair of man-size automatics
here to me clears him. But that
wrapped up ln a complete outfit of
Isn't all. You remember the series
burglar's tools, hidden under the
of burglaries we had last winter,
bottom board ln Canby's wardrobe.”
don’t you. At the time they were
“The devil you say! Bert Canby
going on, we had a man and a
a burglar?" Ornsbury ejaculated.
j woman who registered as his wife
“That's ridiculous, Wally. I grant
in Suite Three-Sixteen—Canby's
you anything you care to charge
room. About the time when the
him with In the blue-sky field; he Is
town got desperate and called ln a
burglarizing the community pocket i well-known detective agency to
book to the queen’s taste In the pro
work with the local police, the
motion schemes.
But he doesn’t
couple vanished—disappeared be
need a cracksman’s kit to do that.
tween two days.”
What did you do with It?"
“And you think the man was the
“I put it back where I had found
burglar?”
It. It Is up to you to rediscover
“I've always had a sneaking Idea
It, If you want to. I don't know how
that he might have been—and had
It got there, or what use, If any,
nothing to tie It to. The hidden
he means to make of It; but it's | tool kit knocks out the doubt,
there."
doesn't It?"
"But see here, Wally; perhaps—”
Still holding a mental reservation
What the manager was about to
or two on his own part, Markham
say was left unsaid, for at that mo ! said, “Well, I suppose that clears
ment the office door opened to ad
up the mystery," and got up to go.
mit the promoter himself; and the
“Not quite,” Ormsbury smiled. "It
leather case lie laid upon Ormsdoesn't tell me why you wanted to
bury's desk was the one Markham
break Into Canby's room ln his abhad so lately restored to Its hiding I sence.”
place,
“I had a notion which now seems
"Hello, Markham1” Canby ex
so foolish that I'd like to keep It
claimed cheerfully. “Glad to find
to myself,” Markham pleaded; and
you here. Two witnesses are bet
he had climbed into his car and was
ter than one, any day ln the week.”
driving home before he recalled an
Then to Ormsbury, “A few minutes
Incident, the significance of which
ago, as I was putting my grip away j he had entirely missed at the mo
upstairs, I found that thing hidden
ment, namely Canby's mention of
In the bottom of my wardrobe. It ; the fact that a trousers’ leg of the
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fallen suit of dollies hail liecti
caught under the loose board, and
had so been the in puna of disclos
ing the hiding place of the burglar’s
kit. "By George!" thought Mark
ham. "I wonder If that was his
way of telling us, or me, that he
knew somebody hail been prying
around In his diggings. I wonder!”
But the wonder became unimpor
tant when, as he was passing the
Landis house, he saw Owen waving
a newspaper ns a signal for Win to
stop.
“It's come nt last, just ns I said
It would!” Gwen said, passing the
newspaper to Markhatn. “Rend
that I"
Markham read the news Item to
which Landis was pointing.
“At an early hour this morning
the inhabitants of the quiet village
of Perthdale were electrified by the
discovery that their one and only
hank, the Perthdale Security, had
been wrecked, actually torn to
pieces as to Its Interior, by an ex
plosion which should have rocked
the town to Its foundations.
A
charge of explosives heavy enough
entirely to demolish the hank vault,
to make junk of the fittings and
furnishings and to shatter every
window ln the building hud been
fired some time during the night,
the perpetrators of the robbery get
ting away with cash and nego
tiable securities amounting to over
$50,000.
“The singular thing about this
bold robbery la the fact that the
crash of the terrific explosion was
not heard, even by persons sleep
ing directly across the street from
the bauk, nor by either of the
town's two night watchmen. The
theory la that some new explosive,
noiseless In its operation, wus used
by the robbers, and every effort Is
being made to ascertain if such an
explosive la known to science."
“Here’s where we get action!”
Markham snapped. “Jam a few
things into a grip and tell your
family they needn’t look for you
back until they see you. 1*11 do the
same and come aronnd for you ln
a Jiffy. If we spin the wheels we
can be In Perthdale before dark.
The ‘noiseless explosion' settles It.
doesn’t It?"
“No question about that These
yeggs had my box and used It”
“Right! Hustle your make-ready
or I’ll beat yon to It Time Is the
essence of the thing. We want to
hit the trail while it's warm. I'm
gone!"
And with a roar of its powerful
motor the roadster shot away.

CHAPTER V

An Obstacle Raes.
ARKHAM spun the wheels on
the run to Perthdale to such
good purpose that It was only a
little after dark when the blue road
ster turned ln at the yard of the
country-town tavern.
Delaying only long enough to
wash off the dust of the long drive.
Markham and Landis went to the
dining room. There was little to
be gathered from the excited dis
cussion of the mysterious bank
robbery. The majority opinion
gravitated toward the belief that
some new and noiseless explosion
must have been used.
“Everybody's up in the air, nat
urally." Markham commented as
they were leaving the dining room.
"We'll find somebody who isn't too

M

excited to talk sensibly; somebody
i who can give us a little real in
formation. I’ll ask In the office?
And when he came out, “Stockwell
president of the bank, is our man
lives Just around the corner. We'll
go and hear what be has to say.”
They found the banker easily ap
proachable—the more easily aftei
Markham had introduced himself at
the son of a banker.
“We saw the account in un In
dianapolis paper, so Mr. Landis and
I drove over to get the facts at
first hand,” Markham explained

There Was Little to Be Gathered
From the Excited Discussion of
the Mysterious Bank Robbery.
“If these bandits have got hold of
something new. there ought to he a
concerted effort made to run them
down before they wreck us all."
“Glad to give you the facts, but
they ure monger thus far," was the
ready reply. “At about three
O'clock. Biggers, one of our two
towD night watchmen, saw an auto
come in from the east, and he sup
posed it wits merely a belated tour
ist's ear passing through, us quite
possibly it was. A little later he
saw the ear standing in the street
opposite the hank, and a man had
the hood open nnd appeared to be
doing something tn the unitor. The
next time he walked Ills heat, which
was about an hour later, the auto
was gone and the hank was a
j wreck."
“And he had heard nothing In
i the meantime?" Markham queried.
“Not a sound; and neither did

anyone Use, so Tar ns we enhleifrn.
An explosion that ought to have
aroused everybody within the town
limits didn't arouse anybody.”
"It was the watchman who dis
covered the robbery?"
“'Yes. Passing the bank on his
later rounds lie found broken glass
all over the sidewalk; the front
windows had been blown out. He
gave the alarm and came and called
me.
I could hardly believe my
eyes when I saw what had been
done. The interior of the building
Is a complete wreck, showing that
an enormous charge of explosive
must have been used.
Even tlie
concrete walls are shattered."
“This auto tliat the watchman
saw," Murk Ini in went on; “has there
been any effort made to trace It?”
"We have done what we could.
Nothing definite has come out of
It. Tlie roads are full of cars com
ing anti going at ail hours of the
day and night. We couldn't very
well authorize Indiscriminate ar
rests on a mere suspicion. All we
could do was to try to trace a car
which had. presumably, passed
through Perthdale at a certain hour
of the night. Such a car has be. u
found and traced, but the occu
pants, three business men of Louis
ville, on their way to look at a
western mine, were able to give a
perfectly clean hill of health."
“You say this car fitted the
watchman's description?’ Landis
put in. “Where was It seen
last?"
“At Terre Haute—passing through
at about seven this morning. The
three men had breakfast there, and
that is where they were questioned.
As I say, they produced a clean bill
of health, and had the documents
to show IL"
“You got this by wire?”
“Over long distance, from the
sheriff. He said the men laughed
and Invited him to search them
and their car. Said they hadn't
robbed a bank, yet, but they might
need to before they got through
with their mining venture."
As they left the banker's house.
Markham said, "Well, what do you
think, Owen? Are we on the trail
of your black box?"
“There Isn't the slightest doubt.
In my mind. Wally, I've simply In
vented a new horror, and these
scoundrels, whoever they are, are
using IL God only knows what
they'll do next1"
“What about this Terre Haute
clew—which seems to be no clew
at all?'
“I've been thinking about that.
While Mr. Stockdale was talking It
struck me at once that those three
men might have been running a
bold bluff. It would be the clever
est way of throwing everybody off
the track.”
"That's so.” Markham acqui
esced ; and then, abruptly, “Are you
good for an all-night drive, Owen?’
“Anything to get action.”
“All right; we'll go. It's a long
chance, but It seems to be about
the only one. We can take turns
drlvln* and man
a bit of sieen
that way. It will probably prove
a wild-goose chase, but we'll make
IL”
Accordingly, half an hour later,
the blue car took the road again,
following the trail to the westward.
Driving and sleeping by turns they
reached Terre Haute early In the
morning and Markham ordered all
the morning papers. When they
came, they both went through them
painstakingly, and found nothing.
If the Perthdale exploit had been
repeated elsewhere, the news had
not reached the press wires.
“Rather leaves us up In the air,
doesn't It?” Markham remarked.
“Assuming that the three men we
have traced this far are tbe Perth
dale bank wreckers—and that's
stretching the probabilities a good
bit—we don’t know which way they
went from here. I suppose there
la nothing for it but to wait until
the lightning strikes again some
where."
“With the weapon they've got.
the bandits who are using it won't
stop with the looting of a single
country-town bank."
“You still think they have your
black box?”
“There can't be a doubt, ln the
light of what we learned In Perth
dale.”
“We’ll hunt np the sheriff who
telephoned Mr. Stockwell Maybe
he can tell us which way the men
ln the black touring car went from
here."
As It turned out, the sheriff
couldn't tell them the thing they
needed to know, though he could,
and did, give them a fairly good de
scription of the three, coupling it
with advice of a discouraging na
ture.
“You fellows are barking np the
wrong tree," was the form the ad
vice took. “I put those men through
the mill yesterday morning and they
came clean—clean as a hound's
tooth. Why, they gave me the ad
dresses of a dozen prominent peo
ple in Louisville, and offered to
stop over while I wired about 'em 1”
"You didn't wire, did you?” Lan
dis put in.
"No; not wasting their time or
mine. Those Perthdale people didn't
have a thing cn these chaps; noth
ing more than that they happened
to be driving a car that looked like
one somebody had seen going
J through their town. With fifteen
or twenty million ears chasing
round over the country—"
“Sure,” said Markham; then.
| “Did these men say which route
they were taking to the West?"
“No; I didn't ask 'em. But If
they're making for Colorado they
probably took the National to St.
Louis and Kansas City.”
Entirely at a loss as to what to
do, other than to wait for the news
of another mysterious robbery,
Markham and Landis spent the
greater part of the forenoon mak
ing guarded inquiries ut the various

A Body Builder
HEN you feel

run-down,
Wwhen
your blood is
thin or stomach gives
trouble, with gas, or
"sour risings," try
Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery,
ft H you are thinblooded, need to put
on healthy flesh-thls is the tonic for you.
Mrs Wesley Dudley of 1437 Buffalo St.,
Olean. N Y. says: "When 1 was badly In
need of a tonic. 1 took Dr. Pierce's Golden
Mrdl.al Discovery to build me up. I had no
ambition, was terribly run-down in health, my
nerves tanbered me and I sot very little rest
at night, but after taking the Discovery' a
short time I -oon picked up and gained
strength. Sold by druggists everywheie
pt.

Write lo Or. Usees'* C.ltwle,
Y., for fees medical edvlra.
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PONTINE MARSHES

Italy’s Breeders of Malaria
Are To Be Reclaimed For
Farm Lands
The Pontlr.e Marshes, tcrowned
through history as a breeder of mala
ria. are being reclaimed in one of
Italy's ma;or engineering projects.
Vast areas of fertile land only 3C
miles from densey populated Rome
will be thrown open to colonizatio t as
soon as roads and rural centers can
je built in the newly-drained sections.
The land will be sold on easy terms in
ui effort to make the project pay for
Itself.
"While the Pontine Marshes lie
within 'commuting' distance of the
capita! of Italy, and are crossed by
•he Appian Way, one of the world's
most famous roads, the region has
emained one of the strangest and J
least-known corners of Italy." savs ’
i bulletin from the Washington. D.- ‘
□. headquarters of the National '
□eographic Society.
A Highway ’ ”00 Years Old!
'The Via Appla. (Appian Wav'
built by Appius Claudius about 300
/ears BC. starts from Porta San
Scbastiano. the southern gate of
Rome, and leads toward Naples. For
the first 65 miles it runs as straight
is a taut string, until It reaches th*
own of Terraclna. where it passes
under the cliff of Monte Sant' Angelo
that overhangs the sea.
ARRESTED IN NEWARK, N. J.
'When you leave the Eternal City —Robert Elliot Burns, author of
on this classic road, you pass at first
the famous story, “I Am a Fugl
Uong a wonderful array of old Roman
tive From a Chain Gang," was
sepulchral monuments; then you
arraigned anti held in $25,000
climb up the Alban Hills, extinct
ball. Warden John H. Hardy, Jr.,
volcanoes of prehistoric times, and
of the Troop County. Ga., chain
from there you gradually descend
gang, from which he escaped,
rpon a great plain, some 30 miles
c»me to take him back, but he
from Rome, known to history as the
was freed by Governor Moore.
Pontine Marshes.
'On the left, as you travel toward
Terracina, are the olive coverel
Lepine Mountains, of gray limestone, ings, in which only a few persons I
hat at sunset are veiled by that beau- j live in summer.
"Many centuries ago most of the
iftil purple haze one sees so often
reproduced on the background of the inhabitants fled to the moun- j
arly Renaissance paintings. To the tains, built their towns on some |
right is the Tyrrhenian Sea. along the steep hills, and from these vantage
border of which runs a large sand points made dashes into the plain to
dune covered by an oak forest some | work the fields and tend the cattle
30 miles in length. Between the dune Soon these people will be able to take
up permanent homes in reclaimed
and the sea is a series of lagoons.
areas of the former marshes."
150,000 Acres of Fertile Land
"At the extreme end a solitary
People who feel the need of a dic
mountain rises, to all appearances tator always envision him as dictating
from the sea It is Mount Circeo, the to somebody else —Detroit Free Press.
cornerstone of the Pontine Marshes.
This mount was an island in bygone
ages, as geologists have proved, and OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
Homer, eight centuries before Chris;,
speaks of it in the 'Odyssey' as an
island, though probably it has already
ceased to be so in his day.
“The large quadrangle formed by '
the foothills of the Alban volcanoes,
by the Lepine Mountains, by the j
wooded sand dunes of the coast, ano
by Mount Circeo. measuring some
150.000 acres of extraordinarily fertile
land, embraces the entire area of the i
Pontine Marshes. The water, hemmed
in on all sides, could not flow out.
"In winter the mountain streams,
poured their foaming, muddy torrents ;
upon this lowland, flooding thousands
of acres; the rich mud slowly settled,
coating the fields with a silt which is
the finest of fertilizers; then the i
waters gradually ran out through I
narrow channels until, in summer.1
only the lowest portion of the land,
that which lies practically at sea
level, remained in a swampy condl-1
tion.
"A dense, luxuriant growth of water
plants sprang up with the approach
of the warmer seasons; the stagnant.'
lukewarm waters teemed with life of
every description, and toward the i
month of July the treacherous An
opheles mosquito dropped its filmy
larval veil, rose out of the marshes,
and, flying around in search of a
living for itself, sowed death upon
humanity.
“By stinging a malaria-infected '
person the mosquito infects itself. |
and then, stinging some healthy in- I
"WHAT HAVE I?”
dividual, it communicates the disease
to him. Malaria Is not deadly In It
Bob and Betty are playing a
self. but its repeated attacks so weak
en the human organism that fre game. Bob is it and hides some
quently fatal illnesses take hold of thing behind him and asks Betty,
'What have I?” Then if Betty
the fever-stricken body.
_________________
“The inundations
ln winter and the 1 can’t guess right off he tells her
malaria tn summer drove the popula- different things about the article,
tion out of the plain; but the un- "It doesn’t sntcll sweet now but
paralleled fertility of the soil enticed it will later!” he says. If you
some people back to defy the disease want t0 see what he is hiding,
The lowlands of the Agro Pontino are lake a pencil and join all the
deserted; there are no cities or numbered dots together, starting
villages, but some lonely hamlets and,
scattered here and there, farm build- >M'h dot number one aptl ending
'.i dot number fortv.
garages and filling stafiflfiTs sn the
hope of hearing something which
might indlcnte the direction taken
by the black touring car in leaving
Terre Haute, but black touring
cars passing through. In all direc
tions, were as plentiful as falling
leaves in autumn.
“Well," Markham
announced,
“I've got one more shot in the lock
er. I’ve Just remembered that I
know the telegraph editor of the
Chicago News and I'll wire him to
let me know If anything breukfl.
He’ll do tt. I'm sure.”
Markham wrote bis message and
dispatched It, and within the Dext
half hour an answer came. Early
tn the morning, too late for the
news of It to get into the morn
ing papers, a hunk hnd been blown
np In the small town of Smlthhury,
111., and nobody had heard the noise
of the explosion.

TO BE CONTINUED

WOMAN LOST
20 POUNDS
IN 4 WEEKS
Mrs. Mae West of St. Louis. Mo, writes:
“I'm only 28 yrs. old and weighed 170 lbs.
until taking one box of your Krus< hen
Saits Just 4 weeks ago. I now weigh 150
lbs. 1 also have more energy and further
more I've never had a hungry moment."

WINS PONTIAC
STRAIGHT EIGHT—
Alexander L. H. Darragh, Tilden Technical
High school teacher In
Chicago was one of
the first to win an
automobile in the Barbasol contest being
conducted by Singin*
Sam, famous radio ar
tist. Five cars a week
are being awarded in
the contest j ~ ~
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
39-Trin»
1-Misused
41- Listena
6-Matchea
42- A college degree
11- Knoek
(abbr.)
12- Speaks imperfectly
43- Black sticky
14- Small child
15- Pronoun
substance
44- Helped
16- Lessen
17- One who foretells 45- Ca!l of a dove
46-Rises and panes off
13- Solitary
as vapor
19- A tree
20- Pertaining to the
47-A monatrous
serpent
East
23- Musical note
24- A Roman historian
VERTICAL
25- A fish
26- Deep hole
1-Ascended
27- Reaidence (abbr.)
2-Hit hard
28- Earned
3-Above
29- A chart
4-Human joint (pi.)
30- Evil
31- Perched
5-The moon
6-lmitate
32- Old men
7-West Saxon (abbr.)
34-The (Fr.)
3o-A cardiac stimulant 8-A paragraph
37- An insect
9-Part of the foot
38- Pricks
10—City thoroughfare

VERTICAL (Cont.)

13-Made stereotype
plates
16- Lowest voice female
singers
17- Sneaky
/
18- A tree
19- Side addition to a
house
21-Nest of an eagle
22-Lair
23-Mature
26-City of France
28-Armed conflict
29- Heeds
r*
30- Tilts
31- Sainte (abbr.)
32-lnferior cloth t
33-Flavor
/
35-Place
i
36-Crawl
,» «1
37-Nude
40-Consume
J
41-Pronoun
'
42-lnterjectlon
44-Exist
»5-Chapter (abbr.)

(Solution to Previous Pjzzle)

UNION
Edward Alden of Brooklyn. N. Y.,
spent New Year with his parents Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Alden.,
Mrs. Abbie Meservey is guest of ,
Mrs. Frank Whitten in Belfast.
A card party will be held at the
American Legion rooms next Satur
day evening.
There will be a dance and social
at the High School gym Friday eve
ning for benefit of the senior class
Music by Eastern Serenade™. Ad
mission 15 cents.

i ing in favor
Last Sunday's fair
HOPE
Fat folks should take one half tea
i weather brought out a larger crowd
spoonful of Kruschen Salts in a glass
than usual.
of hot water ln the morning before
Miss Oertrude Hardy returned last
A meeting of the Farm Bureau
breakfast—it’s the SAFE, harmless week to Castine Normal School aftet
were
way to reduce as tens of thousands ot a pleasant vacation over the holidays Auxiliary and a social and dance
------------with her parents Mr. and Mrs Her- , th^P 1 S ev*nLs °f the P351 week
men and women know
bert Hardy and friends.
„
®“r.rett .always gives
For your health’s sake ask for and
n.'.toh interest and help to the Junior
get Kruschen at David L. McCartv's | Irving Keene and friend of Ma^sa- Farm Bureau members was present
or any drug store—the cost for a bot- chnsrtta were in town for a few days ed with a fine pair of skates by the
tie that lasts 4 weeks is but a trifle last week.
"Happy Hope Farmers," a boys' club.
and if aft t the fits' bottle you ars \ ice bo? tins; and skating on Hobbs Mr Barrett appreciated tlie gift and
rot ,'oylully sa ixflcd with results- Pond as well as fishing through the is m iking good use of them during
money back.
ice are sports which are surely gain-,( the present skating weather.
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English Language a Mixture

Tlie English language la closely
allied to the language of the an
cient Teutonic tribe*. Historically,
It la dlv'ded luto three periods, the
Anglo-Saxon, from 449 to 1100; the
middle English, 1100 to 1500, and
modern English, from 1500 to the
present dny. Various attempts have
been made at different times to
classify the source of English
words. According to French, 00
per cent are Saxon, 30 per cent
Latin, including those derived
through the French; 5 per cent
Greek, 5 per cent other sources.

BROADCAST FROM THE DECK
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NO OTHER SUDS WILL DO

Bu program had a real thrill on Fri
day, the 23rd, when they heard over
the NBC chain a broadcast from the
ice covered trawler "Flow "
The Steam Trawler "Flow" atarted
from Boston Wednesday, and by Fri
day was fishing on the Georges Banks
Ashing grounds, more than 200 miles
from Boston.
Thia Ashing boat la equipped with
tha newly perfected ship lo shore
wireless telephone, enabling Bob

Historic Balkans

Dlj

\/ olcaiTz/v dr

suspended from the mast head Into
the meshes of the net. Stevens con
tinued "All hands are down on tha
deck now and with much heaving and
struggling they are dragging the net
on deck. But the bulging bag with
the Ash ln It is still In the sea. Ona
of the men Is tying a masthead rope
around the middle of the net. They
then heave the whole net up into the
air over the deck so they can empty
the Ash out at the bottom. At a
signal the draw strings al the bottom

it s so economical/' says
^rs* A- J. Pierce of Utica N y
SO mo safe for the do .
''•ICO, IN. Y.
never used . soap th„ i,loecon£l“°“'.?f‘hem
2 bedspreads
one big box I did:
, d fable-cloths
7 bureau scarfs
109 handkerchiefs
,1 nightgowns
18 face cloths
6 children's dresses
11 aprons
18 napkins
30 pairs socks
9 n”’ ch,l.dren'* stockings
18 pillow cases
childrens undXea,
14 pieces underwear
11 sheets
, pairs pajamas
88 towels
3 nightshirts
20 shirts

English “Desert”

The driest place In England Is a
patch just south of the Wash, hut
Shoeburyness holds the drought rec
ord for England. In 1929 the rain
fall for the flrst six months of the
year at this place was only a very
small fraction over three Inches.
That la below desert average. Any
country with less than eight Inches
of rain a year ranks as desert.

suds soak out dirt save scmhh°f ’T.1’" 1,5 ,hick
Gre« f “Tl* *“,,e R'»X^fo^’r"’*' £"» ">
G'eat for dishes. Get the BIG bj, fWCUnJ'sudj-

Stevens bmidcxstlng from the enow-covered deck of a fishing boat.

Westward Hoi Is the name of a
seaside town ln Devonshire, Eng
land. It was named In 1863 at the
laying of a hotel cornerstone by the
countess of Portsmouth, who was
an admirer of Charles Kingsley's
book of that name. The natives In
sist on the exclamation point and
always write It “Westward Ho!”

p’dlJo/v

OF A FISHING BOAT AT SEA

The Balkans are a set les of rldgf*
of mountains In southeastern Eu
rope. Tlie term Balkan peninsula
Is applied to the region which con
tains them, the peninsula of south
eastern Europe which was former
ly under Turkish suzerainty, except
that Rumania and Greece are often
omitted ln naming the Balkan
states. The others, now, are Jugo
slavia, Bulgaria, Albania and the
remnant of European Turkey.

Took Name From Novel

/

Stevens, assistant to .uc.ge Gordon
to broadcast right from the deck, the
first nation wide program from a Ash
ing trawler
He had g eat TUcuiq keeping hie
stance on the rolling deck and to
quota Stevens "It le pretty rough out
here, and so cold that my face la al
most frozen to the microphone.” By
cold ha meant 10 above zero.
8tevens gave * graphic description
of tbe process ol dragging in the nel
with one and a half ton of Ash in tow.
Tbs three blasle of the whistle, the
orders of the skipper and Aral mate
all formed lhe background for
Stevens' narrative. A listener could
even hear the winch rumbling and
growling as It heaved in on tbe
hawsers, along with the hissing eteam
ae the winch spool revolved After
pulling In fatnom after fathom of wet
gleaming cable a shout of "She e In"
echoes in the ears of the audiences.
They fastened the big steel books

of the net are loosened. One of the
crew Hands right underneath the net,
jerking at the draw string and lo and
behold down on top of him comes two
tone of squirming, struggling Ash." A
whale of an avalanche of Ash! An
order from the Captain, and the net
le overboard again and ready for a
new catch.
Stevens then explained how they
spent their time between hauls Id
cleaning the tone of Ash ln the deck
pens and storing them ln the refriger
ator rooms below deck.
Captain Schwartz the skipper, was
of the opinion that the beat Ash buys
the week-end are Cod and Haddock.
The Danish cook’s method of cooking
Haddock Allets la ax follows:
Put them in cold water, and bring
to a boll, remove Immediately and
serve with a cream sauce. He said
that the principal fault with people
cooking Aah la that thev cook it too
long

Z^e^ngpackqge soap in America

i score years, a respected and honored
I citizen, and neighbors and friends
i Cold Sunday! Rain Monday! Oh' Rosamond Scott entertained several ' Mrs. Electa Hopkins Is visiting her ■ Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carter and
'ncw'htam' ' '
*n
' for one good snow storm before win- I of her schoolmates Friday evening, daughter in Augusta.
Raymond Carter motored to Portland
Mr and M„ [x.ind Trask of AtI t«r en*
(the occasion being her eighth birth- , Miss Gertrude Breen Is very 01 at Thursday.
bnUj Swau-s' islandi are
Royal “Presentations”
are visiting
Arthur Simmons Is visiting re'.a- Mrs. Trask's parents Rev. and Mrs.
Evelyn Byrd, the daughter of
On account of the gale Saturday day Games were played and cake the Children's Hospital in Portland.
Mrs c,ara p c,urk hjLS rrturned Uvea ln Boston,
William Byrd, was the flrst Ameri
[ afternoon the North Haven deferred and Ice cream served Several gifts
Lewis of the M. E. Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmus A. Morse,
I its island trip until Sunday morning, were received by the young hostess from a vb;d jn willardham.
can girl presented to the court of
The Farm Burtau met ln K. of P.
and much admired and appreciated
i arriving at 9.30.
hall for an all-day session Thursday.
St. James. In those days, as ln
Mrs.
Mary
Barton
was
in
Portland
Robert
H.
Libby
and
Kelly
McCloud
The Ladies Aid met Wednesday
One of the interesting new books | by her.
last week
| of Thomaston visited Mr. and Mrs.
these, presentation to the court of
The Sunset Church Aid helo its
with Mas. Bird Jameson.
G
T.
Brow
Thursday.
in our library is "Kagawa.” by Dr.
St. James always marked the peak
Mrs. Andrew Breen is spending a
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bossa were
I William Axling, minister at the Bap- ! first meeting since the Christmas re- few days ln Portland.
Rev. and Mrs. Benjamin Shaw of
of one's attainment In the social
| cess Wednesday evening of lar* week.
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Oran1
tlst
Temple
In
Tokyo.
The
pastor
New
Harbor
are
receiving
congratu

world. This Is the fundamental mo
were chosen and plans made
Rev John Holman has been con lations on the birth of a daughter. vllle Brow last Friday.
spoke to the young people Sunday II Offlcers
for the at'.nual roll call of the church fined to his home by illness.
tive for wishing to be presented.
The taxpayers of Friendship m?t ln
night about this remarkable reMrs. Olivia Hoffses of Friendship is
Rev. Newell Whitman of West
Mr and Mrs. Albert Simmons arc spending a few weeks with the K. of P. hall Jan. 4 and formed an
! ligious leader and promoter of the i| Stonington
was present and look visiting in Rockland.
Egg Long Used aa Food
association with the cooperation of
“Kingdom of God” movement in
family.
part in the last Sunday morning serv
TENANT'S HARBOR
the selectmen to see what could be
Eggs have been used for food
Japan.
VINALHAVEN
Mrs. Addie Marshall is in Tenant’s
Mr. and Mrs. Erickson and family done about reducing tiie town ex
ice at the Sunset Church. He gave a Harbor where she is guest of her
since the dawn of history and no
Miracle m»n! Dp from the slums
of
Massachusetts
are
occupying
the
very
interesting
talk
to
the
young
penses. The following offlcers were
Mr. and Mrs. Albert W. Smith of J Installation of the officers of Mar- i The Japanese Kagawa comes;
daughter.
body knows who flrst ate them.
George Ross place.
A witness to God's saving grace.
folks.
chosen:
Eugene Brown, president;
West
Sc^nerville,
Mass.,
spent
the
Mrs
Maud
Anthony
has
employ

|
guerite
Chapter,
O.E
S.
will
take
place
The oldest mention of eggs as food
Redeemed from sin, and given place
Mrs. Stanley Poland, R.N., has re Charles Stenger. secretary and treas
Miss Kathryn Barbour of West ment in Camden.
In town, guests of Mr. and Monday night. Past Matron Cora
Among the men of might and mind.
Is probably found In the book of weekend
Stonington
was
guest
of
Miss
Rosaurer;; a committee of five. Sherman
Mrs. Robert Wood. Mr. Smith came
Prophetic leader of mankind:
The Willing Workers held a food
Job, the most ancient of the Scrip to see his mother Mrs. Annie Smith, Peterson will be installing officer, asWhose love and labors, suffering.
| mond Scott over the weekend.
sale at Mrs. Ada Brennen's Friday was caring for Mrs. Edgar W. Libby T. Jameson. John D. Mitchell, Lew
Reveal the Christ, and nearer bring
and
infant
son.
tural books. In Job 6:6 It says, "Is who Is ill at the home of Mrs. Emma ! sisted by Past Matron Hilma Webster
Carl
and
Emily
Pickering
who
were
Wallace. Hartwell Davis and Oranas marshal, and the ceremonies will j The kingdom of that life and light j home from Orono for the holidays afternoon.
All schools in town reopened Mon vllle T. Brow A meeting was ap
there any taste in the white of an Lane. Willardham
That conquers sin and death and
She is beln? be private. Members are asked to
The Port Clyde postofflce closes at day.
night.
J
have
returned
to
their
studies.
pointed to be held ln the K. of P.
egg?"
cared for by Miss Una Wood, R. N. ! take box lunch.
6 p. m.
Mrs. Lizzie Thompson has been hall Feb. 4.
Roy H. Snowden is in Boston this
The worth-whileness and increasPaul Traugh is moving his family confined
In the obituary of James Harvey
Union Church Circle meets today I1 ing
to
the
house
with
a
severe
popularity of the illustrated l week attending the automobile show. into the cottage owned by Forest
Mrs. Hattie M Wotton left for
j Watts in this paper the fact that he with the usual supper at 5.30.
Danger la Overhead Wire*
cold but is now improving.
Sunday night addresses is evidenced. Henry R. Stoddard of Dorchester,
Boston Monday to visit her daugh
The Star Club met Wednesday with by the large company who saw the [ Mass., spent Christmas with his Davis.
The presence of overhead wires i was a member of the Baptist Church
The
annual
meeting
of
the
Farm
ter Mrs Nellie Bra ier, who under
Mr. and Mrs. William Heal and
Mrs. Rose Greenlaw.
at the usual heights from tbe I was omitted.
pictures on "Romola" and heard the | mother Mrs. Frank A. J unkins at the son are spending the week ln Cam- Bureau was held in K. P. hall Friday went a surgical operation for appen
Representative
W.
Adelbert
Smith
__
_______
____
____
__
C.
E.
Wheeler
and
son
Whitney
afternoon.
Miss
Lawrence,
home
ground Is not known to affect the
stirring address that accompanied parsonage.
dicitis Dec. 24 in the Parker Hill
dsn.
agent, addressed the Ho pital lor Women. Sue is jp^verity'Lf an electric atorm/or to wcrr
u Usl Thursday and returned Tuesday to Augusta.
them. The next illustrated address
. . • Mrs. Jennie Hupper of Hupper's demonstration
Islesboro High basketball team will will come Jan. 29 and will be Drinkwomen
and
Ralph
Wentworth,
alter the point at which a atroke attended the inauguration of ©over
Mrs. Lena A. Spofford
Island is visiting her brother county agent the men. Plans were cuperating satisfactorily.
play Vinalhaven High Friday night water's "Abraham Lincoln."
nor-elect Brann.
Mrs. L<ma A Spofford wldow of Ulysses Davis.
takes place; but such wires may reat
Town
hall.
A
dance
will
follow
made for the coming year. A fish
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Romkey were in
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Marshall and chowder supper was served to about "Why don't you give your new
There was large attendance at the Hon. Elmer P Spofford, died at her
celve a discharge which In their ab
the game.
Waldoboro
last
Thursday.
son
Harold
of
Gardiner,
Mr
and
supper
and
dance
at
K.
P.
hall
Frihome
here
last
Thursday
morning
sence would strike some other ob
At Memorial hall tonight the four30 members by Mrs. Edna Packard bungalow a name. Something appro
,r ,“ w
v
drama "The Village Lawyer.' wil! day night. The supper served by the after a long illness The couple had Mrs. George Wall. Miss Nellie Clark assisted by Mrs. Madeline Thomp priate. Other people do. There's
ject In the vicinity.
went to New York city Sararday for be presenuxj for vhe
Union 1 Sisterhood was complimented as no children, the nearest surviving and Mrs. Edna Willard of Long Cove son.
'Seldom Inn,' 'Walk Inn,’ 'Cosy Inn,'
i being Just right and one of the finest lelattves of Mrs. Spofford being and Jerome Jones of Martinsville at
Eugene Cook and family moved to I and a lot of others."
Knotty, Knotty!
A fine
«f°°d
by Mr. and Mrs. William Gillis.
music
tended
the
funeral
services
of
New

Town meeting affairs even at this 1 nephews and nieces. Mrs. J H. McNew Hampshire last week. Mr. Cook
“That's an idea As I've just finA chap from California, so dumb
All last week the weather was beau- ' Mrs Arthur Patterson is in Brook- early date are becoming the topic of I Garrill and son Virgil, of Portland, ell Marshall.
has been a lifelong resident ol Ished paying for It. I'll name ft 'All
that he thinks "Shiver me timbers" |tiful, thermometer around 40 above, 'line. Mass., guest of her cousin Miss many conversations.
Fred
Lowell
of
Thomaston
visited
and John L Goes of Belmont, Mass,
Friendship for more than three, Inn'."—Florida Tinics-TTnion.
refers to refrigerated lumber, pes Sunday morning it registered about ; Carrie Pendleton.
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Dyer deserve came to attend the funeral. Mrs. his son Harry last week.
Margaret and Douglass Pratt ol
ters the Long Beach Press with the 22. Monday morning it was up to
Mrs. Daniel Paulitz who has been 1 honorary membership in the Humane Spofford was a very accomplished
question: “"’hat Is a gang plank?" ' 38 again with snow flurries which guest of her sister Mrs Sidney Wins Society as the friends of stray cats Person and in her earlier years was Tenant's Harbor were visitors Fri
“A gang plank," splinters the edi t turned to rain and continued all day. low, has returned to Rockland.
: They already have five, and never v«ry active in the church, lodge and day at Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sim
mons.'
tor, “la something that goes Into
Mr. and Mrs. E. I. Pease and son
A daughter, Joyce Lamae was bom | turn one away. One of these is a de- 1in social affairs of the community.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Boyles of Cam
at
Rockland
Jan.
3
to
Mr.
and
Mrs
;
formed
cat,
but
healthy
and
knowing
tbe building of a political plat Ernest arrived home from Westbrook
bridge. Mass., have been guests ot
i
and
affectionate.
Its
favorite
poKenneth
Wadsworth
'Evelyn
OreenSunday after visiting their son
form."
CUSHING
Mrs. Clyson Coffin.
lawi.
| sltion is upon its haunches, and at a
George Pease.
Miss Fannie Crate returned to
Mrs. Laura Simmons was in Rock
word
will
wave
its
front
paw
in
a
Blanchard
Greenlaw
of
Camden
is
R. C Sprague has opened a barber
Winsted, Conn., Saturday after land several days last week.
Small Thing* Important
salute
of
friendship
and
gratitude.
I shop in the postoffice building, up- guest of his parents Mr. and Mrs
spending the Christmas vacation
Each task la a challenge In It ! stairs.
Jesse Greenlaw.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Cooper and with her mother Mrs. Mary Crate. '
.
self, asking the best there Is In us
Installation of Pleasant River Elston are at their Camden home for
Friends of Mrs. Alice Payson are
Newell F. Marshall
The days are now lengthening quit?
for Its successful accomplishment. fast. At this writing they have in Orange was held Jan. 5 with approxi ! the remainder of the winter.
Feel Rawness, Irritation, Go At Once
grieved to hear of her severe illness.
Newel! P. Marshall, 74, died Jan. 2
mately 110 members present. Past
The truly wise man knows that creased 15 minutes
Mr. and Mrs. John Crockett re She is in an unconscious condition, alter a long illness, during which he
success lies In doing the little I William Hastings was hauling wood Master Daniel A. Oross served in his turned from Rockland Sunday morn Her niece, Mrs. Geneva Thompson was cared for by his sister,. Mrs.
These Pictures Tell You What To Do
, Clara F. Clark. Mr. Marshall had
things well, letting the other fel i last week for Irvin Cook. Mr Hast- usual efficient manner as installfhg ing. For several days Mr. Crockett of Friendship is caring for her.
officer
and
was
assisted
in
the
cere

Mrs.
Mary
Crate
is
in
Thomaston
passed
his
entire
life
at
the
Marshall
wus
very
ill.
and
threatened
with
low roam around looking for mir ' ings’ mother Mrs. Ann Andrews had a
monies by Beulah Gilchrist as mar
Friends congratulate where she will spend the winter in ’ homestead Funeral services were
acles to perform.—Grit
birthday last Saturday, being 90 years shal and Annie L. Geary and Leola pneumonia.
I the home of Mrs. Nettie Starrt-t.
Thursday at the Baptist chapel.
old on that day. Mrs. Andrews' B. Smith as aides. Offlcers installed him on his speedy recovery.
Preaching services on Sunday
s E. Packard of Boothbay ofThere
will
be
a
meeting
at
the
health
is
quite
good
although
she
Is
Odd Colic “Cam”
were: Curtis M. Webster, mastc:
afternoon at the Broad Cove Church J ficlating, assisted by Rev. Milton R.
study
ln
the
church
tonight
Thurs

afflicted
with
a
little
rheumatism
Theron E. Smith, overseer; Winnie C
by Rev. W E. Lewis of Friendship Kerr, who read an appropriate poem
Curious remedies, such as cinder
Naomi Chapter, O.E.S. held its an- J Ames, lecturer; Kenneth R. Webster, day at 7 o'clock to consider a new have been discontinued for the win- j and offered prayer. The bearers were
tea, made by dropping a red-bot
constitution
for
the
young
people's
i Burton Clark, Herbert Simmons, Sidcinder Into hot water, aa a cure for nual election of offlcers Jan. 6 as fol- ! steward; George W. Geary, assistant society. All the young people in ' ter.
“tummy-ache” In children, still exist lews: Mrs. Maud Paterson, worthy steward; Addie M. Bucklin, chaplain; North Haven are invited to be I A wood chopping bee was held in j neY Davis and Forest Davis. Mr.
, matron; Mrs. Margaret Cant, assocl- Edward A. Smalley, treasurer; C i nr-„nt
j the woods last week for Edwin W Marshall leaves two sisters Mrs. Lucy
In some English country villages.
i ate matron; William Imlach, worthy Meservey F. Ames, secretary; Maurice p
Seavey who has been ill for some ■ Averill and Mrs. Clara F. Clark, and
North Haven Grange met Satur time. Several cords were cut, a por- ] several nieces and nephews. Interpatron: John Reid, associate patron; A. Brown, gate keeper; Ella E. Ames.
Important* of Moat
Mrs. Elizabeth Imlach, conductress; Ceres; Flora A. Brown. Pomona; Vio day night. After the opening exer tion of it hauled out of the woods, a ment was in the Ridge cemetery at
The lean portion* of all kind* of Miss Evelyn Morris, associate con let S Baum. Flora; Alta L. Hildlngs. cises. a silent prayer was offered In sawing machine put into commis- Olenmere.
• • • .
meat furnish abundant quantities ductress; Mrs. Charles Wheeler, sec lady assistant steward; Beulah H memory of Ex-President Calvin non and the result, a nice pile ol
Coolidge. About 65 were present, 12
of high quality protein* which are retary; Mrs. Joseph Simmons, treas Gilchrist, executive committee. A from Pleasant River Orange of wood all fitted for the stove. A sup
A 'Port Clyde resident pays this
per was served. While not sufficient tribute to the deceased:
fine scallop stew was served with four
necessary for building and repair urer. The installation will be held of
—
the brothers acting as chefs dressed Vinalhaven and from Bay View ly recovered to do any work. Mr.
Feb 10. and one ticket will be Issued
"Oone lion arr.ori ui one we
ing body tlwuea.
Repeal Gargle and
to each member. Mrs. Fannie Morris in white aprons and frocks. Dancing Grange, Bar Harbor. The first and Seavey Is improving, and able to be lcved, respee'ed and trusted. One
GARGLE Thor
Do Not Rinse
and Mrs. Daisy Torrey were ln charge was then enjoyed till the midnight second degrees were worked on two about the house and to go out on who lived his way, blamele s and
Apple Legend Widely Spread
oughly— T hroiv
.Mouth, Allow Gar
of the supper and furnished a fine hour with music by Smalley's Or candidates, Mr. and Mrs. Albion fine days.
nearly faultless to his friends and
Crush and Dissolt>e
Beverage, by Worthy Master Curtis
Your Head Way
gle lo Remain on
Races so widely apart as the lobster stew.
News has been received of the neighbors. For 70 years and more a
chestra.
3 Hai/rr Aspirin
Webster of Pleasant River Orange. death of Jennie, wife of Rev. Pres
Hack, A llowing a
.Membranes of the
Jew*. Greeks, Scandinavian* and
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Woodbury
Tablets in Hal/ a
Lillie lo Trickle
His work was very impressive. D. A. ton A. Smith, at Groton, Vt. Forty- familiar figure along the water front
Throat for Pro
Druids have each versions of the and daughter Christina of Waterville
and
the
village
store,
never
once
afGlass
of
Water.
SOUTH CHINA
Down Your Throat.
longed Effect.
Gross of Pleasant River Grange, with three years ago next May with her
story of the apple and Its place In visited Mr. and Mrs. Henry Allen
trontlng
man,
woman
or
child,
we
Curtis Webster as marshal, Thelma husband and infant son, she came
Sunday.
the origin of evil.
Bessey High School of Albion Burgess as regalia bearer and to Cushing where for two years Mr wonder why not more of this type
Fred Wilson of Criehaven ha? been played basketball at Erskine Wednes Blanche Crockett as emblem bearer Smith was pastor of the M. E are with us to help cheer our weary
Remember Only Medicine Helps A Sore Throat
visiting his brother Willis Wilson for day evening.
From Artist to Financier
installed the offlcers in a very sat Church. Of a social nature, and pos paths.
"A
lebsterman
by
occupation,
the
past
week.
South China Grange will work the isfactory manner.
The offlcers: sessed of a sweet voice, she sang in
"If you are an artlet," aald Hl
Modern medical science now throws Reduces Infection, Eases Pain
owing no man a dollar, and always
an entirely new light on sore throat. Instantly. Gargling with Bayer
Ho, the sage of Chinatown, "and
Mrs. Allison Morris has been in 3d and 4th degrees at Branch Mills Frank W. Waterman, master; Har the choir, was a great help in the considerate
_
of
the
other
fellows
Saturday
vey C. Calderwood, overseer; Alice community and endeared herself to |
A way that eases the pain, rawness Aspirin will do three things: Believe
work only for money you aoon be Knox Hospital receiving treatment.
believe"
he
died
without
Holidays are over and schools are E. Sampson, lecturer; R. Jasper Bev ali with whom she was associated. an enemy. His mcmjry
and irritation in as little as two or soreness at once. Allay inflamma
At a special meeting of Naomi
come no longer an artlat but a
an
enemy.
His
memory
will
ever
erage, steward; Lawrence I. Grant, Sadness filled the hearts of her many llnger as we meet around the
three minutes.
tion. AND—reduce infection; which
Chapter O.EB. Dec. 30
jv,B two cand'i- j we“ underway again.
financier.”—Washington Star.
old
dates were initiated. The committee . Mr and .M« Clarence Esancy and assistant steward; A. Phyllis Dun friends and sympathy goes out to camp fire. Once a daily figure along
is the important thing in lighting a
Results
are
among
the
most
on refreshments was Mrs. Gladys |
T and Mrs. Eva McKee sJ*nt can, chaplain; Nettie E. Beverage, the family.
sore throat.
our streets, gradually these trips to
Unlvaraity Rick la Land
extraordinary in medical science.
Davis and Mrs. Gwendolyn Dowling, i
^lth Mrs Esa”c/s s ^er treasurer; Lloyd F. Crockett, secre
It requires medicine—like BAY
the
stores,
etc.,
were
reduced
as
na

On
doctors
’
advice,
millions
are
fol

Mora than 2,000,000 acres of graz assisted by Harold Dowling. A fine and fa'?i’>’
°rono' and Mrs. Mc- tary; Kenneth A. Mills, gatekeeper;
ture ran its course until it wus no
lowing this way . .. discarding old- ER ASPIRIN’ -to do Hies, things!
ing land*, scattered over seventeen lunch was served to more than 50 Kee ®nd her father were Monday din- Annie T. Waterman, Ceres; Nettie
is why throat specialists
longer possible to make his schedule.
time "washes" and "antiseptics.” That
counties of West Texas, are owned members. The decorations were ap- nC5,?uesK,°! ^rs ?^nCy
A. Mills, Pomona; Bertha P. Mills,
. w
throughout America are prescrib
He igTadually declined tn strengtn
For II has been found that only medi ing
propriate to the old and new year.
Miss Alice Grlndell was at home Flora; Edna Calderwood, lady assist
by tbe University of Texas.
this
BAYER gargle in place of
cine can help a sore throat.
Get at the real cause. That’s what though mentally alert, to settle down
old-time ways. Results ure quick
' the place cards with stars on them from Winslow for Christmas and on ant steward; Franz Mills, executive
8
—
at
his
own
fireside
to
await
the
call
thousands
of
stomach
sufferers
are
Simple To Do. All you do is and amazing.
wishing all a Happy New Year. A Monday visited Miss Ruth Parmenter. committee. A short program was doing now. Instead of taking tonics, that the passing days were sure to
Historic Camel Preserved
Hubert Hall and his sister Miss
crush and dissolve three BAYER
Be careful, however, that you
The camel that carried Napoleon large cake at the middle table at Emma entertained a family party enjoyed consisting of music and read or trying to patch up a poor digestion, bring. Whenever his name is men
ings. and remarks by the visitors. A
Aspirin Tablets in half a glass of gel real BAYER Aspirin Tablets
during bl* campaign ln Italy 1* a which the candidates were seated, over the holidays. Miss Glennys be baked bean supper followed, and it they are attacking the real cause of tioned a moment of silence Is sure
water.
Gargle
with
it
twice
—
as
tor
this purpose. For they dissolve
the ailment—clogged liver and dis to follow as our thoughts go back
stuffed exhibit In a Napoleonic mu decorated with a star and kewpte doll, ing home from Ripogenus where she was a very pleasant occasion.
pictured above. If you have any completely enough to gargle with
was cut by the worthy matron, Mil
to
the
little
cemetery
on
the
Ridge
ordered
bowels.
seum on the Island of A!x.
indication of a cold — before gar out leaving irritating particles.
dred Slingsby. Father Time in cos Is teaching. Miss Pern from Augusta
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets help where we laid him gently down to
gling take 2 Bayer Aspirin Tablets Watch tills when you buy.
tume led the march to the banquet and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Snow from
arouse
the
liver
in
a
soothing,
healing
rest,
leaving
with
us
an
example
of
Early Saturday morning fire of un way. When the liver and bowels are
Proof of Talent
with a full glass of water. This is to
hall and recited an appropriate poem, Vassalboro.
good fellowship that many will aim
Miss Hortense Starkey has returned determined origin destroyed one of, performing their natural functions, at and very few will attain.”
It 1* a proof of great talent* to then little Doris Paterson appeared
combat any signs of cold that have
if
not
quite,
the
finest
stand
of
build"
to
Poughkeepsie,
N.
Y„
where
she
has
gone into your system. Keep on
recall the mind from the sense* and beautifully dressed ln white with sil
people rarely suffer from indigestion
ings in this town, the summer home and stomach troubles.
taking if cold has a "hold.” For
to separate thought from habit— ver trimmings, representing the New an office position at Vassar College.
of
Franklin
Bush,
who
Is
now
in
Christmas
day
guests
at
Herbert
CLARK
ISLAND
GcnuineBayer Aspirin will not harm
Have you a bad taste, coated tongue,
Year and wishing all a Happy New
Cicero.
Florida
enroute
to
Cuba.
The
care

Esancy's
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
poor appetite, a lazy, don't-care feel
you. Your doctor will tell you, it
Year.
Ring of Warren Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd takers Mr and Mrs. Elmer Heald and ing, no ambition or energy, trouble
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wadsworth
docs not depress the heart. Get a
VINALHAVEN * ROCKLAND
Fitzgerald
and
daughter
Arlene
and
|
little
daughter
were
awakened
by
a
are
receiving
congratulations
on
the
undigested foods? Try Olive
box of 12 or a bottle of 100 at any
STEAMBOAT CO.
IN FIGHTING AGAINST Miss Emmeline Merrill of Windsor. passing motorist and escaped with with
birth of a daughter Jan. 3.
Tablets, the substitute for calomel.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
drug store.
Steamer leave* Swans Island at 5.3C
Mrs Herbert Esancy was a weekend very few of their belongings. The
Charles A. Johnson is ln very poor
Dr. Edwarcs Olive Tablets are a
FLU-GRIP
A. M , Stonington 8.25, North Haven 7.25,
guest in her daughter’s family and place, known as Tacomret Manor, purely vegetable compound. Know health. Mr. and Mrs. Earner Johnson
ZT\
Vinalhaven 815, due to arrive at RockKeep
the
bowel*
open
and
take
was
once
the
farm
home
of
the
Camp
cared for little Arlene while Mr. and
them by their olive color. They do are staying with him.
3and about 9.30.
j
Return—Leavee Rockland at 1 30 P. M..
the
work
without
griping,
cramps
or
Mrs. Fitzgerald went to The Forks, Tacomret girls. Since the coming of
A daughter was born Sundav night
BROWN’S RELIEF
Vinalhaven 2 45, North Haven 3 30. BtonHO TABLETS ABE GENUINE BAYER ASPIRIN WITHOUT THIS CROSS
Saturday. They were accompanied by electricity Mr. Bush had had nearly pain. AU druggists. 15c, 30c and 60c. to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chaples.
lafton at 4 40: due to arrive at Soan e
on
arising
and
retiring
Take
one
or
two
at
bedtime
for
Prof, and Mrs. Ray Huntington, the every kind of electrical equipment lnMrs. Elmer Johnson Is caring for the
Island about 8 00 P. M
w
B. H. 8T1N8ON.
quick relief. Eat what you like.
mother und child.
Norway Medicine Co. l-tf I former returning to his school duties. I stalled.
130-U1
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FRIENDSHIP
_____

NOW! EASE A SORE THROAT
INSTANTLY

STOMACH UPSET

THOMASTON
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'TWAS A CLOSE RACE

ft*************************************************

In Everybody’s Column

Mayan Arithmello

4

4

FOR SALE

4
Advertisements In this column not to
4
exceed three lines Inserted once tor 25 4
cents, three times to- jO cents. Addi
W
tional lines flve cents each for one time
E. J. DAVIS place on Summer St.
10 cents for three times. Six words Ih THE
for sale. All modern, heated garage.
make a line.
R. U COLLINS. Real Estate. 375 Main
St, Rockland____________________ 149-tf
SIX WEEKS old shepherd pups for
sale cheap IVAN SCOTT. Waldoboro
_____________________________________ V8
RABBIT hound for sale. lemale. good
I one. a beauty, nice breed. T. H. DAT.
Washington. Me
5*lt
ENTIRE household furniture and fur
KEYS In container found on Talbot ;
nishings at 30 High St., second floor,
Ave. Apply at COURIER-OAZETTE
door, 9 a. m. to 3 p. m , or Tel. 427.
4-8 side
HILL DANE_________________________ 4-8
DOG lost, female fox hound, year old.
AT
13 Maverick St, flve room home to
black white and brown, owner's name
garage electric lights JOSEPH
on collar.
Notify WILLIAM AHO or let.
Cornish Mines Long Known
CHRISASTOMO
_
5*7
JOHN T. 8UHONEN, Waldoboro. Me
It is believed that Cornwall was R D 2.
5-7
FOR SALE—Highest quality feeds for
the source of supply of the tin that
COLLIE dog lost brown with white i al, ualiy larine... sto,a and poultry
and made fresh dally. We
wns used in making the bronze of collar and white legs. RUSSELL BART feeders,
Listen! A
LETT. Tel 930-W.__________
5*7 guarantee better results.
farmer on the West Meadow Rd feeding
the British Age of Bronze. Ancient
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss of our dairy rations for one week reports
Greek historians spoke of the “far savings book numbered 12.152 and thr I a* follows: Milking six cows, saved 43
Islands" of Britain, whence came owner of said book aska for a duplicate per ton over what he had been feeding.
In accordance with the provision of thr Vas feeding
‘
a 24 per cent ration, bought
tin and copper, centuries before State law SECURITY TRUST CO. 1 Was
our 20 per cent ration, was getting 5*2
from the 24 per cent.
nflk <dally
....................
the Christian era, and almost 500 Rockland. ELMER C. DAVIS. Treas. | cans milk
156-Th-51 got seven cans dally from our 20 per
years before Caesar visited the ________________________________
NOTICE—The owner of Deposit Book! ««“ ,B,'’lde8 thf savln8 of .,*? Per ?n
British Isles the Carthaginians went No 029 Issued by the Rockland Loan he «alned two quarts of milk per day
and Building Association has notified |
- Some gain and some saving
to Cornwall for tin.
the Association that said Deposit Book ' TJ1*® man Js4U°nlY one. °f our 7iany
has been lost, and that she requests a *S?,ste,rs' and ,!h,*. a?ov^.ry cam.<’ 10 Vs
duplicate of the same
ROCKLAND entirely unsolicited. Don t say I can t.
Millions of Meteors
say you
mixtures
of these
LOAN AND BUILDINO ASSOCIATION. Wf.............
~ can Fresh ~
"
There are some who believe that By H O Ourdy. Secretary. Rockland pure feeds dally. Puts more milk In
lS8-Th-5
your
mUk
cans
'
and
more
eggs
In your
Maine.
November
16.
1932.
the 200,000 craters on the moon are
egg baskets. Cash and carry prices
or deliveries anywhere C. O D
Tel.
the visible evidence of past pelting
1200.
More for less
At STOVER'S
by millions of meteors. The late 4w » | CASH ORAIN STORES. DISTRIBUTORS
I for STOVER FEED MFO CO on track at
Prof. T. C. Chnmherlain thought 4
88 Park St, Rockland Mr
5-7
that 20,000,000 meteors enter the 4
TWO family house for sale, toilet and
k * « ***«•»'•>*******£ lights,
earth s atmosphere every day. Pro
three
fireplaces,
first
class
con

fesgor sh pely bclieveg tliat the
SEVEN or eight tons good hay wanted. dition Inside and out Large barn, about
two
acres
of
field,
and
two
acres
pasture.
number may be a million, If we ,C. F. TAYLOR. Tenant s Harbor. Me 4*6 Can be sold at low price on rent plan
consider particles of dust as me I HOUSEKEEPERS position wanted in V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1080
,
5tf
good family rather Uian high
teors.
.
FOR IMMEDIATE SALE, to settle aaBest of references.
references "E. L. Courier
' zette
5*7 tate, William J. Frye, land and bulld,.
-j- ' Ings and additional lot on Sweetland
Girl Scouts* Objective
POSITION wanted as maid, to do , ,tn.rt Rockland Tel. 468 write or sec
The Girl Scouts, a national as housework or care oi children Oood CHARLES RICH. 9t Rankin St
3«5
reterences. DORIS AMES. Swan s Island.
sociation, la nonsectarian and non Me.
CABINET HEATER for sale Tel. Cam
_________________________________ P5
den 2130 or write BOX 207 Rockport.
partisan. The object of the organi
WANTED You to know of course It’s
_________________________
zation is to give girls, through natu first quality when you see It In Stover's _lFORD
MOTOR, model T. ln fine con
ral, wholesome pleasure, those hab ads We receive hundreds of calls weekly dition; also other Ford parts
RAWLEY. Long Cove. Me 156*tl
its of mind and body which will 1 and feeds are first quality? The prices ALFRED
so low that people cannot believe 1013-J Rockland
make them useful, responsible worn- | are until
they are^s^own
Unless we
LUMP soft coal
»7 So
smokeless
en, ready and willing to take a deft- specifically state otherwise every Item 1 screened lump soft coal 19 si) soft wood
Is absolutely first grade grain »s cord; hard coal. t!3 50 J B PAULnite part in the home, civic and na advertised
Ilours and feeds Cash and Carry end SEN. Thomaston Tel 84-2
151*158-tf
deliveries everywhere C. O. D Phone ———————————
tional affairs of their country.
1200 No middlemen. Carload Iota dl- ! Ruo and Knitting Yarns for sale by
rect from the West to you. More for manufacturer
Samples free.
H A
less. STOVERS CASH GRAIN STORES BARTLETT. Harmony, Me.________ 156-10
Face World With a Smile
E
I
®2
’
RI
ro
TORS
.
r
°
r
i,
NEW
A
‘
'
JD
SECOND
HAND
Cabinet
The mouth that is constantly
on lrack at (6 Park St, Heaters for coal, oil or wood Pipe and
5-7 I pipeless
at reduced prices. A.
turned down at the corners la the Rockland. Me
ej, NORWOOD.
e,,t•furnaces
z^c\es •«.
Warren. Tel. 22.
1-tf
POSITION
wanted to rare for Invalid
one from which Issue most of the
or doing housework. Write R. S. W .
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all tltnea.
kicks about the world and its ways. Owl's Head
3*5 I Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Discouragements come to all of us.
___________________________ 1-tf
but we must not fall prey to them.
DRY fitted wood and Junks, under
cover. 410; long, ta T J. CARROLL.
“Grin and bear it,” then sec If the It
• Tel 263-21 or 7J9-M Rockland.
1-tf

The manner in which the arith
metical system nml dntlng of the
ancient Maya ot Mexico was dis
covered by a German Is decidedly
the greatest triumph of archeology
within recent yenrs. A dot stood
for 1 and a bar or line for 5. By
various combinations of these the
Maya expressed all the numerals
from to 1 to 19, Inclusive. Twenty
was denoted by the moon, as Indi
cating the number of days In which
the moon waxes and wanes.

Miss Helen Newcombe who went to Wonderful Parallel In Voythe Hawaiian Islands last year as
social worker in the Queen's Hospital. '
ages of Two Thomaston
Honolulu, has returned to the United
.
States. A stop In Los Angeles and a
Ships I O r risco
— And The —
v.sit in Chicago of a few days are
------$ If you are “run down” or out of
being made, on the way to her home Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
+ condition, if sluggish bowels have
I called on a sea
i.i Washington. D. C
$ allowed poisonous impurities to
faring friend the
William Gillchrest is having the
1 accumulate in your system, you
other day and in the
indoor golf course removed from
>♦♦+++♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•>♦+♦+♦+♦♦+**++♦♦♦♦♦♦+♦♦♦» are very ija5ie to sufier from
course of conversation
Union hall. He has had part of it
Agricultural
) Shea. Edgccomb, chairman. Mrs | “feverish” colds.
spoke of the remark
transferred to his Pleasant Point cot
able voyage of the
The pullorum disease accredited Inez Sherman; secretary. Mrs. Elizatage.
Thomaston ships Alex list of poultry breeders In the State
A play is being rehearsed by a group
Caswell; clothing. Mrs. Rena
Gibson. Capt. Speed has been received at the Farm Bu- Dodge; foods. Mrs. Evelyn Gray;;
of Pythians, which will be given in
and
A
.
McCallum
reau office and copies are available home management, Mrs. Rose Moore ,
their hall Jan. 27.
Laxative Worm Expeller
Capt. Masters — re to anyone. This list Is made up o! i annual meeting chairman. Mrs. Rost ,
Capt Cornelius Morse Is oceupyln?
markable
in
that
thev
the Luce bungalow on Erin street.
flock owners who have had all their Moore. Friendship chairman. Mrs ' will
__ _________
ward off or______________
lessen these attacks by
kept together for so hens tested for the disease and Susan Wotton; secretary. Mrs. Ken- giving relief from constipation,
Capt. Morse is one of the Friendship
long
a
time
on
a
Cape
found free. Several poultrymen had neth Thompson: clothing.
Mrs
yacht captains.
Horn voyage, and how only their breeders tested and al- Bertha Jameson: foods. Mrs. Edna Mrs. B. W. Stephan Or J1 n.enThe Thomaston Nurse Association )
interesting
I
thought
though their flocks went free their Packard: home management. Mrs I berm* Road, Dorchester, Mass.,
executive committee had its regular j
it to be.
meeting at the selectmen's office Fri
names do not appear on the list Mary Lawrence: annual meeting unites: — “It was recommended
"Yes.''
he
said,
"it
was.
and
I
can
The accredited list for Knox and chairman. Mrs. Sarah Jameson.
I
m#
g reiatjve wbo had used
day evening. The report of the towm
nurse for December showed the total .te" y°u 8l1 about it. That was mv Lincoln Counties is made up thus:
,
it
for
years,
and I in turn most
number of patients to be 37. Total | fir£t voyage. I joined the Gibson S. C. R. I. Reds. J F Andrews. Jef
Montswrag clothing Project
sincerely recommend it, most of
visits 143. of which 115 were for nurs- down at Saint John, where she ferson; Oeorge Coleman, Wiscasset;
As clothiiig project leader I feel [ au for children, but also OS a
ing care and 28 for instruction The <oaded deal, and we went to Liver- Fred Greenleaf. Westport: Foster
the year post has been very success- k
for adultg »
Instruction visits were made for chll- ; P0®1 •
found the McCallum there Jameson. C. N. Light. John Newburn. ful.
We have had four meetings with . laxatlve lor “Quits,
dren: 18 nursing visits were made to '‘nc* b°th [oaded coal for Callao in Waldoboro; S. T. Jameson. Friend
children. 85 on adults; 2 prenatal. 2 | Birkenhead dock. At high water ship: Maynard Kinney. Thomaston; an average attendance of 22. The , v Successfully used for 8i years,
obstetrical. 8 post partum: 22 visits ,
dock gates swung H. W. Little. Rockland; W L. Mer work which these members have ac-:
of investigation were made: 21 pa- I open and we towed to sea.
riam. Union; Austin Sproul. South comolished has been extensive and ►♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
tients were accompanied ’o doctor. I “We in the Gibson had a fine run Bristol; E. C. Teague. F H Wyllie varied. Coats have been made and
dentist or oculist. Six visits were I down to across the line, when we fell & Son. Warren; and Harry Water-1 ^conditioned and many have ^ed
*;Y‘nnk*ngX *,,rh
FATALLY INJURED
made to schools and 189 pupils in in with the ship Santa Clara. Capt man. South Thomaston; Barred
Mrs Q.f.TT ’ dn2 .■T.^nnrh^'l-orv
spected Two dental clinics with ten Tobe.v. Speaking with Capt Bill Rocks. J F. Andrews. Jefferson;inmn
Quilt
crait
was
another
\erv
inter. _
.
school children in attendance were about it a lew years ago he said
and’s T JameSon ' oUng eub^ect and bought out 27 Two Jefferson Woodchophe remembered it. and after a few son. wlldltoro
held.
Waldoboro, ana s I . Jameson., numbers Patterns
...... . ...........
_
...........
„
j
__
#
were cut and
Fr. Peter Franklin will leave for days he gave me this account of it. Friendship.
pers
Crushed
By
Tree
They
exchanged
and
considerable
work
a a a a
Washington. D. C.. Jan. 18. to at copied from an old log book:
has been done in this line.
Oct. 13. 1879. Thirty-nine days out.
Were Felling
tend a conference of Anglican prison
Many requests have been received 1 The details and accessories meet
bound
from
Philadelphia
to
San
chaplains and priests in institutional
for
the
monthly
news
letter
on
the
ing
had
aar
attendance
of
24.
This
South Latitude 9-38. poultry situation which is sent out
work, to be held at the College of Francisco.
Edwin Kennedy of Jefferson suc
also was a very helpful subject and
Longitude 34-31. Trades light
u,.
Preachers associated with the Ca West
emitkflncl
1
firszv
n-aolkaF
Crvaba
.v,
C AC tl ITlOntll D\ COUXlty AgCIlt WClli
” many new Ideas were carried out.
cumbed early Monday to a compound
-outheast,
fine
weather.
Spoke
the
This
thedral of SS Peter and Paul of that
worth of the Extension Service. This
Reconditioning
the
wardrobe
city. Fr. John Rathbone Oliver ship Alex Gibson. Capt. Speed came covers the business situation. c88 brought an attendance of 21 and skull fracture suffered Saturday aft
on
board
and
took
dinner.
At
6
p.
m.
,
noted criminologist, physician, and
much good work has been done in I ernoon
llx
4when . he .was_ crushed
. _ by
. a
Greenwich mean time and and poultry markets and outlook.
author. Is to be in charge of the compared
found chronometer to agree with his Thc annual Plannin«, meet,ir'« ln this line. During the year 130 gar- f«llul8 tr<* m the
Brothers
conference
During Fr, Franklin's OYOntlv Vina frorloc fr/yw, POT
S Rockland will be held Friday at merits have been
reconditioned. : woodlot. Will Meserve. a companion
absence. St. John Baptist's iparlsh exactly. Fine trades from E.S.E.
Mountain View Hall Work for the ;
Evans and Mrs Soule lend this 1 woodchopper, who was also crushed,
"Oct.
14.
A.
G.
in
company.
will be in charge of Fr. Hayden of
d saturdav shortly after he was
"Oct. 15. A. G. courses down year will be arranged by both men class having each reconditioned 20
Camden Fr. Franklin will return
and women.
garments and Mrs. Allen follows a
‘
’
ahead.
about Jan 26.
H L. Richardson, poultry specialist. cjose second, having done 19
removed to the Morse Hospital in
"Oct. 16 A. G. has beaten us.
Fourteen quilts have been com-; Whitefield.
"We arrived at Callao 101 days will be in the counties on Monday
At the High School assembly 1 from Liverpool, at a Cclock ’in The
cover ufted u MrSu
1?olis the
Both young men were trapped when
jesdav morning
..... .»
meeting?
win cover
the huge tree they were felling sud
Tuesday
morning aa ?Dellin«
spelling match
match I morning, and found «a state
of ....
war poultry
th aeneral
noultrvinese
«Ituation
and honors here having done four.
Lillian
D.
F
’
tch.
denly dropped upon them. Hanley
between the juniors and sophomores between Chile and Peru, with the
management Dractices tha*
was featured The sophomore class j port of Callao blockaded However
m
management practices tha.
Overlock, a third companion escaped
have
proved
beneficial
to
poultrywas the victor
as the tree crashed. He extricated
we found orders to proceed to San i c i
.^...
...........
4-H Club Notes
Miss Verna Watson is visiting Francisco and at 5 that afternoon scheduled for the week are: Whiteand summoned help. The
jan 6, eleven girls met at the I' them,
men q-ere removed to the Whitefield
friends in Bangor.
we up anchor and proceed to Frisco. fleld Union haU_ Jan 17; Alna.
Mrs Cora Winchenbach has re Going out we saw a ship coming to Erskine hail. Jan
of Mrs. Elsie Kraft. East 1 hc.-pital where they died without re“
half1 Jan *^)an £lendsh‘P t0 or«'an^ a 4?H pClu^ gaintog co^.o^n^ss.
turned to her home in Waldoboro that we called the McCallum
19;
and
Hope
Grange
ige
nail.
Jan
20.
These
officers
were elected: Preslafter visiting Mrs. William Bclasco
"In going that voyage from Callao
dent. Madeline Bradford; vice presland Mrs Annie Robbins.
to 'Frisco It is necessary to stand off
W EST PENOBSCOT
>n th. i»nH
The contract for blueberry crates cent. Eileen Havener; secretary,
world will not smite buck at you. I
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Watson.
ot o? a W
ramon ofl Panama
Y’.lne, ®lu!^r2' Madeline Burna; treasurer. Madeline
Mr. and Mrs. George Littlefield
of a big calm region off Panama, be Growers, Inc, for the 1933 season Miller; color bearer. Louise Burns; [ School is in going order again, —Grit.
4
......
Rockland and Miss Phyllis Watson of fore standing to the North, so that
has
been
awarded
to
Morton
&
Paycheer
leader.
Beatrice
Miller
and
club
i
The
teacher
is
on
crutches
but
her
Thomaston motored to Hosmer Pond we had a run of 43 days to Gan Fran
First U. S. Postmaster
FURNISHED three room apartment to I 4
son. South Hope. They already have reporter. Marguerite Stone. They ! ankle is steadily improving,
Sunday and had a lobster supper.
let. rear 11 Masonic St. near postofltce .
cisco.
The Post Office department says MRS
a crew of men busy sawing out ma- selected the name "Happy Go Lucky
Melvin York has nearly 300 chicks
E K MILLS
3-tf ’
Evangelist Homer Grimes is draw
“About a week before getting in terial for the crates. These will be Ciub- with
Elsie Kraft 35 their now and they are doing well.
that July 20. 1773, the Continental
ing good sized audiences to the we spoke the McCallum, and it being
STORE to let. middle section of StudLADIES Reliable hair good:s BI Rock«
put
together
during
the
winter
1^1
leader.
Thomas
J.
Young
who
is
with
his
'
congress
established
the
post
office
ley Block. Main St, 18 ft front, two ( Und Halr 8t0„ ,4 Elm 8t. 1Mall orders
meetings at the Baptist Church. moderate. Capt. Masters came on
Bushel
and
half
bushel
crates
will
•
•
•
.
entrances,
first
class
condition.
Inlaid
.
so
|iC|ted. H. C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J
children
here
this
winter
had
tea
with Benjamin I'ranklin as the drat linoleums, beam celling. 125 month. V.
Tuesday night the vestry was filled board for a call, dressed in blue
1-tf
'Gcoree's Valiev Hustlers" is the 1 8unday wlth Mrs C D B°u'den
by people who showed much interest dungarees Well, we got into 'Frisco be made as last year.
postmaster general. On September F STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1080
• • • ’
.no.
of
! La^ Sunday there were visitors 26. 1789, Samuel Osgood wns the
4>tf
WOODLOT owners, get your wood cut
ln the subject. “The True Church.' the second of February, letting go
name the sewing girls club of Ap- j .
«♦ thA
free; will cut to halves, Write ‘ WOOD."
room unfurnished apartment care this paper
All Knights of Pythias who will our anchor at 10 to the morning.
With the Homes
pleton chose for their club organized
hCa®^
L
.V7
first postmaster appointed under .he toFOUR
let. r^nge. connected with boiler. $5
attend the meeting at the Baptist The McCallum came in at 3 p. m.
Miss Edna Cobb. State home mar.- Jan. 7 at the home of Mrs. Angie,
adg^od 3rmor
f ® 8
WATCH and Clock Repairing Grand
Constitution.
week without garage and 85 50 with
Church Thursday evening are asked
tl
enrage V F STUDLEY. 283 Main St father and antiques. Call and deliver.
"Wasn't that close sailing? Corn- agement specialist, will hold home Fish. Mrs. Angie Fish is the local P R J:d®dg^?d^™
Tel 1080
3-tf S A MACOMBER 23 Amesbury St.
to meet at the hall at 7 o'clock and ing out of Birkenhead dock gates to- organization meetings at Whitefield leader of the club, with Mrs. Hazel
“a.°r“ ” ■*.>
Rockland. Me__________________ 156*10tf
Uncle
Eben
STORE and equipment to let. Westgo in a body to the church.
gether. round Cape Horn, calling at and Aina next Tuesday and Wed- Perry' as assistant leader. Elizabeth {7“ed
iv
anen "
WHEN you are punning to bell your
end Market. Thomaston. $15 month,
“
Whan
you
give
advice,
”
said
The ice which has made traveling Callao, and then arriving at San nesdav. The purpose of this project Fish
was elected president of the 1 , * enu.rvl Io , *'aJaea ’n uP°n n , •
grocery store location for 50 year* V. chickens and fowl, call PE I'ER ED
hazardous Tuesday and Wednesday Francisco within a few hours of is to show rural families how they club. Julia Brown as vice president, [ ‘aarn w:tn good things, but he recov- Uncle Eben, “don't feel disappoint F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St Tel 1080
WARDS
Tel. 806-J Rockland
1-tf
_______________________________________
Is rapidly disappearing. The side each other. There both ships of us may spend the family income to give Olive Gushee as secretary. Ruth1**’64 his composure and entertained ed If It don't git heeded. People ____________________________________ I YOU FOLKS WHO BURN OIL try
walks are clear for the most part.
_____
__ _ __
_ ________ for greater satisfaction and to acquaint Demuth as treasurer and Marie thfm and a good sing and happy eve- dat asks advice may be able to use
SMALL TENEMENT to let at 840 Main Shell. It gives good heat, burns cleaner
loaded wheat
for Queenstown
St ERNEST C. DAVIS
151-tI 1 than other oils You'll welcome the reCharles McGinnis of Boston is 1 orders and towed out the same day. them with the possibilities for in- Perry as club reporter
! nlng followed.
It. An' den again dey may only he —
——=— ------ —-------------- -r-S— stilts. OEOROE H
THOMAS FUEL
spending several days at his home ; "We fell in with the McCallum in creasing the income.
First month s rent at 17 War- COMPANY. Camden. The only dlatrlbu• • • •
lookin' fob conversation."—Wash renFREE
«... to reliable parties, also prlcee ■ tors of 8hc|| Pue. nil,
ltI
on Beech woods street.
STATE
OF
MAINE
43 South in the Pacific: and with
During the last three or four years,
ington Star.
reduced: four to nine rooms Oerage
The Burkettviile club this year will
In Senate. January 4. 1933
Mrs. George Ludwig is visiting her the bosn I rowed Capt. Speed aboard all have been intere'ted in "stretchApply 11 JAMES ST.
151-tf
be
a
Junior
boys'
garden
club,
as
the
Ordered
the
House
concurring,
that
brother Fred Kennistcn who is ill and found that Capt. Masters had ing" dollars. It takes more dollars
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. modern W-——"fit
girls are not reorganizing for 1933. no bill or resolve be received by this
Louisiana Bird Life
at his home in Union.
Improvements DR F O. BARTLETT. 41
three brooms lashed at his trucks.
j to cover the demands of modern liv- At the first meeting held at Mrs. legislature after four o'clock in the
afternoon of Tuesday. February 7. 1933
Mrs. Charles Smith left for Bangoi
Louisiana conaidpra that It offcra Llmerock St Tel 982______________ Ltf
"Pretty saucy, wasn't it? The )ng than it did 50 years ago. We
CalderwoocTs home Rich- except by unanimous consent ln the
APARTMENT to let ln Blckneu Block
Tuesday, called there by the illness bosn suggested that I shin up and have become used to buying some Florence
d' L*, ' „ was ramed presldent body ln which It is Introduced, and the best opportunities for bird MRS
B B SMITH. Lincoln St Tel 264
of Edward Biggins, whose late wife cut them adrift, but I thought it not things that now we cannot buy befurther.
Smlth vice president anC
study
of
any
state,
because
of
pro

1-tf
anu
That any bill or resolve which shall be
was an aunt of Mrs Smith.
exactly prudent.
cause we haven't the cash to buy color bearer; Donald Calderwood
tection to bird life and because the
received
in
either
body
of
this
leglslapar
Williams-Brasier Post. A. L, Is
"We arrived at Queenstown after them with. Our standards of living, ecretary and Henrv Robbins treas- ‘ure by unanimous consent alter four state is on the main line of migra rooms Apply at CAMDEN 6t ROCK1-tf ,
I AND WA TER CO Tfl 634
,
,0 .u.
...
.. oclock In the afternoon on Feb. 7. 1933
spcn-orlng a "Farmers Frollck" dance a passage of 112 days. The McCal- our ideals of what we want to do for
Jah. .8 the boys are going to ,ha||
referred to the Eighty-seventh tion between north and south.
I HAVE furnished rents and unfur
i 'urr- got in
days .ater. having got- our families have not been .owered take books so they can have a library Legixlature'Vl unanimous consent for its
nished rents at all prices: also good bar
with music by Durglns orchestra ten into a calm streak."
but our incomes have. There are at their local leadei s home. This; reception is not given in the other body
gains In real estate. ROBERT U. COLMisfit Thought,
and prizes for the best costumes.
I have always known of these re- certain economic facts for the farm
tlNS 375 Main St Tel 77_________ 1-tf
tra-kab’e vovwses
Wonder if ue home that o-e helnfnl in fact are
an
'endln& books i»as tried b\
These orders shall not apply to MUs
“To borrow another's thought,”
ma KaD.e voyage,, wonder it we home that are helpful, in la.t are
glr^ c]Ub
year ancj found reported by anv joint standing or joint
TWO OOOD flve room houses to let on
r. for
select COmmlttCC In the regular COUrSC
The largest congregation of the j couldn't hang this up
for ae vni~.ee
voyage necessary' ,n
to know in managing the
qur-p^ful
*
said Hi IIo, the sage of China Grove St. One flve room house on Elm
of
business
nor
to
such
bills
and
resolves
St
All modern. ERNEST C. DAVIS at
series of revival meetings under Rev. , without a parallel I told my friend family income, and making decisions
y
'
....
town, “is like borrowing another's Fu'.ler-Cobb-Davls.
as are intended only to facilitate the
1-tf
Homer Grimes was present Wednes- | so and he remarked that he wished in the distribution of It so as to keep
raiment. However hnnilsome It
business of the Elghty-slxth Legislature
LIVE POULTRY wanted. Truck will
day evening.
Rockland, Warren ; he could write— that he could tell the family happv and well.
The Hope junior girls met at the
I call anv time
Highest prices paid.
mnj' he, it will not precisely fit your
~ ................................
Cushing and South Thomaston were j of a voyage to Cuba
that would make
The home demonstration agent, home of Mrs. Brownell, assistant;
STATE OF MAINE
PAPER
CITY POULTRY CO. 741 Main
personality.
”
—
Washington
Star.
In
Senate.
January
4
1933
8t.. Westbrook Me.
4*27
represented. About 100 pictures of a book.
Miss Lawrence, will hold a meeting leader, and two members were taken
House concurring, that
in anu
and two
new uuiuns
officers elected- il0Ordered
BABY CHIX Wyllle’s Strain 8 C Reds
the places in Bible history which had
If these deep water fellows who on the same subject at Hope. Jan 20. in
iwu nr»
'bbl"for the
privatespecial irgTsiation
♦
Rtate
accredited
for
white
diarrhoea.
Feel, It, Age?
been destroyed or rebuilt according have had such expeiiences would Book reviews will ai.«o be given on coloi bearer. Justine Norwood; cheer
re(.clve<i by this legislature afer lour
4
Bred for eggs, type and color; $16 per
to ancient prophecies were shown only talk how interesting it would be the library, which will be cocned at leader. Ruth Norwood. Also at this o'clock in the afternoon on Tuesday,
The Oriental institute of the Uni
hundred for March
Discount on 500
______ farm for sale. Fifteen or more F H WYLLIE <k SON. Thornand made a deep impression upon the | but as it Ls they are as reticent as the meeting.
meeting they made muffins, learning ^"^a„£
,be bod "“which
A _35-ACRE
versity of Chicago announces that acres
tillage,
balance
wood
and
pasture;
,
aston.
Me..
Route
1.
Phone
Warren 10-6.
audience. A delegation of Masons j anything can be and only talk on
• • • ’
to cook and mix them. The leader quced and further.
the human conscience began to eight room house, barn, wood shed, nice •
1-tf
was present in a body.
I strong nrovocation.
Pardncr.
Mrs Georgia Brownell of Hope ts told how to judge muffins and then
That any bin lor private or special
b%d^,.L1.7r antl,.""
h,’.v
NATURAL ground «a shell, are best
to have a few women at her home each girl judged one The name of leE-.aUo^wMch ,h.r. be* r=d in function about 5,000 years ago. This
Miss Harriet V. Hahn whose home | Thomaston, Jan. 9.
h
vnrNn
163
Ma"n
St*
r
°
r
P™'
11
™
By
baa
or
ton
Wrlta
may explain why it is so worn out FREEMAN S ^OUNO. 163 Ma n St FRED RAWLEY, Long Cove. Me 143‘AI,145
Saturday afternoon. Jan. 21. to re- the club Is Hope Willing workers.
unanimous
_________
consent after four o’clock
is with Mrs Charles H Washburn,
Rockland. Tel. 766-J
today.
—Exchange.
in the afternoon on Tuesday. January_
ceive some information on coat mak- ,------------------in the aft
THE TRI E CHURCH
was called to Warren Tuesday morn- |
31st. 1933. shall be referred to the Eightying Miss Lawrence, heme demonLesxms in Contract Bridge, groups, seventh Legislature if unanimous con
ing by the sudden death ot her
or individuals, offered by Mrs. Alan sent for its reception 1* not given in the
Evangelist Homer Grimex Defines It stration agent, will be present.
brother Willard Hahn.
L. Bird. Associate M'-mber Culbert- other body in concurrence
From the Sciiptures
Russell Morgan, clerk In the A &P
A true copy of above orders.
Kara made In order. Keya maae
Miss Lawrence will give an illus- son's National Studios. Phone 228.
store has been notified that he has
Attest
ROYDEN V BROWN
to fit locks when original keys are
3-5
5-lt
Secretary of the Senate.
Services at the Thomaston Baptist trated talk to the Women's Educa Rockland
won a prize in money for the largest
lost. Iloose, Office or Car. Code
increase in sales for December.
Church continue to increase in at tional Club of Rockland Friday evcW ARREN FARMERS' Ml TIM FIRE
books provide keys for all locks
Thomaston basketball teams play tendance and interest. After ob- ing, Jan. 20. and will show how one
District
of
Maine.
SS:
INSURANCE COMPANY
without bother.
Scissors and
Southern Division
'
. .
i dress may be the basis of the ward
Warren. Maine
in Rockland Friday night.
THF. PRESIDENT OF THF UNITED
Knives Sharpened.
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1932
Mrs. Blanchard Orne has returned serving Monday as rest day. serv- robe by *addlng d?ulls and acceJ>.
STATES OF AMERICA
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
$2 203 87
To the Marshal of said District, or
Cash ln office and bank
from a visit to her daughter Mrs. ices were resumed Tuesday night. | sorfog to make it seem like several.
Never Before The»e Prices—Probably Never Again!
either of his Deputies.
Arthur G. Eustis in Waterville.
Every available space was taken
$2 203 87
Greetings
Gross cash assets ...............
Five community planning meet
Mrs. Cora Currier entertained the when Evangelist Homer W Grimes
BUY NOW!!
AT
We command you that you give notice
LIABILITIES DEC 31 1932
all persons concerned that applica
Monday Club at her home that eve spoke on "The True Church. Who ings were held the past week with
$2,203 87 to
Net cash assets ............ .......
108 MAIN 8T.
ROCKLAND
tion has been made before the Honor
these project leaders chosen: Aina, Premium
ning. Those making up the party
notes subject to
John A Peters Judge of the Dis
Telephone 781
$15,603 00 able
assessment ............................
were Mrs. Elizabeth Turner. Mrs Belongs to It?” "We have no relia chairman. Mrs. Inez C. Ayer; secre
trict Court for said District ln the name
8S-U
all assessments and
on behalf of the United States of
Ella Dunn and Mrs. Lucy Clark, the ble information concerning the tary. Mrs. Elizabeth Harding; cloth Deduct
1.560 30 and
payments --- ----- - ..............
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last named winning highest honors, church apart frem the Bible," he
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J District, for an order for the forfeiture
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Carleton;
annual
Sunday services at the Church of tises within the church of our day
5-Th-ll and
tho Court may order o< a certain auto
_______________
_ St. John Baptist will be: 9 a. m, run counter to the
Bible teaching,
it meeting. Mrs. Inez Ayer and plan-!
mobile namely One Chevrolet Roadster
choral eucharist, Rt. Rev Benjamin n'o longer can carry the name mng meeting entertainment. Mrs. G
Automobile. Serial Number 2BA0456146;
Swift and Best
Engine Number 3211767. Its equipment
M. “
P. Carleton
and Mrs. '"
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id accessories, seized on the sevenbrant and preacher The sacrament I fessed a Bible foundation, should be Harding
Damariscotta chairman
teenth day of November. A D 1932 at
of confirmation will be administered I the last to forsake the Bible stand Mrs. Lily Waltz; secretary. Mrs
Rockland ln the County of Knox in the
Southern Division of the said District of
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by Bishop Brewster at this service. ard.v
Maine, by Seth May Federal Deputy
81nce 1840 this firm has faithN»"»
42 ox. pkg.
Mrs. Nettle Bird Frost of Rockland
"Every house is not a home. Edga: Lucier; foods. Mrs. Matilda Wood
Prohibition Administrator for the State
served the lamllies of Knox County
will be soloist, and the communion i a Guest writes, 'it takes a heap o bury: home management. Mrs. Har
I of Maine, as forfeited to the use of the
said United States for the alleged violaLADY AT TENDANT
hymn sung by Russell Young. Vesp- : livin' in a house to make a home', riet Waltz; annual meeting chair
I tlon of Title II of the Act of Congress of
ers and sermon at 7 p. m
. The difference between 'Just a house man, Mrs. Dorothy Weeks; plan
Day Telephone 450—781-1
I October 28. 1919. commonly known as
At the annual meeting of the ! and a 'home' describes in a human nlng meeting entertainment Mrs
the National Prohibition Act. to wit: the
! alleged unlawful use of said automobile
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stockholders of the Thomaston Na- way the difference between the visi- Dorothy Weeks. Montswcag, Mrs.
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in the unlawful transportation of inSeeded or Seedless
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Frank D. Elliot: cashier. L. S. Lev- statlc belicf in God are £UbstiTHE ONLY
4-U
David D McCarty, Druggist.
And you air to give said notice by
ensalcr; assistant cashiers. Charles I tutes for divine regeneration. Our
I ------------------------------------------ ----------------- | serving a ropy hereof on^ the officer or
M. Starrett and F. M. Shaw
churches are filled with 'deadwood'
Coxu^t
, person in charge of Jack Decker's Garage
OTHER WORTHWHILE SAVINGS
Sleep Nights—
1 at 532 Forest Avenue in Portland ln the
because we have adopted human
I County of Cumberland, in said District.
I standards for membership and minsaid automobile Is now stored,
Without Waking where
Ketchup, bot.,
5c Baker’s Cocoa,
10c
WITH THE
i:-try.'
and by publishing a copy hereof once
New River SOFT COAL
a week for two weeks in The CourierMr. Grimes then spoke at length
Corn,
Golden
Bantam,
—
Make
This
25c
Test
—
SECRET
Dried Beef, jar,
10c
Gazette.
a newspaper published at
about the "church invisible." "The
S7.C0 Ton
Don't wake up for bladder relief. Rockland In the County of Knox in said
3 cans,
25c
body of Christ Is an organism, not
Parcel Delivery
LI MPS, S7.59 Ton
District,
the
county
in
which
said
autoPhysic
the
bladder
as
you
would
the
FORMULA
Y. E. Beans, lb.,
05c
i bowels. Drive out impurities and ex l mobile was seized, the last publication
an organization." he said. "All re
Two Tons or More. 57.25
Wax
Beans,
3
cans,
25c
to
be
at
least
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days
before
said
date
cessive
acids
which
cause
the
Irritation
Not ordinary cough
deemed saints everywhere, regardless
Best Screened Lump Coal. 19.50
hereof
resulting ln wakeful nights, leg pains. of hearing
_ and by posting
_ copies
.
Red Kidney Bezns, lb 05c Cherries, 5 oz. bottle, 10c
' of denominational affiliation, bear
Family Washings
backache, burning and frequent desire. I In three public places near the place of
510 59 COKE $11.50
drops, but a prescrip
seizure, to wit. at Rockland. Maine
BUKETS.
the
bladder
physic,
made
from
the same relation to Christ that the
$13.56 HARD COAL $13.50
Called For and Delivered
tion of 11 medicinal
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buchu.
Juniper
oil.
etc.,
works
effective

Salmon,
fancy
red,
15c
human body bears to the head.”
$5.00 SOFT WOOD $5.00
ly on the bladder as castor oil on the Into your custody and make due return
ingredients, quick
Miss Bertha Luce played two vio
bowels. Get a regular 25c box and after hereof with your doings herein.
Olives, large fcottle, 10c Tomato Soup, can
05c
acting and pleasant.
Witness the Honorable John A. Peters,
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Amy
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night
ton—50c Extra Outside Towns
money. Make this test. You are bound cember. A. D. 1932
during the week. Tonight the evan- I
(L. 8.1
JOHN F KNOWLTON
to feel better after this cleansing and
We Carry a Full Line of Canned Fruits & Vegetables
Tel. 106-R
Clerk of said District Court.
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best seller
5 and 8

With the Extension Agents

I Keep Watch for the
? “Feverish Cold”

Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

Dr.True'sEIixir

: LOST AND FOUND ♦

WANTED

■

TO LET

MISCELLANEOUS j
•

; EGGS AND CHICKS;

knn_ in nsnnoe,n» the

.

REAL ESTATE

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

MAMMOTH GROCERY SALE

Crie Hardware Co.

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

CUT PRICE GROCERY DEPT.

Rheumatic
Prescription

Macaroni-Spaghetti
lb. 5c

85 Cents

RAISINS

ROLLED OATS

IIUHUSIRYIU

► EMBALMING 4
MOTOR ANBUIANG

91-2c

5c

PEACHES
2 for 15c

Oven Bake ’ Beans

Lighthouse Cleanser
12l-2c
3 cans 10c

(

Light Trucking

Walter Dorgan

LUDEN’S

t

Every-Other-Day
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®SOC* ETY,
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desire, Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent bv mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONB _________ __ ____ 770 or 7M

Mont P Trainer is among the city's
numerous grippe victims.
Mrs. O. E. Wishman and Mrs Sey
mour Cameron were winners when
the Monday Contract Club met with
Mrs. Donald C. Leach.

Kalloch Class mot Tuesday after
noon. tacked a comforter and got an
Mrs. Cora Snow was host to the
other ready to tack. The class will Wawenock Club Monday evening.
meet next Tuesday at thc same place Quotations appropriate to the new
for work.
year were given in response to the
roll call. The question box was
Miss Mabel Seavey Is ill with grippe studied and current events discussed
at her home, 1C1 North Main street. Mrs. Snow presented a very lnteresti ing paper on "Industry and Agriculj ture.” Relief sewing occupied the reTheC G-H. class of thc First Baptist , maiTider of the evening The next
Sunday school, Miss Emily MacDon | meeting will be with Miss Minnie
ald. leader, met Tuesday afternoon in Smith.
thc vestry, with a good attendance
The Benefit Bridge Club met Mon
The annual open meeting of the day with Mrs. Harold Horrocks.
Shakespeare Society takes place
The Methebesec Club meets Friday
Monday evening at the Copper Kettle,
with a banquet at 6.30. Reservations at 2.30 in the Central Maine Power
must be arranged with Mrs. Maud rooms.
Blodgett not later than Saturday. T'.e
The Itooevik Club sewed for the
Society is much gratified to have Miss
Red Cross Tuesday afternoon when it
Anna Coughlin as gvst speaker.
met with Mrs. Sumner Perry.
The Metheoesec Club meets tomor
Mrs. Flora Fernald was host to
row afternoon at the home of Mrs the Chummy Club Tuesday evtning.
Grace Daniels, who will be aseisted Mrs. Anna M. Saville and Mrs. Adelby Mrs. Addie Small and Miss Lucy ma Mullen won thc bridge prizes
Rhodes. The program will be in
charge of Mrs. Lenora Cooper.
Mrs. Gladys Morgan who has been
very ill with influenza since Satur
day is slightly improved Her chil
dren Vemct and Kenneth arc also ill
with grippe.
Miss Ruth Sukeforth entertained
the Junior Workers Tuesday evening,
with Misses Barbara Lassell and
Priscilla Clarke as special guests.
Business meeting and work were post
poned and all joined in to help Miss
Ruth celebrate her birthday. The
evening was pleasantly spent with
games, including a donkey’s tail con
test which was won by Miss Ethel
Hayes, while Josephine Pellicane
came out ahead in the kiss hunt.
Luncheon featured a birthday cake
with 11 candles. Miss Ruth received
many gifts from her young friends.

MONDAY NIGHT’S MEETING

i
1
i
•

i

j
[

The Browne Club of the First Bap
tist Church holds its regular meet 1
ing Friday evening with Miss Eliza
beth Hager, 63 Orace street.
!
Miss Ruth McCartney entertained
the SOS Club last Friday evening.
Cards and other games were played. ,

The appended notice Is fur
nished bv the Rockland branch
of the W.C.T.U.:
|
“If you are a prohibitionist i
and believe in keeping our Maine
law on the statute books, you
should attend the meeting to be
held Monday evening at 7.30 in
the Methodist vestry. An inter
esting program consisting of
songs, recitations and a playlet.
“The Case Against Beer," will
be presented by a group of young
people, under the direction of
Mrs. Nellie McKay.
Judge
Zelma M. Dwinal will speak
on "Pending Legislation," and
Judge E. K. Gould will present
resolutions for adoption. It is
time to make prohibition sentimenf vocal. This meeting is
open to people from all over
Knox County. Make your plans
to attend. Th' meeting is held
under the auspices of the Rock
land W.C.T.U."
— — » — — — » — IM.M

—V

The O T Club met with Mrs Don
ald Farrand Wednesday evening, at
A store jollification in the happiest
her home on West Meadow road. Prize ! sense of the word took place last
night was observed, with first choice night at Fuller-Cobb-Davis with 47
guests, ail in festive mood, participat
going to Miss Susan Spear.
ing in a rollicking good time. Picriic
Swastika Club met Friday eve supper with all the "fixin's" was ne
ning with Miss Susan Spear. Talbot gotiated on the mezzanine floor and
avenue, with honors going to Mrs. i here too tcok place an informal but
Viva Kalloch, Miss Marlon Upham ’ thoroughly enjoyable program feaand consolation to Mrs. AJtena I tured by "Blrdland" a radio sketch
Thompson. Mrs Evelyn Ludwig sub with Alice Kalloch and Gladys Hal!
las chief chirpers and Mildred Ryan,
stituted for Mrs. Lettie Cross.
serving as station announcer. Gerolfl
Mrs. Will C. Miller, whose husband Mfcrgeson presided at thc piano and
is a traveling salesman well known in presented several songs interspersed
this section, died suddenly ln Au with group singing. Two birthday
annive.-saries were observed >ut no
gusta Monday. She was 63.
names are mentioned here for an ex
Mrs. Ella Robinson and daughter cellent reason. One tragedy marred
Miss Leola Robinson attended the (?) the joy of the occasion Elmer
Installation of St. Oeorge Grange, Davis lost his pink pachyderm and at
Wednesday night. Master Henry Hast reports was still engaged in an
j elephant hunt.
Robinson installed the officers.

The Diligent Dames meet for 1
o'clock luncheon Friday at the home
of Mrs. C. H. Sonntag. with Mrs. Rus
sell Bartlett as assisting hostess.

ORFF'S CORNER

Rose Elizabeth Elwell
Rose Elizabeth, 12. daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Anita Goldfarb who spent thc and Mrs. Albert Elwell died at her
holidays in Boston and New York, i home here Dec. 21. Funeral services
had thc honor of meeting Herr Lion I were held Dec. 24. Rev. E R Greene
Fcttchtwanger at the home of her officiating and Guy Waltz with his
sister Mrs. Louise Nevclson. 39 E. harp rendered a very "beautiful so'.o
55th Street. New York. Dr. Feucht- Besides the parents she leaves a
wanger is the author of several books brother Calvin Elwell and grandpar
Including "Power," and "Josephus." ents Mr. and Mrs. James Hall, also
his latest work, which he autographed several aunts and uncles. The bear
for Mrs. Goldfarb He Invited Mrs ers were four boys from the 4-H Club
Goldfarb and Mrs. Nevelson to call of which Rose was a member. Inter
on him if they should ever be ln Ger ment was in Sea View cemetery at
many Dr Fcuchtwanger is on a lec Tenant's Harbor. The floral tributes
ture tour throughout thc United : were many and beautiful.
"S»fe In thc arm, of Jesus.
States, being at present in California ,
From Charlotte, N. C.. comes thc
interesting news of a new arrival in
thc family of Mr. and Mrs. Albert K.
Glover (Alice Snow). The newcomer
U their second son.
■I
*
•
Thc Portland Music Commission
announces that Nelson Eddy, a new
American baritone expected by many
critics to rival the spectacular rise of
Lawrence Tibbett, will be heard under
its auspices Monday, Jan. 23. in the
third of thc five all-star community
concerts, replacing Paul Robeson, fa
mous Negro baritone and actor who
was scheduled to appear In City Hall
the evening of Jan. 19 Robeson has
Just signed a 40-weeks' contract to ap
pear in London and will not come to
America this season.

Safe on His gentle breast:
There by His love o'er shaded
Sweetly thy aoul shall rest."

• « • •
Mrs. Sarah A. Hoch
Mrs. Sarah A Hoch. 94. the oldest
resident of this community, died Dec
2C after a short illness at thc heme
of her son-in-law Sanford Walter
with whom she had made her home
tor many years. Funeral services
were held Friday at the home. Rev A.
G. Darts officiating. A daughter Miss
Alda Hoch who was the constant com
panion of Mer mother Is left and has
the deepest sympathy of many
friends There are also two grand
sons Edwin and Sidney Walter of
Oardlncr, and several nieces. Love
And esteem were evidenced in the
many floral tributes. Interment was
in Ludwig cemetery.

The Tuesday Club met with Mrs.
NORTH WARREN
A. S. Littlefield. An out of town I
guest was Mrs. William Talbot ol
A few weeks ago E. R. Moody lost a
PorUind. whose readings, given In re
sponse to an urgent request, charmed few hens, and now F. O. Jameson has
her hearers.
lost more than a few. Deputy Sheriff
Ludwick Is making an investigation.
"To marry or not to marry?" This
Is the Mrs. and Miss Hamlet's mod
ern problem. Since today fewer girls
have to wed for a meal ticket, having
capacity to earn her own Income,
their question becomes one of ad
visability. Shall she marry without
love ind for an occupation? In the
psychology course in Human Rela
tions being pursued by the afternoon
class at 3 o'clock, by the Woman's
Educational Club, which all femi
nines are invited to Join, this Is the
topic for Jan. 20. Another un
usual feature is scheduled, always ot
deep Interest to women, a genuine
"Fashion Show" from the ensemble
to skirts and blouses, demonstrations
in quick apparel changing by Miss
Jessie Lawrence, home demonstration
agent for the Farm Bureau and an
honor club member.

Lessons In Contract 3ridge. groups
or individuals, offered by Mrs Alan
L. Bird. Associate Member Culbert
son's Nuliotml Studios. Phone 228,
ltocklcuid.
3-5

“After the birth of twin, four years ago, I
was run down, nervous, irregular, always tired
and very disagreeable. Now I feel full of pep.
My periods are regular. 1 never get tired and I
am always cheerful. I give Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound the credit for the
change.”

McCALL PATTERNS IN STOCK—VOGUE PATTERN COUNTER SERVICE

January Dress Clearance

MRS. MARY I.IDMILA
Box 296, Odebolt, Iowa

Why don’t you try thi, medicine? Get a
bottle today. Its tonic action may be just
what you need to give you more strength and
energy. Sold by druggists everywhere.

We have decided to do the unusual with these

Lydia E. Pinkliam’s Vegetable Compound
Otherwise, it had to be thrown back
into the sea. A lobster fresh from its
salt water home Is a gorgeous crus
An Inlander Who Saw Traps tacean with Iridescent changeable
blues and greens. Its flashes of scar- (’
Pulled Near Vinalhaven let
and orange. No one could im- \ ’
aglne in his ignorance the change It 11
Writes About It
undergoes during the process of cull- i
nary preparation.
(Written by a Middle Western
Not every trap boasted even one |
"F^hoTm^vin^h1.*011
SP?n,t ar lobster Some came up with only
Coats are now marked at Clearance Prices
>'.y on.. one eon,.,™,!
a sea anemone But they all. some
Do you live far from the ocean, as sixty or more that mcming, pre
I do? And did you never go a-lcb- sented us with the loveliest speci
stering, even as I? Until we found mens of star-fish, from cookie size
ourselves as vacation guests on an to the span of a man's hand, vary
island in Penobscot Bay. my ac ing shades of pink and coral. We
quaintance with this armoured edi saved a few which we later dried.
BRAND NEW—JUST RECEIVED
ble of the sea had been confined to
When the unlucky lobster was
that object of fire-engine hue served pulled out gingerly and found of
Regular 59c 'double texture Slip-on Gloves
de-luxe in our local hostelries.
keepable size, tiny wooden pegs were
fancy cuffs
So when May and Fred invited us
in the ends of his two big claws
to go along with them to watch John stuck
to
keep
him
from
wrestling
with
his
pull in lobster traps, did we refuse? equally unfortunate neighbor ln cap
We did not!
tivity.
It was to happen the next Thurs
I could still admire the external I
day: and because our own native beauty
$1.00
All our 1.50 fabrics now
of those captured lobsters,
outdoor sports depend pretty much sounding like rattling drum sticks.
on whether It is raining or shining. But the bait pail had acquired an
$1.98
Regular 2.98 Kid Gloves,
I prayed for a sunny lobstering day. added pungency, and the passe star
forgetting entirely to include in my fish looked washed out and squashy.
petition a clause for calm weather. I began to feel sorry for myself, for
Consequently, when Wednesday night suppose I should prove to be a poor
brought in a brisk gale. I decided if sailor?
J
it were too late to change the wind,
• • • •
why be bothered about it?
But I looked up! And there, not
As previously and painstakingly
With the Lowest Prices we have Ever Offered. Don't be confused—Pequot Sheets
provided, the little alarm clock with far away, a full rigged schooner
and Cases are the standard of comparison, ten times as many Pequots are sold as
the big racket aroused us early on glided into our line of vision, her
the eventful morning. After don spotless sails billowing boldly and
any other make of sheets. These are all firsts with Pequot Labels. Please note,
ning navy blue slacks and Jersey, a grandly in the breeze, riding her
you never get Pequot sheets labelled Pequot that are seconds.
scarlet jacket and white beret—the course in safety, confidence and'
eternal feminine nt 6 a. m—and glory. In imagination. I stog&on her
peeking out at the ocean which looked deck, eager for romance trnd adven
as usual, we tip-toed down stairs, ture. I spun daring little stories
only to be assailed by the most de about her, and was still “hitting on
all eight," when she slipped away in
licious odors from the kitchen.
the distance. And here we were
• • • •
along the coast, pulling in the last
OTHER ITEMS STILL AVAILABLE
NEW ITEMS ADDED THIS WEEK
Soon we were off to go a-lcbster- of the traps, rebaiting, and return
ing! We climbed into the little row ing them to their watery beds.
42 Gauge Service Weight Hose
$1.77
Drtrse*. New Silks............................................................
boat left high by the tide, and Fred
I didn't need the sun to tell me
54x54 Pure Linen Crash Cloths, fringe ....................
2.77
Drersrs, New Silks
.................................................
paddled us around the promontory that it was noon time when we
54x70 Pure Linen Crash Clcths. plain hem
.17
Men's Heavy Wool Socks ..............................................
into the tiny bay which John claimed turned homewards. What an ap
60x60 Pure Linen Crash Cloths, plain hem
as his exclusive shore line posses petizer I had had! I was happy
.IS
Lamp Shade. Bridge Styles ......................................
54x54 Pure Linen Crash Cloths, plain hem
sion. .
with John that his catch would
Blanket Remnants; yard
.........................
.17
Ladies' 25c Rayon and Wool Hose, firsts ...................
John's son, a husky lad, with bring him a few much needed dol
sDarkling black eyes and a charming lars. I thanked le garcon for his
smile that displayed his white teeth cheerful smile and his eagerness to
SE/VTER CRANE COMPANY
stood ready to assist his father. His make our trip of interest. I stepped
mop of short dark curls was topped confidently this time into the little
by a soiled red beret; and whatever boat and Fred took us back. The
family were dinner guests Sunday of
SOUTH WALDOBORO
NORTH HOPE
WARREN
his name might be, I could think of tide was high and the beach looked
Mr and Mrs. Chester Wyllie.
him only as le garcon.
strange, but the little familiar cotMrs. E. R. Burns has been visiting
Friends will be sorry to learn of the
Mr and Mrs. Elwood Hart and
Rev H. I. Holt accompanied by Rtv.
The motor putt-putted oceanwards. I (a^e bade us welcome,
her daughter Mi's. Dan Giroux in
death
from
bronchial
pneumonia
of
children
have
moved
to
the
home
ol
the salt spray blowing lull in out 1
stayed long enough to pass Howard A. Welch motored Monday to
Waterville
faces. It was glorious! The early 1 upon tj,e
spots of our forenoon's Camden, where they attended the J. C. Evans which occurred Monday her uncles Leland and Lyman Went
Callers at W O. Pitcher's Sundav
at
Billerica.
Mass.
It
will
be
rej
worth.
for
an
Indefinite
time.
fog had lifted, but a snappy gale | thrlU- and then hit the trail for meeting of the Knox County Minis
were Mrs. E. H. Lawry and daughter
membered
that
Mr.
Evans
made
sev

Mrs Clara Hall, with several other Eda of Friendship. Mrs. Joe Studley
suggested the possibilities of real | home. Again we waved a greeting to terial Association at the M. E. Church.
eral visits to Waren with his daughwaves later.
the raucous osiprey. But this time
Sunday morning at the Congrega 1 ter Mrs. James Gannon, and made friends, were entertained at dinner at and son Richard of Waldoboro. Mrs.
Suddenly I realized that we were j feit like a seasoned mariner, for tional Church, the pastor's subject
Christmas time at thc home of Mr. i Deris Smalley and Mrs. R. Delano.
and Mrs. David Mann. Owl's Head I Mrs. Serena Wlnchenbac'i i
slowing down, and why. Those | although the seven seas remained to will be "I Love Thy Church." In the , friends here.
The
monthly
supper
and
annual
grayish wooden things bobbing I |je explored—still—I had been a-lcb- evening, to complete the series of lec
road.
ing her daughter Mrs. Eben Bukcr In
meeting
of
the
Congregational
Ladles'
around were floats which marked uterine hadn't I’
Mrs. Mildred Pease recently spent Richmond.
tures on "The World At Large,” Rev. Circle planned for Jan. 12 has been
the location of the traps. When we
’’ naanl
Mr. Holt will speak on "Fragments postponed until the Thursday fol a few days with her mother Mrs. Liz
A. J. Genthner was calling on rela
reached one. le garcon took his pole i
Gathered From Around the World.” lowing. Jan. 19. By some error thc zie Edgecomb at Liberty.
tives at Lawry Sunday
with the hook in the end and pulled
LENT A DAi Pus
Oeorge Ludwig of New Hampshire
Pau! Winchenbach entertained a
UP TO $103 A MONTH
A. O. Johnson returned Monday name of Mrs Ruby kalloch was omit
in the rope. A couple of twists
was the recent guest of his father friend from Bcston thc past week.
night
from
a
week's
visit
in
Boston
ted
from
the
full
list
of
housekeep

The Postal Life & Casualty Insuraround the windlass and the rope
Daniel
Ludwig
and
other
TTiatives
The Jig saw puzzle craze has evi
wound itself in Bang came the bot- ance Co., 7149 Dierks Building. Kan- and vicinity with Mrs. Johnson and ers for the coming year. This has and friends.
dently struck Portland Head Light
tle. which was attached midway, and sas City, Mo.. Is offering a new ac- their two daughters. Mrs Helen Ring been corrected and Mrs. Kalloch’s
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
L.
Coos?
of
SearsI and Willard Hilt is said to have had
in a minute the "lobster-pot" itself cidtnt policy that pays up to $10C and Mrs Irvllle Spear, being present name will appear on the list tor June mont were guests Monday at Willow one <il 200 pieces. Mrs. Nrltie Drown
tumbled in.
a month for 24 months for disability at the first birthday anniversary ol 8. and also Sept. 14.
Brook.
can go him a few pieces better. She
Lester M. Valley of Rockland is
It looked at first like an ordinary and $1.000 00 for deaths—costs les; his granddaughter Ruth. His daugh
Looking out on a world of white
one with 648 pieces and was over
wooden crate, until upon clcser ob than lc'a day—$3.50 a year. More ter Mrs. Ring who was so ill last fall substituting at th? Maine Central sta last Tuesday morning—every tree ahadweek
It together. Come
servation. It proved to be of wicker than 150,000 have already bought this has been removed to her home ln tion. Warren depot, for Station Agent and twig was bending under a weight again Mr.putting
Hilt.
S. F Haskell who is 111 with grippe. of snow; the ground was covered
with a funnel shaped opening at one policy. Men. women and children Boston
end where the foolish lobster was eligible. Send no money. Simph
Mrs. Benjamin Starrett ana daugh Mr Valley is ticket agent at the M C. smoothly with several inches of snow.
coaxed inside by the bait but could send name, address, age. beneficiary's ters Ruth and Pauline spent the week R. R. station in Rockland.
During the day the snow-plow was
FRI.-SAT.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Norwood were driven over the roads, leaving a wide,
not get back out. Thus he was name, and relationship and they end with Mr. and Mrs Maurice Ginn
caught, and eventually sold, cooked will send this policy on ten days' at Rockland.
present at the Jolly Sixteen Club Sat smooth surface, for auto travel, view
Out of the
and eaten.
FREE inspection No examination is
Mr. and Mrs Maurice Carroll and urday evening at the home of Mr. and ing which one can hardly help con
crowded
That is. if the little measuring gad required. This offer Is limited, sc sons Henry and Phillip of West Rock Mrs. Fred Burkett In Union.
trasting conditions with those of only
get showed it to be large enough. write them today.
port were callers Friday evening on
The Warren fire department an a few years back Often then we
hours they
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Erickson at swered a call Wednesday morning to were "drifted" in, and few indeed
lived
has
North Warren
a chimney blaze at thc home ot were the teams seen for days at a
Miss Doris Hyler and Mrs. Elizabeth jHeibert Weaver. The fire was under stretch. Trucks and autos now pass
come o
Mills are spending the winter at 37 control upon their arrival.
constantly and a horse-drawn vehicle
picture
Warren street. Rockland.
• • • •
is cause for comment.
stomped
Mrs. Ella Lewis was guest Satur
L. Mortimer Butler
day of Miss Ann? Flint In Rockland
with greatFuneral services for L. Mortimer
Among those who attended Knox
FRI.-SAT.
nessl A
Pomona Saturday at West Rockport Butler, 87, who died Tuesday morning
were Mr and Mrs. Samuel E Nor- from pneumonia following a brief ill
romance
wcod. Mr and Mrs. Judson Benner. ness, will be held from his late home
of America
Mrs Evelyn Vining. Mr. and Mrs H. Friday at 2 o'clock. Rev. Howard A
W Waltz. Mi and Mrs John Dean, Welch officiating. In his death War
Mrs. Sarah Starrett and Mrs. Martha ren has lost another of Its oldest citi
zens. He leaves two daughters. Mrs.
Kalloch.
At the Paptlst Church Sundav Ell.s Gray of Northwood Ridge. N. H..
morning the pastor will give the first and Mrs. Lizzie M. Whitmore of
of a series of talks. "The Sermon On Brooklyn, N. Y.; three sons, Fred But
I dol dromo
the Mount;" Bible school at noon; ler with whom he made hLs home. Lee
deop ot fiuChrlstion Endeavor at 6: following the Butler and Cleveland Butler, both of
mon pomon I
opening song service at 7. the sub Manchester. N. H.; and 13 grandchil
ject for the evening will be "God dren. Interment will be at the Leon
ard yard.
Speaking."
Mr. and Mrs Fred Hahn came
Tuesday from Gardiner, called by the
Willard E. Hahn
sudden death of Willard Hahn '
The sudden death of Willard E.
Raymond Borneman is out again Hahn. 54. which occurred Tuesdayj
after having been 111 the past week from angina pectoris, came as a dis-1
from a severe cold.
tlnct shock to his many friends and
Mrs. H M Bowes of Union was the relatives. Though It was generally i
guest of Mrs. Gertrude Rowe Monday. known that his health had failed the
Dinner guests Tuesday of Mrs Iva past few months, he had not actually
McKellar were Mrs Laura Starrett, been ill in bed, and had1 been able to
Mrs. Jessie Walker. Mrs. Alice Brown get out to church Sunday and down
and Mrs. Fannie Wyllie.
town Monday. Dana Smith. Jr., driv
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Howarth and ing his car for him. though many had
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Skewls of Cam remarked how 111 he looked on those
den were guests Sunday afternoon of occasions. Funeral services will be
Photo (ig Graco Lino
PANAMA-HAT MAKING
Mr and Mrs. John Teague.
held today at 2 o'clock at the ConMr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson and gregatldhal Church of which Mr.
NE of the strangest features of entertaining lights enjoyed bv trav
With
Panama hats is that the best of elers taking the fortnightly "Santa"
Hahn had been deacon for several
EDNA MAY OLIVER
them come from Ecuador and notcruises from New York and Califor
years, and Rev. H I. Holt will offici
nia to Ecuador. The highly skilled
from Panama. The name "Panama"
ate. Much sympathy is felt for the
GUY KIBBEE 0eKi«d s/
native weavers, from four to ten in
| surviving relatives ln their loss, the
arose from the fact that these hats
WILLIAM WILLMAN
number, git in front of blocks nimbly
were originally shipped to and ex
three sisters. Miss Susie Hahn, Mrs.
braiding the toquilla — moistening
from the story by Howord
ported from Panama. The plant from
Newell Eugley and Miss Harriet Hahn,
their fingers frequently as they work,
Estobrock David O Selfwhich the straw is obtained is called
i the latter two being in poor health,
from cocoanut shells filled with wa
toquilla—a shrub with fan-shaped
and the .'our brothers, Joseph Hahn,
nick, executive producer
ter, so that the straw will remain
leaves which grows to a height of
and Maurice Hahn, both of Warren,
pliable and not crack. The best hats
RKO-RADIO PICTURK
flve to ten feet. Natives cut the are woven in sunless rooms—in the
Fret! Hahn of Oardiner and Char es
leaves from the plant before they early morning hours while moisture
Hahn of Belfast; also the nephews.
TODAY
TODAY
open, remove the outer surface, and
Is still in the air. It is the latter fact
Charles and Frederick Hahn, ana
CLARA BOW in
split the leaves into thin strips. Then
“THE PHANTOM OF
which gave rise to the erroneous be
niece Miss Harriet Hahn, all of Belthey dip them into boiling water,
lief that Panamas are woven under
•TALL HER SAVAGE"
CRESTWOOD"
hang them up to dry in the shade,
Apply IndHPnilne. Quirk! It soothes I fas'. Interment will be at thc Monuwater. In the most perfect specimens,
and a day or two later place them
the pain prevents infection and ugly scars. Ask I ment Square cemetery.
Home of Paramount Pictures
j
the weave is so fine that the straw

A LOBSTER QUEST

31 Dresses formerly 5.95

34 Dresses were 9.50 & L

FABRIC GLOVES

39c

“PEQUOT” SALE CONTINUES

And Don’t Forget Our 4th Floor Bargain Attic

Traveling Around America

O

in the sun to bleach. In a few days
the atrips shrivel to about the size
of a cord, and are ready for weaving.
The little faelnries where "Pana
mas" are made are Among the most

can be rolled and drawn through a
Anger ring. The very bent hats cost
as much as $100 In Cuavaqull. chief
|>ort of Ecuador, an,I sometimes sell
for $000 In the United Slates.

your druggist for the red-and-yellow tube, 50c.

Unguentine
BeH*svrii_palM. huatrna healing

Nations are like that. too. Landgrabbing seems dreudfulh wicked to
the one . lhal hale grabbed enough
San Diego Union

PAR

A Paramount Publtz Theatre

STRAND)
Show, at

2.0U, 6.341, 8.30

FREEM YOU,NG SAYS

Every-Other-Day
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A MISSING LIGHT

TALES OF THE TURF

That Double Gauge Lobster Pumpkin Island Station. Built As Told By the Chatty Milton — Randalls Pleased
In '54, Will Be Dark After
Law Would Have State
With Clukey Stables
Next Week
wide Opposition

TODAY

WO

Qtcw

E. J. Kirby, former Rockland train
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
Pumpkin Island Light Station, built
Prior to nearly every Legislature, under the administration of the er but now of New York, thinks he
there is more or less agitation of th** Mexican War president. Franklin K has a prominent one in an own
brother of Plucky, 2.06‘i, a colt he
lcbster situation. The latest, I be- j
. .... ...
lieve is a double gauge law, and I un- Pierce, in 18. 4 will darken its lantern developed to one of national promi
nence and which put him among the
derstand the size contemplated is sometime next week
frcm 9 inches to 12 Inches. If these
This station is one ofthe smaller firs', rank of trainers. This one is a
are the sizes recommended, there will located in the East Penobscot. Bay, two year old, foil of 1931.
Mont Oerow, training this wtnler
be a remonstrance so long, that it and at the northern entrance to
for Frank Colburn of Farmington, :s
will reach from Kittery to Eastport Eggemoggin Reach
and from Aroostook to the sea. Why ; When this light station was first expecting a lot from his pacing geld
not remonstrate? The fishermen erected there was a great amount of ing. Dell Volo. In the coming racing
canhot get a living now. It may bt' shipping in this vicinity. It was season He has shown he was the
said the fishermen are no harder hl' ! nothing at times to see a fleet of from goods on more than one occasion.
Ralph Jewell . Fairfield owner, ex
than any others, but this I feel would 25 to 50 sailing craft coming out of
pects to move his horses to Farmingcnly be mentioned by those not the Penobscot River from Bangor
familiar with the ravages of gales.
one running for the open or down ton immediately. It is the convenient
and this is the real reason why any ! the Eggemoggin found this station a place for colt breaking and training
closed season should never exist.
! very desirable mark to run for The Is the real reason for this change as
Getting back to the double-gauge cargoes then consisted mostly of lum- Mr. Jewell has a couple of two year
measure, put a penalty on both sizes p?r and laths and were purchased by olds that should have preparation to
prepared to be liberated. There will ; large lumber concerns in Boston and get them ready for the much herald
be more fines, and undoubtedly the : New York. In the summer hundreds ed stake for age to which these
large lobsters would find their way to I of yachts made vacation cruises in daughters of Peter Volo are eligible.
One is a trotter and one a pacer so
many markets.
I this vicinity.
There is in my opinion, only one i Some fine summer homes have been If the class had to be split it would
logical way to protect the fishermen | built on the islands and mainland in went :io hardship on the other.
Mr. and Mrs. J Howard Randal] of
and dealers, that is a uniform law on t this vicinity. It has always been a
lobsters, with a duty large enough to great treat to visitors during the va- Harrison visited the Clukey Stable at
prctect, then limit the number of cation season to stop and pay their Rockland the last day of the month
and found their horses in the finest
cases of canned lobster or other fish , respects to the keeper of the light,
that may enter the United States, j The Lighthouse Bureau has been of condition. Henry has ten, count
For the benefit of those not knowing, making an extensive survey of sta- ing the colts. It will be quite a con
large lobsters from Canada, also weak j tions in the First District eliminating undrum as to which one of the three
who bought so much at New York
lob'ters. were selling at wholesale re- i those where there is little traffic,
cently in Boston for eight cents a
a dry ledge beacon will replace the will have the fastest one next fall
pound, why not a duty to protect.
station. It will consist of an un- For a guess the one who can wait
Eeventeen tons of smelts arrived watched acetylene light whose char- he longest before having any actual
frem Japan, dumped onto the Bcston acteristlc will be a white flash every speed demonstration. With colts the
markets less than a week ago. Why three seconds. The time of flash will patient waiter, if he thinks ne ought
net a duty? Salmon, canned and be .03 seconds, eclipse will be 2.7 sec to wait, is no loser.
P Ward & Sons of Yarmouth have
whole. arriving from Japan, while j ends and it will have 130 candle
Japanese scallops control the trade power The height will be 36 feet in idea they haw a good horse in the
of the West Coast.
above high water. The spherical cage 'talllon, Moko Volo, a seven year old
Why say we here in Maine cannot which has been used as a day mark •rotter that ls a close relative of E
Roland Harriman's fast trotting
get a dutv on lobsters? You may feel , cn the beacon will be removed,
sure New York will not lose its West
Pumpkin Island Light Station is mare. Fair Dreams. 2.03They are
Coast trade of fish without making a built on a small island comprising an both the get of Peter Volo and both
big Oght. New York has lots of votes I acre
more. Its nearest mailing have the same second dam, Hester
and influence. Massachusetts mav base ls Eggemoggin. The light is sit- Prim (2). 2.1814, dam of Betsy Prig,
well be aroused by the invasion of uated on the northwest side of the 2 05, and five others by Prodigal
Moko Volo is also from the same
island. A white tower connects with
foreign fish.
Ir. closing just a word about the the dwelling. The boat house is con dam as Sanlto. 2.1314. the trotter that
z? move ^£tccau'<nt±.
&
double gauge law. Nine to 13 Inches, nected with the boat slip. A pebble Chappelle raced in 1931 and not re
tarded
as
a
bad
one
at
all.
Sanlto
anything less than nine inches or over beach on the northerly side of the
13 to be liberated. In this, all large island gives the visitor an ideal place iidnl have the best of luck but raced
gamely all the time.
lcb'teis. called jumbos are to be lib- to land,
Flank Fox is making preparations
crated, male and female alike, in
The present keeper of the light is
Fiaher No llruft Ventllatloa
ether words, liberate the male, be- Frank Rummery. who after the light for a campaign ln 1933. There are a
from 75 to 80, the Eight from 80 to 85—
NEW! . . . Two motor cars entirely differ
cause the female may be egg bearing has been placed out of commission couple of Maine trainers who arc
actual stop-watch miles per hour.
ent from anything you ever saw. New radi
Outwardly and inwardly. Oldsinobile’s new
ibove
Mr
Fox
in
point
of
years
but
sometime. The dealers will not be will be transferred to some vacant poators— lamps— hoods—vvindshields* New
Eisher bodies offer many- ini|x»riant refine
cbliged to buy them from the Maine , sition. A bell rung by hand was the it looks as if Frank might be in the
Knglnca Cradled In Rubber
ments. Eor instance, the revolutionary new
fenders anu wheels. New rear contours.
fishermen; they may buy all the way the station had for signaling to ame for many years. He isn't doing
Symmetrical new design from end to end.
Eisher No Draft Ventilation, IndividuallyCanadian lobsters and take them to passersby. This method dates back more than two men's work this win
The new Oldsmobile engines are cushioned
ter and is getting along finely. He
Massachusetts. This is the big rea to the 18th century
Controlled. is built into all closed models.
And with style leadership, these 1*>33 Ohl*on
a
three-point
rubber
mounting
of
new
las a trot mare that he ought to
son for the uniform law. Why not
mobiles also bring you every other desirable
scientific design. This mounting is the most
bring into the game with the best of
FOLLOW MELLON'S IDEA
have our members of Congress get be
Demand Balanced Excellences
quality—at the lowest prices in ten years.
successful yet perfected, and overcomes all
he diagonal ones ln the State this
hind a uniform law. with a duty large
Don't compromise, this year! Demand style,
sensation of effort or vibration from the
enough to protect, limiting the num- Secretary Of Treasury Advocated year. She is called Dreamlight. had
Larger—Roomier—More Powerful
performance, and durability, at prices which
Two Years Ago Plan Non Proposed i four year old record of 2 07‘, last
ber of cases and any kind of canned
source of power.
year, and is by that good sire. Sanfish. I have every reason to believe I Bv Democrats
represent top value. The new Oldsmobile
The new Six is a roomier, more comfortable
Francisco. out of the dam of Con
that during the next session of Con
Lower, Sturdier Cbaaala
Six and Eight—two outstanding General
car ... the Eight is larger and finer in every
tender,
2
04',,
by
Axworthy.
'Washington
Post)
gress a bill similar to this will be preMotors values—offer vou balanced excellence
respect. Both are extremely brilliant per
In
both
the
new
Six
and
Straight
Eight.
Olds

When
they
are
rounded
up
I
think
sented and fighting for its passage.
Democratic leaders who met with it will be found that Maine will have
in everything essential to motoring pleasure,
formers.
And
progressive
engineering
has
mobile
has
employed
a
special
double-drop
will be every member from Maine. President-elect Roosevelt in New
still further increased the de|M*ndahility for
comfort and satisfaction.
X-type frame which greatly strengthens the
Massachusetts, New York and every York agreed upon a program of taxa- the best lot of trotters and pacers,
which Oldsmobile is famous.
other State that is being affected by tlon ajld economy that would sub- '.'cung and old, that has ever been
chassis
and
provides
unusual
driving
sta

The 19.33 Oldsmobile Sixes range in price
the invasion of foreign goods After . tar.tially balance the budget An seen in late year racing.
bility. By permitting a substantial reduction
from $745—tlie Eights from $845—f. o. b.
The
Six
engine
is
larger
and
develops
80
h.p.
It
is
hopeful
that
there
will
be
several years of careful planning to attempt will be made to put this proin the car's height, the new frame con
lainsing. Bumpers and spare tires are extra.
— while the Eight has been increased to
get more lobster • for the Maine fish- g-am into effect before March 4 i very generous response to a verv
tributes also to the pleasing new body lines.
Convenient G.M.A.C. tune payment plan.
90 h.p. As a result, the new Six will do
ermen. with appropriations advanced prospects for wiping out the Federal 'iberal offering in the matter of both
from $15,000 to over $65 000 an- ! deficit are brighter than they have two and three year old stakes. The
nually. and all we can say is dump been since Congress enacted the flrst payment is sure to be but mere
ly nominal, and if one hasn"t confi
every lobster less than 9 inches, and ; revenue act of 1930.
all over 13 inches. Let Canada fur- j The decision to increase income dence enough in his judgment to back
nish the country with the sizes Maine taxes in the lower brackets is a it for a five dollar note he shouldn't
fishermen liberate. Better abolish courageous move. Heavier imposts lave invested over at the armory.
Worthen, well known Bangor dealer
the whole lobster law, catch them all upon moderate incomes is the only
up. and save the taxpayers the practical alternative to the sales tax in speed, may have brought some
amount of money appropriated
if the budget is to be balanced. Mr thing from the west that will trim
Freeman S. Young
Roosevelt's opposition killed the sales the best of the Kentucky bred ones
that came to Maine, anyway, we're
tax. As soon as he spoke out against going
to hear all about It.
it plans for its consideration by the
NEW AUBURN LINE
—Milton in the Bangor Daily News.
House ways and means committee
abandoned. The sales tax is I
E. O. Philbrook & Son Much were
now completely out of the picture. If 1 o
the budget is to be balanced. Con
Pleased With This \ ear s gress
MALICIOUS MISCHIEF
HIT BY DEPRESSION
was properly whipped, it was spun
must reverse the position it took
Maid—"1 left my last place because
Why rater torture* from _____ .
into what was known as threads, by
I was told to do something I didn't
last year and vote higher taxes on
tlim. Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
Cars
I
ormer
Re'
ident
Of
'Keag
Deprecates
Ft
hermen
Say That Farmers Not
rolling
it
with
the
hand
on
the
knee.
Lameness, Sprains sad Bruises when
moderate incomes.
like."
Which
Take
Place
>
Only Ones Whose Products Have
the
Ructions
and
this
thread
was
then
used
to
i
METHYL BALM
No attempt will be made by the
The Auburn Automobile Company
Prospective Mistress — "Really!
will brine almost Instant relief?
Depreciated
There
caulk
the
vessel's
seams.
On
new
has announced three complete lines Democratic leaders to increase sur
What was that?"
JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
------The Harbor correspondent writes: vessels it was first, second and third 1
71 PARK ST,
ROCKLAND
of straight eight motor cars for 1933 taxes. Such levies are unproductive
New England fishermen are in a Maid—"Look for another job.”—
threads, and then payed with hot Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
The newcomer, which has been added because of the drastic shrinkage of We think Boze could tell us some pitch to keep out the salt water. ! In a recent issue of The Courier boat with western wheat and south- B051011 Transcript,
$P
cents
to the 8-101 standard and custom large incomes. Of course the pro thing about the gospel shop and the The happy hours I spent around that i Gazette I noticed where steps are be- „
cotton growers, their products
lines is the new 8-105 Salon series of posed new normal tax rates would Davenport house from Dads diary.'' old gospel shop were not spent in I ink taken to punish the culprit or cul- jern
..
.
.
'
* —_
As ior the gospel shop being men
straight eight cars, with a power apply to the large incomes, but most
whippinz
oakum,
but
in
piaving
"I
prlU
who
defaced
the
desks
of
the
.
hard h‘t by lhe depression,
tioned
in
the
diaries,
I
find
no
entries,
of
the
increased
revenue
would
come
plant developing 100 horse power
spy," “Kick-the-stick." and kindred j douth Thomaston grammar school. | The bureau of fisheries of the de
The announcement also covers three from individuals with moderate in but as it was Dad's workshop, where
he
spun
the
oakum
and
kept
the
tools
games, along with my boyhood_com- I was very glad to see that at last the 1 partment of commerce has tried to
comes.
complete lines of twelve-cylinder cars,
townspeople realize that some pun- ' flnd a remedv but failed thus far
Boze
of
his
trade
as
a
ship-caulker,
every
panions
Individuals
with
less
than
$5000
per
comprising Salon, custom and stand
lshment ls due those who wantonly ;
.
..
time
he
writes
of
working
on
a
Somerville,
Mass
year
income
paid
only
$7,325,000
into
ard models. The chassis of the cus
deface or destroy property belonging 1
uring the World War, when
schooner
he
started
from
that
shop
the
Treasury
in
1931.
or
a
little
more
TO STAY AT The LINCOLN
tom and standard twelves is essen
to the town
mfat was ver>' expensive and needed
AS BRITISH SEE US
tially the same as that of last year, than 3 percent of the total income lor his work The history of the old
Now
if
cnly
a
like
interest
can
be
'
for
fighting
men,
a
drive
to
encourtax. Most of the income tax receipts gospel shop as I recall it, is as fol
IS A HAPPY REMEMBRANCE
the Salon models are entirely new.
Sorar SurprisingStatementsAppear taken in
the destruction of private age fish eating resulted in a large
The new salon models will carry were drawn from incomes of $25,000 lows: When in 1851 the Second Bap
in
"Who's
Who"
For
1933
property,
the
breakage
of
windows
in
increase
in
the
demand
for
the
New
tist
Church
at
Turkey
Ridge
decided
among their features, dual ratio, and over. Taxes on 1932 incomes
____
vacant build.ngs. etc.; if our young England catch. But now the demand
L. G 3., free wheeling, a silent and were substantially increased last that the church edifice built in 1824
ClMsrfvl rMRH .
A friend sends us this clipping ^°p.!e,„c„a" ?!
I“
P!?»Ce
constant mesh transmission, full July, but wealthy individuals con was out of repair, and inconvenient,
. MsUwuteiy Pricsg .. Aruvad tbs
their town, to build up rather than I Landings ot fishing products at
they
built
a
new
one.
So
far
as
I
from
a
Los
Angeles
newspaper:
four-point rubber air cushioned en tinue to pay most of the revenue.
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